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Introduction

Economic development analysis must inevitably rely on a double 
methodological standpoint. On the one hand, it needs to search for common 
features, those general attributes that might be present in all national experiences 
of  wealth accumulation, poverty reduction, and moving up the income ladder. 
On the other, in order to be meaningful, it must reckon with time and space. It 
must consider that those universal development traits will play out in specific 
historical and geographical circumstances that will condition their unfolding. 

Development economics has always combined the search for stylized 
common ‘stages of  growth’ with the taking into consideration of  the historical 
and geographical context in which those ‘stages’ are crossed. For instance, it 
makes a huge difference if  a country starts to industrialize as a single unit, like 
England in its original experience, or at a moment in which a fully-fledged 
industrialized global economy is the environment. Circumstances matter as they 
bring different challenges and opportunities when passing through the stages 
of  growth.

In this book, we try to follow that dual approach. Although each chapter is 
written in a way that makes it readable as a standalone piece, there is a tentative 
common thread: we attempt to understand what has meant to climb the income 
ladder in the context of  the global economy prior to and after the 2007-08 
global financial crisis. 

We start in chapter 1 with a revisiting of  the growth performance of  emerging 
markets and developing economies before and since the global financial crisis. 
As well as frustrating expectations that they might become the new growth pole 
in the global economy, their convergence to the per-capita incomes of  advanced 
economies has suffered a setback. We call attention to policies and reforms that 
remain applicable to deal with that.

Part I of  the book deals with the global macro-financial context after the 
crisis. In addition to sketching out some of  the hypotheses about ‘secular 
stagnation’ in advanced economies (chapter 2) and the role played by asset 
price dynamics in macroeconomics (chapter 4), we approach changes in global 
financial flows (chapter 3) and in central bank policies (chapter 5). We also 
lay out those conditions that may define whether large financial sectors are 
benign or malign for economic growth (chapter 6). Updated views of  global 
current-account imbalances (chapter 7), and how to matchmake finance and 
infrastructure (chapter 8), are also included.
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Part II turns to technology and trade globalization as enablers—with 
preconditions—of  growth in developing countries. While chapters 9, 10, and 
12 lay out the opportunities and challenges posed by technological changes in 
the recent past and ahead, chapter 11 highlights domestic preconditions for 
getting the biggest ‘bang for the buck’. The growth-cum-rebalancing of  China’s 
economy, with its systemic implications, is included (chapter 13 and others). A 
stocktaking exercise regarding trade wars completes part II (chapter 14).

Part III presents our take on stages of  growth. After approaching the case 
of  natural resource-rich countries (chapter 15), we deal with middle-income 
growth traps (chapter 16). Appropriate fiscal and monetary-prudential policies 
are summarized in chapters 17 and 18. An additional special focus on climate 
change and central banks (chapter 19), and on gender equality as a development 
factor (chapter 20), is also included.

Finally, part IV offer country case studies. Brazil’s difficulties in overcoming 
the middle-income trap (chapter 21) are followed by an examination of  how 
sub-Saharan Africa has dealt with natural resource wealth (chapter 22).

The book ends with a chapter on the coronavirus crisis and its impact on 
the global economy (chapter 23). Emerging markets and developing countries, 
in addition to facing difficulties in dealing with their own coronavirus outbreaks, 
have suffered additional shocks from abroad. For them, the new coronavirus has 
brought a perfect storm. Some possible implications from the coronavirus crisis 
on globalization are also pointed out. 

The overall message of  our dual analytical-and-historic approach is single: 
historic and geographical conditions matter, but ultimately the adoption of  
appropriate country-specific policies and reforms is what makes the difference.
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1.  Lost in Transition: Developing Countries in 
the Global Economy 
The growth and productivity performance of  emerging market and developing 

economies (EMDEs) since 2010 has failed to repeat the achievements of  the 
previous decade. As well as frustrating expectations that they might become the 
new growth pole in the global economy, the convergence of  EMDEs to the per-
capita incomes of  advanced economies has suffered a setback. Nonetheless, the 
path of  policies and reforms to be pursued in that direction remains the same.  

1.1. Recoupling or Switchover
In the aftermath of  the 2007-08 global financial crisis (GFC), developing 

economies as a whole looked—to some, including us (Canuto, 2010)—poised 
to not only decouple their growth from advanced economies under stress, but 
possibly to take over as the growth locomotive of  the global economy. While 
the rich world would take some time before putting their post-crisis houses in 
order, developing countries seemed to be ready even to become a force pulling 
them forward.

During the years before the GFC, EMDEs exhibited higher and rising GDP 
growth rates relative to advanced economies (Figure 1.1). On the eve of  the 
GFC, EMDEs’ share of  the annual increase in global GDP approached 50%. 

Figure 1.1: Growth

Source: Kose and Ohnsorge (2019). Note: EMDEs = emerging markets and developing 
countries.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
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The GFC originated in advanced economies and, given the legacy of  the crisis, 
those economies were expected to undergo a period of  slower growth. On the other 
side, the structural factors behind the previous growth performance of  EMDEs 
might allow them not only to ‘decouple’ from the advanced economies’ slowdown, 
but maybe even help pull them up. We call this a ‘locomotive switchover’ hypothesis. 

Figure 1.2, on the growth interdependence of  the two groups of  economies, 
provides a simplified illustration of  possible outcomes. Channels for growth 
interdependence may be interpreted here as trade and corresponding investment 
prospects, and as factor incomes abroad (return on foreign assets, remittances). The 
steepness of  the lines for advanced countries (AC) reflects the pre-crisis smaller weight 
of  developing countries (DC) in their performance, whereas the greater sensitivity of  
DC to variations in AC growth rates is expressed in the slopes of  the corresponding 
lines. The legacy of  the crisis on AC is exemplified by the shift from AC0 to AC1. The 
adverse impact of  slower advanced-country growth on developing countries—which 
we call the negative ‘recoupling’ of  developing countries—is reflected in a global 
move from point A to point B. However, if  new ‘autonomous’ sources of  trend 
growth in DC can be tapped and DC0 shifts to DC1, then the global economy can 
settle at point C. Here, not only can developing countries escape from the negative 
recoupling, but there can also be a ‘switchover’, whereby developing countries become 
the global growth locomotives and partially rescue advanced economies.

Chart 1.2: Recoupling and Switchover

Source: Canuto (2010). 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/C1TDAT_29-50.pdf
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However, since 2010, EMDEs’ growth rates have been lower than before the 
GFC, with a declining differential to advanced economies (Figure 1.1). Moreover, 
the pace of  income convergence has slowed. Here we provide some explanation 
of  why the transition of  wagons and the locomotive switchover was lost.

1.2. Tracks Along Which the Post-GFC Switchover Would 
Take Place

Most developing countries were already moving along the following tracks 
before the GFC, owing largely to improvements in their economic policies 
during the previous decade. Given that these policies enabled these countries to 
outperform and respond well to shocks coming from the crisis epicenter, one 
might expect strong incentives to maintain the pace and direction of  reforms that 
took them to that place. Such reforms could become sources of  the EMDEs’ 
‘autonomous’ sources of  trend growth in Figure 1.2. 

Revisiting those tracks is still relevant as moving along them remains feasible 
and attractive today. Likewise, the preconditions affecting policies and reforms 
still prevail.

First, public- and private-sector balance sheets in most emerging economies 
were relatively clean. While deleveraging was ongoing in advanced economies, 
many developing countries would be able to explore untapped investment 
opportunities—infrastructure bottlenecks being a glaring example.

The fast post-GFC recovery in many emerging markets reflected the good 
shape and sustainability of  their national balance sheets. Looking forward, there 
would be in principle a wide range of  greenfield investment opportunities in 
developing economies—especially in infrastructure—that might benefit from 
greater financial leverage by both public and private sectors (see chapter 8). 
Healthy public and private balance sheets and existing infrastructure bottlenecks 
would provide room for increased investment and higher total factor productivity 
in many developing countries.

Second, there was a large inventory of  technologies that the developing world 
was yet to acquire, adopt, and adapt (see part II). Thanks to breakthroughs in 
information and communication, transferring these technologies was becoming 
cheaper and safer. Furthermore, decreased transportation costs and the breakup 
of  vertical production chains in many sectors facilitated poorer countries’ 
integration into the global economy. Technological convergence and the transfer 
of  surplus labor to more productive tradable activities would continue, despite 
the advanced economies’ anemic growth rates.
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Most developing countries faced then—and still do—a technological 
convergence gap relative to the frontier level of  knowledge in advanced 
economies. Unexploited latecomer advantages were a venue for local productivity 
improvements via technology transfer and adaptation that remained open 
and wide, even if  the advance of  technology frontiers slowed down in high-
income countries. Again, policy challenges would have to be faced. Absence 
of  complementary factors such as reliable infrastructure, access to finance, and 
provision of  formally educated labor forces, needed to be gradually mitigated. 
Furthermore, institutional factors that negatively affect the ‘investment climate’ 
tend to harm investments in technology and must be addressed (part III).

Third, a flipside of  the emergence of  new middle classes in many emerging 
markets was that domestic absorption (consumption and investment) in 
developing countries as a group might rise relative to their own production 
potential. Rapidly growing middle classes across the developing world would 
constitute a new source of  demand. Provided that South-South trade linkages 
were reinforced, one might see a new round of  successful export-led growth in 
smaller countries.

After the Second World War, Europe and Japan sustained long growth 
cycles through a process of  technological and mass-consumption, catching up 
with the U.S. frontier. By contrast, from the 1990s onward, many developing 
economies achieved high growth facilitated by innovations in information and 
communication technologies, combined with globalization, but with a major role 
left to developed countries for absorption of  their output. The time might then 
have come for better matching of  increases in production and consumption 
within developing countries. That rebalancing could have become a powerful 
tool to speed up poverty and inequality reduction.

Programs of  investment in infrastructure and human capital, poverty 
reduction, and social inclusion in developing countries would stimulate local 
consumption and investment, producing positive feedback loops. A greater role 
for effective networks of  social protection and for active poverty-reduction 
policies in developing countries might therefore become a component of  
sustainable global growth. The track-record in terms of  poverty reduction fed 
hopes in that regard (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Poverty

Source: Kose and Ohnsorge (2019). Note: EAP = East Asia and Pacific, SAR = South Asia, 
SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa, ECA = Eastern Europe and Central Asia, LAC = Latin America 
and the Caribbean, MNA = Middle East and North Africa.

Finally, natural-resource intensive developing countries might benefit from the 
fact that the relative demand for commodities was expected to remain strong in 
the medium term, to the extent that world growth after the crisis would be more 
dependent on developing countries as a group, and demand in these countries 
is more commodity-intensive than elsewhere. Prices would be prevented from 
reverting to the low levels that prevailed in the 1980s and 1990s (Figure 1.4)

Once again, if  appropriate governance and revenue administration mechanisms 
were put in place, particularly to avoid rent-seeking behavior, that natural-resource 
availability might be a ‘blessing’ for those countries (see chapter 15).

Figure 1.4: Commodity Prices

Source: Kose and Ohnsorge (2019).

https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
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Notwithstanding the clear visibility of  those tracks, we also called attention 
to the comprehensive homework in terms of  domestic policies and reforms that 
would be fundamental to progress. Some derailment risks loomed ahead. And 
they became real.

1.3. Lost in Transition
For instance, a major threat to a smooth transition to new sources of  

global growth was the possibility of  overshooting in the inevitable asset-price 
adjustment accompanying the shift in relative growth prospects and perceptions 
of  risks (Canuto, 2011). Lax monetary policies and investment slowdown in 
advanced economies would create a massive liquidity wave and capital flows 
toward EMDEs (Canuto, 2013a)—see chapters 4, 5 and 18.

Indeed, because the creation of  new assets in developing countries tended 
to be slower than the increase in demand for them, the price of  existing assets 
in those markets—equities, bonds, real estate, human capital—were likely to 
overshoot their long-term equilibrium values. Previous history was full of  
examples of  the negative side-effects that could arise.

Each and every one of  the previous booms and busts—in Latin America, 
Asia, and Russia in the 1990s, and in Eastern Europe, Southern Europe, 
and Ireland more recently—shared some combination of  unsustainably low 
financial costs, asset bubbles, over-indebtedness, wage growth unwarranted by 
productivity gains, and domestic absorption in excess of  production. In every 
case, these imbalances were fueled by easily identifiable periods of  euphoria and 
sudden asset-prices increases.

True, external factors, such as foreign liquidity, were conducive—or at least 
permissive—to such periods of  euphoria. Twin current-account and fiscal 
deficits (and/or currency and debt-maturity mismatches) were the rule. But 
our point was that powerful forces that drive up asset prices can be unleashed 
even without massive liquidity inflows. The scramble for available assets and a 
dangerous euphoria might occur through purely domestic mechanisms.

So what should developing countries have done, aside from maintaining 
sound macroeconomic policies, curbing excessive domestic financial leverage, 
and attempting to isolate themselves from volatile capital inflows?

The most important task was to facilitate and strengthen the creation of  new 
assets, and there is always much that developing countries can do in this regard. 
They could take advantage of  moments of  bonanza in available capital to build 
contestability, transparency, and institutional quality around markets in which 

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/risky-growth-engines?a_la=english&a_d=f765be0446f86fa80b3f0502&a_m=&a_a=click&a_s=&a_p=%2Fcolumnist%2Fotaviano-canuto&a_li=risky-growth-engines&a_pa=columnist-commentaries&a_ps=&a_ms=&a_r=
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-need-for-investment-in-long-term-productive-assets-by-otaviano-canuto?a_la=english&a_d=1afce50246f86ff8136fec5d&a_m=&a_a=click&a_s=&a_p=%2Fcolumnist%2Fotaviano-canuto&a_li=the-need-for-investment-in-long-term-productive-assets-by-otaviano-canuto&a_pa=columnist-commentaries&a_ps=&a_ms=&a_r=
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greenfield investments could be implemented. They could ensure that the rules 
in place were consistent and favorable to funding investment projects with long 
maturities. And they could invest in their own capacity for project selection and 
design (see chapters 8, 16 and 17).

These and other internal reforms would serve to moderate the furious rise 
in the price of  developing-country assets. For that reason, such reforms would 
also be the best way to ensure that the next locomotives of  global growth—and 
all the economies that are pulled by them—would remain on the rails.

By 2013, over-enthusiasm with EMDEs’ growth prospects partially waned 
(Figure 1.1). Many then believed that the broad-based growth slowdown in 
emerging economies was not cyclical, but a reflection of  underlying structural 
flaws (Canuto, 2013b). 

To be sure, the baseline scenario for the post-crisis ‘new normal’ had always 
entailed slower global economic growth than during the pre-2008 boom. For 
major advanced economies, the financial crisis five years previously marked the 
end of  a prolonged period of  debt-financed domestic consumption, based on 
wealth effects derived from unsustainable asset-price overvaluation (see chapters 
4 and 7). The crisis had thus led to the demise of  China’s export-led growth 
model, which had helped to buoy commodity prices and, in turn, bolster GDP 
growth in commodity-exporting developing countries (see chapter 13 on China’s 
growth rebalancing).

Against this background, a return to pre-crisis growth patterns could 
not reasonably be expected, even after advanced economies completed 
the deleveraging process and repaired their balance sheets. But economic 
performance in developing countries was still expected to decouple from 
that in developed countries and drive global output by finding new, relatively 
autonomous sources of  growth.

It became apparent, however, that emerging-market enthusiasts had 
underestimated at least two critical factors. First, the push in emerging economies 
to maintain the previous pace of  reform was weaker than expected. The global 
economic environment—characterized by massive amounts of  liquidity and 
low interest rates stemming from unconventional monetary policy in advanced 
economies—led most emerging economies to use their policy space to build up 
existing drivers of  growth, rather than moving ahead with new ones.

But the growth returns had dwindled, while imbalances had worsened. 
Countries including Russia, India, Brazil, South Africa, and Turkey used the 
space available for credit expansion to support consumption, without a 
corresponding increase in investment. China’s non-financial corporate debt 

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/otaviano-canuto-reevaluates-emerging-economies--growth-prospects?a_la=english&a_d=529c61464a4231120c2f3ebc&a_m=&a_a=click&a_s=&a_p=%2Fcolumnist%2Fotaviano-canuto&a_li=otaviano-canuto-reevaluates-emerging-economies--growth-prospects&a_pa=columnist-commentaries&a_ps=&a_ms=&a_r=
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increased dramatically, partly owing to dubious real-estate investments, as a way 
to avoid abrupt growth deceleration.

Moreover, nothing was done in anticipation of  the end of  terms-of-trade 
gains in resource-rich countries including Russia, Brazil, Indonesia, and South 
Africa, which had been facing rising wage costs and supply-capacity limits. And 
fiscal weakness and balance-of-payments fragility became more acute in India, 
Indonesia, South Africa, and Turkey.

The second problem with emerging-economy forecasts was their failure 
to account for the vigor with which vested interests and other political forces 
would resist reform—a major oversight, given how uneven these countries’ 
reform efforts had been prior to 2008. The inevitable time lag between reforms 
and results had not helped matters.

A third shortcoming of  the switchover hypothesis was the underestimation 
of  the weight of  China’s growth-cum-rebalancing path across EMDEs, and of  
the downward effects of  the end of  the super-cycle of  commodity prices—
metals and agricultural prices in 2011 and oil prices in 2015 (Figure 1.4).

1.4. Fading Productivity and Growth Engines 
The growth slowdown faced by EMDEs between 2011 and 16 (Figure 1.1) 

happened in more than 60% of  EMDEs. It was deepest in Latin America and 
the Caribbean and mildest in South Asia. In the case of  low-income countries 
as a group, the growth downslide was from 6.9% in 2012 to 4.8% in 2016 (Kose 
and Ohnsorge, 2019).

EMDEs’ investment and export growth underwent substantial declines, 
moving down to less than half  of  their rates prior to the GFC. According to 
Kose and Ohnsorge (2019), estimates of  potential output growth in EMDEs 
slowed from 5.9% a year in 2003-07 to 4.8% a year in 2013-17 because of  weak 
investment on capital stocks, demographic trends changing from dividends to 
liabilities, and slower productivity growth. 

A reversal took place of  the fast pre-GFC convergence of  per-capita incomes 
with advanced economies. This can be best seen by looking at productivity 
growth trends, as they are the primary source of  lasting income growth (World 
Bank, 2020, ch.3). Most cross-country differences in income per capita can be 
associated with differences in productivity (Figure 1.5, left panel). Productivity 
is measured here as GDP per unit of  labor, while total factor productivity (TFP) 
reflects the efficiency with which factor inputs are combined and is often used 
to proxy technological progress.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/decade-after-global-recession
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/778161574888355532/Global-Economic-Prospects-January-2020-Topical-Issue-1.pdf
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/778161574888355532/Global-Economic-Prospects-January-2020-Topical-Issue-1.pdf
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Figure 1.5 (right panel) shows a slowdown in productivity growth as a broad-
based trend, encompassing most advanced economies and EMDEs. In advanced 
economies, the slowdown followed a trend that had been underway since the late 
1990s (see chapter 2). In EMDEs, productivity growth slowed from the pre-
GFC peak of  6.6% in 2007 to 3.2% in 2015, staying close to that afterwards. 

Productivity levels in EMDEs remain less than 20% of  the advanced-economy 
average, and just 2% in low-income countries (LICs). Given such gaps as starting 
points, the still higher pace of  productivity growth in EMDEs (Figure 1.5, right panel) 
is not enough to lead to fast income convergence. According to the World Bank (2020):

“Although EMDE productivity convergence improved ahead of  the global 
financial crisis, it is now progressing at rates that would require over a century to 
halve the current productivity gap with the average advanced economy. However, 
the pace of  convergence differs across regions: more than half  of  EMDEs in East 
Asia and Pacific (EAP) are on course to halve their productivity gap in less than 
40 years, while fewer than 20 percent of  economies in the Middle East and North 
Africa (MNA), Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), and Sub-Saharan 
Africa (SSA) will likely achieve the same reduction over this timeframe.”

Figure 1.5: Productivity

Source: World Bank (2020, ch.3).

The EMDE productivity slowdown reflected lower gains from labor sectoral 
reallocation and a slowdown in improvements in many drivers of  productivity 
growth. Weaker investment rates and slowing TFP growth were gauged by 
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the World Bank as equally responsible for the post-GFC productivity growth 
slowdown. 

The very same tracks that we pointed out before as potentially leading to 
a continuation of  the EMDE pre-GFC productivity and growth performance, 
eventually by sheer size swapping positions as locomotives with advanced 
economies, still apply (part III): raising labor productivity economy-wide 
by stimulating private and public investment, and improving human capital; 
enhancing firm productivity, including by upgrading workforce skills; exposing 
firms to trade and foreign investment; facilitating the intra-sectoral reallocation 
of  resources towards more efficient firms and a cross-sectoral diversification; 
and sustaining a growth-friendly macroeconomic and institutional environment. 
This is the main subject of  this book.
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Part I

Post-GFC  
Finance and  
Macroeconomics
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2.  Are Advanced Economies Facing a Secular 
Stagnation?
Policymakers in the advanced economies at the core of  the global financial 

crisis (GFC) can claim that they prevented a new ‘Great Depression’. However, 
recovery since the outbreak of  the crisis in 2008 has not been followed by a 
return to growth rates close to those before the crisis. 

Since these macroeconomic outcomes have to some extent been shaped 
by policy mixes adopted in those economies in response to the crisis, the 
appropriateness of  those policy choices is a question worth revisiting. This is 
particularly the case in relation to the hypothesis that a long-run trend toward 
stagnation may have already been at play during the pre-crisis period, even if  
temporarily countered by pervasive asset price booms.

On the other hand, there is a core divergence among those Keynesian and 
Schumpeterian economists who have proposed such stagnation hypotheses. 
While both groups agree that asset bubbles momentarily offset underlying 
stagnation trends before the crisis, and that the recovery has been subpar, they 
point to different underlying factors for continued anemic levels of  growth. 
Keynesians argue from the demand side and believe that fiscal policies have 
been far too restrictive, with too much emphasis on monetary policies recently, 
whereas Schumpeterians believe that the necessary force of  creative destruction 
has for a long time not been allowed to fully take place.

2.1. Actual GDP Has Lagged its Potential During the 
Recovery

Figure 2.1 depicts two key features of  the post-GFC recovery in the U.S. 
economy. First, the aggregate growth trend exhibited prior to the crisis is no 
longer there, either because it was not sustainable in the long run and/or as a 
legacy of  the crisis. Second, a new ‘Great Depression’ has been avoided, but 
actual GDP has remained subpar relative to the IMF/OECD estimates for 
potential output over the period. 
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Figure 2.1: U.S. Real GDP Before and After 2007-08  
Financial Crisis 

Source: US Congressional Budget Office  

The post-crisis recovery in advanced economies was sluggish and fragile 
compared to previous recoveries. At first glance, this should in principle 
be unsurprising, given the nature of  the factors underlying the crisis: the 
pervasiveness and magnitude of  asset booms and busts; the Eurozone’s design 
flaws fully revealed as the euro-crisis unfolded in the first half  of  the decade; 
the degree of  synchronization of  recessions; policy uncertainty associated with 
a loss of  confidence over the sufficiency of  established policy blueprints; and 
so on. Moreover, any such transition from a previously booming economy to a 
‘new normal’ would necessarily entail a significant reallocation of  resources, with 
creation/destruction of  jobs and productive assets. As remarked by Rajan (2013):

“(…) the bust that follows years of  a debt-fueled boom leaves behind an 
economy that supplies too much of  the wrong kind of  good relative to the changed 
demand. Unlike a normal cyclical recession, in which demand falls across the 
board and recovery require merely rehiring laid-off  workers to resume their old 
jobs, economic recovery following a lending bust typically requires workers to move 
across industries and to new locations.”

But would the post-crisis difficulties in kick starting growth stem from the 
previous excessive debt buildups and subsequent deleveraging? Although these 
certainly underlined the financial crisis, they are hardly enough to account for the 
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prolonged period of  low growth rates. Moreover, the debt buildups explanation 
cannot explain the generation-long trend toward lower neutral real interest rates. In 
fact, the debt buildups may be seen, instead of  as exogenous and independent causes 
of  events, rather as the way by which a growing excess of  savings over investment led 
to easy monetary policies necessary to maintain full employment prior to the crisis.

Gauging by the size and persistence of  the gap between actual and potential 
GDP, shown in Figure 1.1, one might question whether such a transition might 
have been made faster with appropriate macroeconomic policies. After all, while 
economists often assume that, no matter where potential GDP might be, actual 
GDP will eventually move to it, convergence can occur in the reverse direction. 
Losses associated with prolonged periods of  significant output gaps—e.g. labor de-
skilling, foregone R&D efforts, and resource idleness—then become permanent.

2.2. Post-GFC Macroeconomic Policies Relied Mostly on 
Monetary Tools

The recovery in advanced economies may have reflected peculiarities of  the 
policy mix adopted as responses to the economic downturn, as compared to 
previous experiences. While fiscal and monetary policies have been implemented 
in a countercyclical direction in the past, that was less the case this time.

Monetary policy has been extremely accommodative. As policy interest rates 
approached the bottom—the lower zero bound and even negative rates in some 
cases—central banks expanded their balance sheets, in conjunction with other 
unconventional monetary policies (Canuto and Cavallari, 2017). 

Conversely, while previous recovery experiences were supported by the 
expansion of  public spending, fiscal policy this time has not always moved in 
the opposite direction. The fiscal stimulus implemented in the U.S. at the outset 
of  the downturn was reversed not long after, followed by fiscal contraction. 
In the Eurozone as a whole, in turn, fiscal austerity policies were implemented 
as financial havoc morphed into the fiscal unsustainability of  its crisis-ridden 
members. Austerity has also been favored in the United Kingdom.

Why has the fiscal and monetary policy mix been so different? On the 
fiscal policy side, as shown by Kose et al (2013), public debt levels in advanced 
economies were much higher than in the past when the macroeconomic downturn 
took place. Public deficit levels soared in the run-up to the recession, given the 
scale of  financial support measures and substantial revenue losses. However, one 
may also say that a policy option for austerity was exercised. In the cases of  the 
U.S. and U.K., financial markets did not impose any substantial short-term fiscal 
retrenchment—especially if  medium-to-long-term structural adjustment plans 

https://www.cmacrodev.com/world-bank-bloated-central-bank-balance-sheets/
http://www.voxeu.org/article/why-global-recovery-different
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were to be announced. In the Eurozone, in turn, the intensity of  fiscal adjustment 
in crisis-ridden members could have conceivably been lower, provided that 
correspondingly higher financial support from outside had been made available.

Unconventional monetary policies, in turn, came out of  the urgency 
of  halting potentially catastrophic processes of  debt deflation and bank-
credit freezes that threatened to transform solvent-but-illiquid balance sheets 
into insolvent ones. In the Eurozone, such risks of  financial meltdown were 
compounded by negative feedback loops between banks’ portfolios and rising 
risk premiums associated with crisis-ridden national public debts.

Very loose monetary policies smoothed the process of  private-sector 
balance-sheet deleveraging by keeping yields at low levels and propping up asset 
values. In the Eurozone, risk premiums abated after the European Central Bank 
pledge to do “whatever it takes” to maintain currency convertibility.

The phasing out of  unconventional policies has been protracted as a reflection 
of  the sluggishness and feebleness of  the macroeconomic recovery and the 
absence of  fiscal stimulus as an alternative. In the Eurozone, the debt overhang is 
still salient, and balance-sheet deleveraging still has some way to go. But certainly 
in the case of  the U.S., where debt deleveraging has already been substantial, fears 
regarding consequences of  the unwinding of  quantitative easing have made it a 
measured process.

Can one point to the single-handed reliance on monetary policy to counter 
the downturn as a factor underlying actual GDP lagging behind potential levels? 
After all, most analysts attribute an asymmetric capacity to monetary policy in 
economic downturns: the ability to countervail risks of  asset-debt deflation is 
not accompanied by an equivalently strong capacity to induce agents to invest in 
new productive assets. As the saying goes, “one can pull a string, not push it!” 
Furthermore, after a certain point, ultra-loose monetary policy would only lead 
to a repeat of  the bubble-blowing process seen before the crisis.

In this sense, countercyclical moves by policymakers might have reduced 
the length and size of  the observed output gap, had fiscal policy operated as a 
countercyclical tool complementary to monetary policy, wherever and whenever 
there was available fiscal space to do so. 

2.3. What if a Secular Stagnation Trend has been at Play?
The role of  asset bubbles pulling up the pre-crisis growth trajectory depicted 

in Figure 2.1 is now widely acknowledged. In the case of  the U.S.:
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“(…) the liquidity-generating machine inflated U.S. asset values and fed the 
exuberant growth of  U.S. household spending. U.S. consumers have accounted 
for more than one-third of  the growth in global private consumption since 1990. 
Increasingly, their spending was made possible by the wealth effect generated by 
the rising prices of  housing and household financial assets and stocks, whose 
values were in turn expected to more than outstrip those of  household debt. It 
was this upswing in consumption by U.S. households, and others as debt-based 
consumers-of-last-resort in the global economy that essentially made possible the 
extraordinary structural transformation and productivity increases experienced 
by some manufacturing exporters and commodity producers among developing 
economies” (Canuto, 2009).

A similar bubble-led growth process could be found inside the Eurozone, starting 
with the downward convergence of  perceived risks and interest rates throughout the 
zone after the introduction of  the new common currency. Today’s countries under 
stress were able to sustain domestic absorption much above domestic production 
capacities for a long period, easily financing the difference because of  fallen-from-
heaven domestic asset value appreciation. The underestimation of  fiscal risks can 
also be seen as a manifestation of  such euphoria.

Asset-price dynamics has now been mainstreamed as an important subject 
to be addressed by policymakers. Macroprudential policies are now a component 
in the macroeconomic stabilization toolkit (Canuto, 2013).

However, enhancing the policy framework by revamping financial regulation 
and supervision and combining monetary and prudential policies in order to 
ensure both financial and macroeconomic stability, may not be enough if  some 
underlying secular trend of  stagnation is underway. If  the pre-crisis growth 
trend depicted in Figure 2.1 was inextricably dependent on the overspending 
induced by the financial frenzy—credit and house-price bubbles—then running 
its course, avoiding future asset price booms and busts might simply lead to 
stability around low growth rates.

Such a view underlies the possibility of  a secular stagnation trend, as 
discussed by economists including Krugman (2013) and Summers (2013):

“Manifestly unsustainable bubbles and loosening of  credit standards during 
the middle of  the past decade, along with very easy money, were sufficient to 
drive only moderate economic growth. (…) short-term interest rates are severely 
constrained by the zero lower bound: real rates may not be able to fall far enough 
to spur enough investment to lead to full employment” Summers (2013).

They and other—say, Keynesian—economists have suggested an array of  
possible causes for the U.S. economy and others to display a propensity for 

http://www.economonitor.com/blog/2009/04/the-developing-world-in-a-post-bubble-economy/#sthash.fHKR8pT7.dpuf
https://cfi.co/banking/2013/12/otaviano-canuto-world-bank-group-walking-on-the-wild-side-monetary-policy-and-prudential-regulation/
https://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/09/25/bubbles-regulation-and-secular-stagnation/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/lawrence-summers-stagflation-is-not-our-fate--unless-we-let-it-be/2013/12/15/55a1b84e-65c1-11e3-a0b9-249bbb34602c_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/lawrence-summers-stagflation-is-not-our-fate--unless-we-let-it-be/2013/12/15/55a1b84e-65c1-11e3-a0b9-249bbb34602c_story.html
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aggregate demand shortfalls, in the sense that, as a result of  structural conditions, 
aggregate spending would be enough to ensure full employment and use of  
potential output capacity only in the presence of  negative real interest rates (or, 
alternatively, very low interest rates for long periods and central banks’ bloating 
of  balance sheets by asset acquisition). Such an ‘investment drought’—or, as a 
flipside, a ‘savings glut’ as measured by levels of  non-consumption expenditures 
required to sustain income at full employment—could be seen as underlying 
the fact that, despite the extreme looseness of  monetary policies since the 
GFC, average economic growth rates have fallen short of  the levels of  previous 
decades. This has been the case in the U.S., where average growth has been 
lower, even if  there was a long period without any recession until 2020. 

Beyond the legacies of  the crisis—greater risk aversion, increased savings 
by states and consumers, increased costs of  financial intermediation, and 
major debt overhangs—several long-standing factors could be pointed out as 
dampening investment. Among them, one may single out the following:

First, rising income concentration—rising shares of  income accruing to 
capital and the very wealthy—would lead to overall under-consumption, only 
occasionally countered by unsustainable over-indebtedness of  the poor. Second, 
features of  technology evolution might also be contributing to an investment 
drought. Steep declines in the costs of  durable goods—especially those associated 
with information and communication technology and/or outsourcing—would 
mean lower spending levels associated with investment plans financed from 
corporate savings. Furthermore, the trajectories of  technological evolution 
currently unfolding would not carry an array of  high-return investment 
opportunities comparable to past ones.

Summers (2014) argued that:

“(…) our economy is held back by lack of  demand rather than lack of  
supply. Increasing capacity to produce will not translate into increased output 
unless there is more demand for goods and services.”

He strongly recommended establishing “a commitment to raising the 
level of  demand at any given level of  interest rates through policies that restore 
a situation where reasonable growth and reasonable interest rates can coincide.”

It follows from this view that the policy mix that has prevailed since the 
aftermath of  the crisis has been inappropriate. Instead of  relying single-
handedly on ultra-loose monetary policy, public spending—on infrastructure, 
energy and others—should be rescued from the retrenchment to which it has 
been subjected. By the same token, proactive public policies to ignite private 
investment spending should also be implemented.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/lawrence-summers-strategies-for-sustainable-growth/2014/01/05/9143313c-74b9-11e3-8b3f-b1666705ca3b_story.html
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Structural changes in the economy would have led both to rising savings and 
an investment dearth. Among factors explaining the investment dearth, one may 
point out that the amount of  savings required to purchase a given amount of  
capital goods has declined sharply as the relative price of  capital goods, especially 
in the information technology subset, has sharply declined. There has also been 
what some people have called a ‘demassification’ of  the economy, meaning less 
need for physical inputs and outputs. 

At the same time as the fall in investment demand, a number of  factors have 
combined to increase saving. A larger amount of  income is accruing to higher-
income people who have a greater propensity to save. Increased corporate 
profitability, coupled with lower interest rates, means more retaining of  corporate 
earnings without necessarily leading to more acquisition of  physical assets.

Increases in uncertainty associated with growing doubts about the ability 
of  governments to meet pension obligations, and greater risk of  future tax 
increases, also raise savings rates. Similarly, reductions in expected future income 
growth increase the need for future saving.

Aging of  population may also be highlighted among the factors behind 
lower growth. On both the demand and supply sides of  the equation: while the 
active labor force tends to shrink as a proportion of  the population, savings also 
rise as a proportion of  income (at least until future spending moments arrive).

On the other side of  the debate, there are those—say, Schumpeterian—
economists who have offered supply-side-based hypotheses of  a long-run 
stagnation trend already in course for some time. Like Joseph A. Schumpeter, 
they place the emphasis on growth as a process of  creative destruction, in which 
obsolete forms of  resource allocation and wealth—jobs, fixed-capital assets, 
technologies, and balance sheets—are replaced by higher-value alternatives. 
Although accepting an eventual role of  monetary policies in avoiding systemic 
financial meltdowns, they tend—also like Schumpeter—to be more skeptical of  
fiscal or other types of  countercyclical stimulus, if  these are designed in ways 
that retard the process of  creative destruction. As for the post-crisis policy mix, 
even if  it is acknowledged that fiscal policy may have moved precociously to the 
contractionary side, ultimately public policy action to prop up aggregate demand 
is not considered to be a key component of  the fight against stagnation: “If  you 
are postulating a stagnation across the longer run, ultimately it will have to boil down to supply 
side deficiencies” (Cowen, 2013). The evolution of  declining investments in tandem 
with lower interest rates would be seen as stemming from disadvantageous rates 
of  return not related to the pace of  aggregate demand expansion.

Technological evolution leading to stagnation trends was put forth as 
a hypothesis by Gordon (2014). Nevertheless, his arguments are about low 

http://marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/2013/11/are-real-rates-of-return-negative-is-the-natural-real-rate-of-return-negative.html#sthash.7v8j9Yjb.dpuf
https://www.nber.org/papers/w19895
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productivity-raising features of  current technological trajectories, rather than 
their supposedly dampening implications for aggregate demand.

Cowen (2011)  approached stagnation as an outcome of  the exhaustion of  
a significant set of  ‘low-hanging fruits’ reaped in recent history, namely one-
off  supply-side opportunities associated with post-war reconstruction, trade 
opening, diffusion of  new technologies in power, transport, and communications, 
educational attainments, and others. Other supply-side possibilities of  stagnation 
recently suggested are associated with features of  resource allocation—for 
example, the over-sizing of  financial activities, as discussed later in this book.

As outlined by Rajan (2012), such a line of  proposition about stagnation 
trends suggests that:

“(…) the advanced countries’ pre-crisis GDP was unsustainable, bolstered 
by borrowing and unproductive make-work jobs. More borrowed growth—the 
Keynesian formula—may create the illusion of  normalcy, and may be useful in 
the immediate aftermath of  a deep crisis to calm a panic, but it is no solution to a 
fundamental growth problem. If  this diagnosis is correct, advanced countries need 
to focus on reviving innovation and productivity growth over the medium term, and 
on realigning welfare promises with revenue capacity, while alleviating the pain of  
the truly destitute in the short run.”

Supply-side secular stagnation hypotheses, however, face the challenge of  
explaining how declining supply (as opposed to declining demand) has not led 
to inflation acceleration rather than deceleration.

Demand-side secular stagnation, meanwhile, is compatible with some 
stylized facts (Summers, 2020):

• First, excess savings over low levels of  demand tend to lead to low interest 
rates. Indeed, real rates by almost any measure have been trending downward 
over the last 20 years, even as budget deficits have increased. 

• Second, one would expect that difficulties in absorbing savings would lead to 
reduced growth and difficulty in achieving target inflation. This is what one finds in 
recent history. Notwithstanding unprecedentedly low interest rates and deficits at 
record levels after more than a decade of  recovery, growth has been tepid. Central 
banks have not succeeded in leaving behind the era of  quantitative easing.

• Third, low average growth rates have happened together with inflation trends 
remaining downside. If  the major reason for stagnation was disappointing 
productivity performance, prices would rise rather than fall. Were it not 
for extraordinarily loose monetary policies, deflation might become the 
predominant case.

https://www.amazon.com/Great-Stagnation-America-Low-Hanging-Eventually/dp/0525952713/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1393953931&sr=1-2
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/a-crisis-in-two-narratives
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2020/03/larry-summers-on-secular-stagnation.htm
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Fourth, the recent period of  slow growth and deflation was also a period 
of  asset price inflation. U.S. stock markets have risen fourfold since the crisis, 
and real housing prices are almost back to previous peak levels. This is as one 
would expect with secular stagnation, as abundant savings rushed into existing 
assets, increasing, for example, price-to-earnings ratios on stocks and price-to-
rent ratios on real estate, and decreasing term premiums on long-term debt.

Keynesian and Schumpeterian hypotheses of  stagnation trends are based on 
non-directly observable factors. Therefore, the struggle for hearts and minds of  
public opinion and policymakers will likely remain unresolved. Nevertheless, let 
us conclude this chapter by offering one broad takeaway:

Regardless of  the size of  public outlays, public action and spending should 
both be designed in ways that maximize the ‘bang for the buck’, in terms of  
overcoming obstacles to the process of  creative destruction. Take the case of  
Japan: the third arrow of  Abenomics—on structural reform of  the services 
sectors and others—has remained a condition for successful results from the 
fiscal and monetary arrows. In the Eurozone, quicker action to restructure/
consolidate ‘zombie’ balance sheets and companies, in line with a more pro-
active stance taken by monetary and financial authorities, should also hasten the 
path out of  the current stagnation.
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3.  The Metamorphosis of Financial 
Globalization 
After a strong rise starting in the 1990s, financial globalization seems to have 

reached a plateau since the global financial crisis (GFC). However, alongside 
the apparent stability there has been a deep reshaping of  cross-border financial 
flows, featuring de-banking and an increasing weight of  non-banking financial 
cross-border transactions. Sources of  potential instability and long-term funding 
challenges have morphed accordingly.

Financial globalization—as measured by the ratio of  the stock of  foreign 
assets to world GDP—seems to have reached a plateau since the GFC (see 
Figure 3.1). Post-2007 ratios seem to have been the apparent peak of  a high 
wave of  financial globalization rising from the mid-1990s, which likewise saw 
soaring external financial assets and liabilities and degrees of  financial openness 
reaching levels triple those before the Second World War.

Along with the deceleration in the pace of  the rise of  stocks relative to world 
GDP, a change of  composition in flows has taken place, as also depicted in Figure 
3.1. Whilst total cross-border lending decreased as a proportion of  GDP, the stable 
level of  global ratios of  foreign liabilities to GDP occurred because of  increased 
flows of  foreign direct investment (FDI), equity portfolios, and debt securities. 
Such aggregate figures, however, gloss over some relevant details.

3.1. Financial Globalization Has Mainly Happened Amongst 
Advanced Economies

The rise in cross-border movements of  financial assets since the mid-1990s 
has been remarkable among advanced economies (AEs). Levels of  financial 
openness (the sum of  foreign assets and liabilities as a proportion of  GDP) 
relative to trade openness (the sum of  exports and imports as a proportion 
of  GDP) were similar for both the groups of  advanced and emerging market 
economies (EMEs) until the mid-1980s, but shifted upward in the former’s case, 
rising rapidly particularly since the mid-1990s (Figure 3.2, left panel). According 
to data from the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), presented in its 2017 
Annual Report, cross-border financial assets and liabilities have increased from 
135% to above 570% of  GDP since the mid-1990s for AEs, whereas they have 
moved from approximately 100% to 180% of  GDP on the side of  the EMEs.

In general, two major processes lead to rising cross-border financial 
transactions. First, there is a mutually reinforcing association with increases 
in foreign trade and production. Even if  foreign trade corresponds simply to 
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movements of  commodities and finished goods, basic international financial 
links—e.g. trade finance and cross-border payments—are pulled along. The 
connection increases with the emergence of  cross-border value chains and 
foreign investment of  corporations abroad, which lead to acquisition of  assets 
and liabilities, and corresponding management of  exposures.

In addition to financial operations derived from trade and production relations, 
the active management of  balance-sheet positions might also lead to cross-border 
financial transactions as part of  the processes of  allocation and diversification of  
savings. As remarked by the BIS in its 2017 Annual Report, such purely financial 
processes bring some decoupling between real and financial openness. 

Figure 3.1: Stock of Foreign Investment Liabilities  
(US$ trillions, Annual Nominal Exchange Rates)

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, The New Dynamics of  Financial Globalization, August 2017.

Financial liberalization and sophisticated banking and financial markets in 
AEs created conditions for a surge in foreign transactions of  assets, as shown in 
both Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 (left panel). Financial openness also rose faster 
than trade openness in EMEs, albeit at a much slower pace.

It is worth highlighting the changes in the composition of  EMEs’ gross liabilities, 
with declines in foreign debt being more than compensated for by portfolio equity 
and foreign direct investments (FDI; right panel, Figure 3.2). The global rising 
share of  non-lending financial transactions exhibited in Figure 3.1 was particularly 
accentuated in the case of  EMEs. European banks have been at the core of  both the 
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surge and pause of  the wave of  financial globalization since the 1990s.

Figure 3.3 (left panel) shows the substantial piling up of  European banks’ 
foreign claims in the run up to the GFC, followed by an also substantial 
retrenchment. The right panel illustrates how some banks outside Europe have 
partially occupied the space left by their European counterparts.

Lending by European banks was behind two of  the major contributing factors to 
the rising wave of  financial globalization. First, the inauguration of  the euro, followed by 
markets initially converging their assessments of  risk premiums across the zone downward 
toward German levels, boosted cross-border transactions. According to the BIS (2017):

“Between 2001 and 2007, 23 percentage points of  the increase of  the ratio 
of  advanced economies’ external liabilities to GDP was due to intra-euro area 
financial transactions and another 14 percentage points to non-euro area countries’ 
financial claims on the area.”

Furthermore, European banks also played an active role in the asset bubble-
blowing process in the U.S. financial system. As tackled by Boryo and Disyatat 
(2011),  ( Global imbalances and the financial crisis: Link or no link?, BIS Working 
Paper n. 346, May 2011), European banks used U.S. wholesale funding markets to 
sustain exposures to U.S. borrowers through the shadow banking system. Despite 
their small presence in the domestic U.S. commercial banking sector, the weight 
of  European banks in terms of  overall credit conditions was magnified through 
the shadow banking system in the United States that relies on capital market-based 
financial intermediaries, which intermediate funds through securitization of  claims.

Figure 3.2: Emerging Market Economies vs. 
Advanced Economies. Left: Ratio of financial 
openness to trade openness. Right: Gross external 
liabilities of emerging market economies (% of GDP).

Source: BIS 87th Annual Report, June 2017. 
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From the standpoint of  the balance of  payments between the U.S. and 
Europe, those transactions netted out. Nonetheless, in an accounting sense they 
represented short-term borrowing combined with long-term lending by European 
banks, with corresponding double counting as cross-border financial transactions.

The retrenchment of  European banks’ foreign claims followed both the 
U.S. asset-bubble burst starting in 2007 and the Eurozone crisis from 2009 
onward. As well as business-driven reasons—losses, decisions to deleverage 
balance sheets—tighter banking regulation and the orientation toward domestic 
assets assumed by post-crisis unconventional monetary policies also had an 
impact. These factors have also led to deleveraging, balance-sheet shrinking, 
and domestic reorientation by banks in the other crisis-affected AEs. Although 
some banks from outside the latter have expanded their foreign lending, levels 
of  global financial openness have been maintained thanks to growing flows of  
non-lending instruments (debt securities, portfolio equity, and FDI).

The apparently greater stability of  global finance might conceal other fragilities. 
As highlighted by McKinsey Global Institute (2017), some features of  “the new 
dynamics of  financial globalization” may embed in it greater stability. Higher capital 
buffers and minimum amounts of  liquid assets have reduced the weight of  bank 
lending and the intrinsic features of  mismatch and volatility of  banks’ balance 
sheets. The greater share of  equity and FDI, in turn, may carry longer-term return 
horizons and closer alignment of  risks between asset purchasers and originators. 
The unwinding of  debt-financed huge current-account imbalances, characteristic 
of  the global economy in the run-up to the GFC, has also contributed to such a 
view of  global finance entering a more stable phase. 
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Figure 3.3: Changes in Foreign Claims: European vs. Non-
European Banks. Left: Foreign claims—US$ trillion (annual 
nominal exchange rates). Right: Share of foreign assets in 
total assets (%)—a sample of large banks outside Europe.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, The New Dynamics of  Financial Globalization, August 2017.

However, flows of  FDI partially correspond to disguised debt flows and/
or transfers motivated by tax arbitrage or regulatory evasion. Cross-border debt 
flows—including securities—in turn, are also sensitive to global factors, besides 
being highly sensitive to and procyclical with respect to monetary-financial 
conditions, in either the source and/or destination country.

There are also blind spots left by de-banking hitherto not pre-empted by 
non-banking financial transactions. For instance, cross-border de-risking by 
global banks has entailed closure of  correspondent banking relations in many 
countries in which the paucity of  alternatives has led to negative consequences 
for local financial dynamics. By the same token, the arms-length distance between 
asset holders and liability issuers intrinsic to debt securities and portfolio equity, 
in the absence of  the project-finance role played in the past by international 
investment banks, often constrains the cross-border financing of  greenfield 
investment projects to FDI possibilities.

It is also worth referring to the potential transformative impact—and 
corresponding need for regulatory adaptation—of  digital technologies on cross-
border finance. We may well be on the brink of  an additional metamorphosis of  
global finance and the instability that may bring.
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The transformation of  global finance has not suppressed the need for 
policies to monitor and cope with risks. On the side of  recipients of  net capital 
inflows, domestic agendas of  institutional strengthening to reinforce alignment 
of  risks between investors and countries, together with regulatory vigilance 
against excess financial euphoria or depression, remain necessary. The bar in 
terms of  domestic institutional quality—corporate governance standards, 
business environment—has been raised in the new phase of  global finance.  

3.2. Shifting Tectonic Plates Under Global Banking
The global financial crisis has reversed a decades-long expansionary trend of  

international activities by banks from advanced countries. From the late 1970s 
to 2008, banks found new opportunities for intermediation in increasing cross-
border capital flows, and also raised their profiles in domestic credit provision 
abroad. 

European banks wrote their own chapter of  that story. European integration 
set the stage for their expansion, going well beyond the Eurozone’s limits. 
European banks also became key agents in the operation of  the U.S. shadow 
banking system, releasing themselves from dependence on retail deposits by 
borrowing in money markets to build a fast-growing asset base denominated in 
U.S. dollars.

The pre-2008 era in global finance may be called a ‘Great Leveraging’. 
Banks and non-banking financial institutions overstretched their balance sheets, 
indulging themselves in sources of  non-deposit funding in order to scale up 
asset holdings that were many times larger than their capital bases. Their newly 
found source of  funding was highly sensitive to interest-rate changes, credit 
risks, and events. On the other side of  their balance sheets, real-estate bubbles 
and other hyper-inflated assets in the U.S. and some parts of  Europe comprised 
the top of  an asset pyramid built on flimsy foundations.

A ‘Great Deleveraging’ started when, under market and regulatory pressures 
from 2007 onwards, financial institutions were forced to liquidate assets and 
retrench lending. Bank lending fell from 68% of  global GDP in early 2008 to 
50% in 2009, where it has remained. Raising more capital would have been 
the alternative to selling assets and shrinking loan portfolios, but clearly the 
confidence in the solidity of  banks’ edifices had evaporated.

Japanese banks did not embark on the Great Leveraging, as they had spent 
the previous two decades healing from their own previous financial follies. U.S. 
banks managed to make rapid progress in deleveraging, and their loan-deposit 
ratios had already declined substantially by 2011. It is on the European side that 

http://www.economonitor.com/blog/2012/08/goodbye-financial-engineers-hello-political-wonks/
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the process kept unfolding at high speed, and yet failed to reach comfort levels 
in terms of  capital-asset ratios.

Would the system simply be returning to the initial configuration prior to the 
Great Leveraging, with European banks devolving part of  their overreach? Two 
processes preclude such a return.

First, the European deleveraging has been more of  an unraveling process, 
in which the end game remains elusive and banks may still undergo substantial 
balance-sheet downsizing. The financial crisis morphed into fiscal crises in several 
countries, and negative feedback loops between banks’ portfolios and public 
debts have been evident. The Eurozone banking system is now fragmented into 
national systems, some facing dependence on fragile public debts, as well as 
large declines in deposits.

Second, while European banks deleveraged and divested their stakes in the 
U.S., like their American counterparts they have made efforts to uphold domestic 
positions in dynamic developing countries. However, emerging-market-owned 
banks have been the greatest beneficiaries of  that gravity shift and are seizing 
the opportunity to gradually become global players, snapping up market spaces 
left open by retrenching banks.

Such movement of  tectonic plates has kept high the risk of  landslides for 
Eurozone banks, and one may expect the adoption of  unconventional monetary 
policies by the European Central Bank to remain heavy for a long period. On 
the other hand, given the structural fragility of  the standing banking edifice, with 
remaining deleveraging pressures, one may not envisage an end to the Eurozone 
crisis if  actions are not taken outside the monetary policy realm. A major leap in 
that direction was made with a common public debt issuance in 2020.
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4.  The Arrival of Asset Prices in Monetary 
Policy After the Global Financial Crisis
Once upon a time (not so long ago), there was a widely established set of  blueprints 

for monetary and exchange rate policy regimes, one expected to fit not only the full 
range of  economies in the global arena, but also to serve as a guide for international 
monetary cooperation. Confidence in the effectiveness of  those blueprints was 
shattered by the scale and simultaneity of  asset price booms and busts that led to the 
global financial crisis (GFC). A reshuffling of  beliefs about monetary and exchange 
rate policies turned out to be a companion to the revision of  financial regulation.

It is now increasingly accepted that, to some degree and extent, considering 
asset price moves in monetary policy decisions is to become a new norm. It 
is also becoming clear that the previous world of  theoretical determinacy and 
optimum rules of  conduct is to give way to less obvious policy choices and more 
discretion. The purpose of  this chapter is to highlight how the special complexity 
and indeterminacy intrinsic to international monetary-financial relations have 
deepened under the new regime, intensifying previous trends. In the case of  financial 
transactions between advanced financial systems and emerging markets, there is in 
addition an asymmetrical impact in terms of  higher foreign reserve requirements for 
the latter. Using the U.S. case as a template, Figure 4.1 shows how the relevance 
of  asset prices prior to the GFC has remained since.

Figure 4.1: U.S. Households Net Worth vs U.S. GDP,  
1992-2018 (normalized, 1992 = 100)

Source: Federal Reserve.
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4.1. The Determinate World of Inflation Targeting and 
Exchange-rate Corner Solutions

“The past 10 years have been the decade of  inflation targeting. (…) 
Narrowly defined, inflation targeting commits central banks to annual inflation 
goals, invariably measured by the consumer price index (CPI), and to being judged 
on their ability to hit those targets. Flexible inflation targeting allows central 
banks to aim at both output and inflation, as enshrined in the famous Taylor 
Rule. The orthodoxy says that central banks should essentially pay no attention 
to asset prices, the exchange rate, or export prices, except to the extent that they 
are harbingers of  inflation” (Frankel, 2009).

Asset price cycles were seen as basically harmless—or insignificant as 
a channel for transmission of  monetary policy, as in the case of  developing 
economies without financial depth. Even when the frequent appearance of  
bubbles started to be acknowledged, the belief―the Greenspan doctrine—was 
that attempts to detect and prick them at an early stage would be impossible to 
accomplish and were potentially harmful. If  necessary, resorting to interest rate 
cuts to safeguard the economy after bubble bursts would be a safer procedure.

Low and stable inflation could then be attained through a forecast-oriented, 
anticipatory manipulation of  basic interest rates, as the single focus for monetary 
authorities. Movements of  floating nominal exchange rates would reinforce the 
effectiveness of  interest rates set to target inflation. Stable inflation would also 
lead to low-risk premiums and greater financial stability.

For small countries, fixing the nominal exchange rate and abdicating 
monetary policy would import stability from inflation-targeting countries. The 
‘Great Moderation’ period, with developed economies exhibiting relatively low 
inflation rates and output fluctuations from the mid-1980s onward, seemed to 
vindicate that confidence.

The GFC shook this world of  presumed stable and stabilizing monetary 
and financial spheres. In hindsight, asset price booms and busts became 
acknowledged as both increasingly pervasive and harmful, with real-estate and 
stock-market booms leading to excess U.S. household debt and to fragile asset-
liability structures: a generalized bubble burst pushing the global economy to a 
quasi-collapse.

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2009/09/frankel.htm
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4.2. Endogenous Creation of Liquidity and the ‘Sea of 
Bubbles’

Back in 2009, the IMF set out evidence on the presence of  real-estate and 
stock-market asset price busts over the previous 40 years (IMF, 2009). The post-
GFC experience with widespread busts of  both house and stock prices was 
exceptional compared to the previous 40 years. However, one can observe not 
only the frequency of  previous episodes, but also that those asset price busts 
were relatively evenly distributed before and after 1985, a year that broadly 
marked the beginning of  the Great Moderation.

Besides noting the typical economic costs associated with asset price busts, 
the IMF study detected and pointed out some leading indicators of  busts, 
namely, rapidly expanding credit, deteriorating current account balances, and 
large shifts into residential investment. Inflation and output did not typically 
display unusual behavior ahead of  asset price busts—a feature that has remained 
since the IMF study was published. In other words, well-behaved inflation and 
output performance is no guarantee against asset prices acquiring cyclical lives of  
their own, with potentially dire consequences. The even distribution of  episodes 
of  stock market and housing busts before and during the Great Moderation up 
to the GFC illustrated that.

Another perspective on the GFC was offered by The Institute of  
International Finance (IIF, 2008), one in which asset price cycles since the early 
1990s were seen as a sequential process, comprehending a wider set of  assets 
and culminating in the widespread financial boom and bust of  the GFC:

“…the U.S. mortgage boom and bust should not be viewed as an idiosyncratic 
phenomenon, but rather as the latest, and by far the most serious, in a sequence 
of  capital flow cycles which began in the early 1990s, and which have since shaped 
not only general conditions in financial markets but, more importantly, the global 
business cycle. Indeed, these capital flow cycles have taken over from policy makers 
as the key drivers of  the global cycle. (…) this increasingly global housing boom 
and bust is the latest in a series of  surges and collapses in capital flows that 
has been underway since the early 1990s, each of  which has played a key role 
in shaping the global business cycle against the backdrop of  what has become a 
far more stable global policy environment. The previous two major swings—the 
East Asian/Emerging market fixed income boom and bust of  1992-98, and 
the Information Technology boom and bust of  1996-2003—preceded the current 
housing boom and bust (2003-2008, and counting). Each grew out of  the other. 
The conditions created by the bust in one helped shape the boom in the next” (IIF, 
2008, p.1).

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2009/02/pdf/c3.pdf
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The IIF suggested that the beginning of  the Great Moderation period in 
the early 1990s also represented a structural break in the relationship between 
U.S. monetary policy and the overall global business cycle. Whereas previously, 
monetary policy tended to drive business cycles, after the early 1990s it became 
more responsive to capital flow cycles, involving factors such as credit booms, 
binges of  large current-account deficit financing, and finance made available to 
real estate and other previously illiquid assets—roughly the same factors singled 
out by the IMF as leading indicators of  asset price busts.

Such a structural break can be associated with three interrelated sets of  
phenomena: 

(i) To different national degrees, a general move toward fewer capital controls 
took place, as well as the phasing out of  tight financial regulatory frameworks, with 
the latter taking place in the United States after a prolonged process of  erosion.

(ii) With help from the information technology revolution, that move opened 
the way for securitization and the emergence of  innovative instruments and 
asset-liability structures (new derivative products, the shadow banking system 
, and so forth). It is well known by now what a powerful liquidity-generating 
machine was set up, one put into top gear by competition and search for yield.

(iii) With the conquest of  low inflation and output volatility, short-term interest 
rates could settle at lower levels and be established in a more preemptive mode.

However, these conditions also created the potential for the emergence of  
powerful cycles and risks in finance. As the U.S. economist Hyman Minsky had 
already pointed out in contributions until his death in 1996, long periods of  
stability in market economies tend to stimulate leverage and debt creation, which 
in turn lead to endogenously created risks of  financial crises. The powerful 
liquidity-generating machine made possible by that structural break in the early 
1990s, in combination with the perceived macroeconomic Great Moderation, 
turned out to be a “serial bubble blower”.

The even distribution of  asset price busts before and during the Great 
Moderation depicted by the IMF—except for the cluster of  busts during the 
GFC—derived from its focus on real estate and stock markets. Once a broader set 
of  assets is considered, the IIF view of  a structural break in the early-1990s comes 
to the fore, including the emergence of  powerful liquidity-generating processes.

In any case, both analyses led to the conclusion that if  monetary policymakers 
were to succeed in their macroeconomic stabilization mission, complacency with 
respect to asset price cycles would have to be left behind.
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4.3. Reacting to—Not Targeting—Asset Prices
How should asset price cycles be integrated into the monetary policy framework? 

Should policymakers go as far as incorporating some indicators of  asset prices and 
potential financial vulnerability as components of  Taylor rules (monetary policy rules 
that prescribe how a central bank should adjust its interest rate policy instrument in 
a systematic manner in response to developments in inflation and macroeconomic 
activity)? Should they react automatically to variations in asset prices, as they do 
when there are variations in output gaps and goods inflation?

IMF (2009) did not recommend treating asset prices on the same footing as the 
common components of  Taylor rules. After all, “even the best leading indicators of  asset 
price busts are imperfect and in the process of  trying to reduce the probability of  a dangerous bust, 
central banks may raise costly false alarms. Also, rigid reactions to indicators and inflexible use of  
policy tools will likely lead to policy mistakes. Discretion is required” (IMF, 2009, p.116).

That does not mean continued complacency. On the contrary, signs of  
increasing macro-financial risks are now seen as demanding a response from 
policymakers. Either aggressive monetary policy reactions and/or resorting to 
time-varying macro-prudential instruments to dampen credit market cycles (acting 
thus on yield curves, rather than on short-term rates) should be put into action.

Those macro-prudential instruments could be ‘dynamic provisioning’ rules—
capital requirements for financial institutions that rise/fall faster than leverage—
or discretionary setting of  required reserves, in both cases reinforcing—and 
reducing the burden of—the direction taken by basic monetary policy. In any 
case, depending to a large degree on a judgment call about whether benign or 
malign factors are driving asset prices, policymakers should be ready to act.

Such a monetary regime that includes reactions to asset price movements 
(not targeting) and discretionary choices regarding interest rates and/or macro-
prudential instruments is full of  complex requirements:

(i) Correct identification of  sources of  shocks behind the evolution of  
credit, investment, balance sheets, and external balances is paramount—a task 
that is far from simple and standardized.

(ii) Requirements for transparency and clear communication of  monetary 
decisions are even more important than in conventional rule-based, forecast-
oriented inflation targeting, as the demonstration of  consistency with long-term 
macroeconomic stability becomes trickier.

(iii) The self-sufficiency of  inflation-targeting monetary authorities gives 
way to the need for information exchange and close consultation with financial 
supervisory authorities; and 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2009/02/pdf/c3.pdf
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(iv) During the boom phase of  asset price cycles, regulators come under 
intense political pressure not to burst the bubble, which creates the illusion of  
widespread prosperity and is good for political incumbents. A lot of  thought 
needs to be given to the political economy of  regulation and how to shield 
regulators from political pressures, especially if  we move into more discretionary 
monitoring and action on asset prices.

4.4. Is the Propensity to Create Bubbles a Myth?
There are those who still believe that the concern about a supposed propensity 

for bubble creation has been exaggerated. In fact, one must acknowledge that 
several idiosyncratic—and removable—factors may have played a role in the 
making of  the 2008 global financial crisis. Some policy or regulatory features may 
have magnified asset price movements and these features, if  addressed, would 
have reduced the amplitude of  the asset price cycle and might have averted such 
a deep crisis as the GFC. For instance:

(i) The U.S. tax system has a clear bias toward household and corporate 
indebtedness. The system of  mortgage interest deductibility led to over 
consumption, and undermined the impact on house prices of  moderate interest 
rate movements. Moreover, it was a key part of  a system that enabled consumers 
to purchase homes with virtually no money down.

(ii) There was a phenomenon of  a generalized belief  that, if  markets grew 
in response to various risks—and these were priced and traded—then somehow 
that meant that those risks were being appropriately handled.

(iii) Excess reserves accumulated by countries that maintained devalued 
exchange rates were recycled.

(iv) Interest rates were kept too low for too long, and they would have 
been the main factor explaining asset bubbles. The (unsustainable) global 
disequilibrium of  current-accounts associated with the previous factor allowed 
excess domestic absorption with low inflation in advanced deficit countries, and 
thus justified the maintenance of  low interest rates.

Those who emphasize these idiosyncratic policy and regulatory features 
tend to conclude that not much in addition to removing such distortions would 
be necessary to fix the system, as far as monetary policy and asset prices are 
concerned. According to these interpretations, policymakers should not focus too 
much on bubbles, with excessive intervention and ad-hoc responses, when in fact 
it might be that bubbles are to a large extent inevitable, and what matters is that the 
bursting of  bubbles should not be amplified through inappropriate policy choices.
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The subject is still fiercely debated, and it will take time before it settles. 
Nonetheless, in our view, none of  these factors—or even the factors altogether—
would have weighed enough to explain the magnitude and depth of  the global 
financial vulnerability that has surfaced since the beginning of  the GFC. 
Therefore, we believe that the integrating consideration of  reactions to asset 
price cycles into monetary policy is something that has probably come to stay.

4.5. The Higher Complexity of International Monetary-
Financial Relations

The full acknowledgement that asset price booms and busts matter for 
macroeconomic stability reaches well beyond stock markets and real estate. 
Whatever may be the ultimate format acquired by post-crisis financial regulatory 
frameworks, it is likely that a significant proportion of  markets and institutions 
will become subject to greater requirements in terms of  capital and liquidity 
buffers, Chinese walls, and safety belts for some institutions/instruments, with 
a higher frequency of  ad-hoc intervention. 

The demise of  the presumption of  stability as the normal condition of  
financial markets has also shattered confidence in the self-adjustment of  nominal 
exchange rates in currency markets. The loss of  confidence on the effectiveness 
of  stable centers of  gravity for nominal exchange rates was a corollary to the 
realization that protracted over-shooting, slow and unstable convergence toward 
interest rate parities, and so forth, are common phenomena in foreign exchange 
markets.

It is not by chance that the end of  corner solutions as inevitable options for 
exchange rate regimes and the rising profile of  international reserves as a buffer 
against shocks are among the new ‘in’ concepts in global money, as highlighted 
by Frankel (2009). We have left behind the theoretical world summarized at the 
beginning of  this chapter, a world in which there was no role for discretionary 
intervention by policymakers in those markets. Accumulation and discretionary 
use of  reserves tend now to be accepted as a cross-border equivalent to the 
manipulation of  macro-prudential instruments in the context of  domestic asset 
markets.

Cross-border asset transactions and the corresponding possibility of  bubbles 
imply additional layers of  complexity, compared to domestic asset markets. 
After all, one may have funding and leverage on one side and bubbles on the 
other. The requirements for effective monetary regimes that include reactions 
to asset price cycles, as suggested in the IMF report, become even harder to 
meet. In a world in which discretionary decisions are deemed the norm—rather 
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than (notional) rules—the identification of  sources of  shocks, transparency, and 
communication of  decisions, as well as information exchange and consultation 
between monetary and financial supervisory authorities, all tend to become 
more riddled with international political economy factors.

In the case of  capital-receiving countries, higher levels of  desired reserves 
are an expected outcome. Given the costly nature of  the accumulation of  
international reserves, this is an asymmetrical result of  the move to a world no 
longer deemed to be described by trustworthy equilibrium equations.
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5. Bloated Central Bank Balance Sheets1

Central banks of  advanced and many emerging market economies have gone 
through a period of  extraordinary expansion of  balance sheets and now could 
face a transition to less abnormal times. However, the fact that one group is 
comprised of  global reserve issuers and the other of  bystanders impacted by the 
former’s policies, carries substantively different implications. Furthermore, using 
Brazil and the U.S. as examples, we also illustrate how relationships between 
central banks and public sector balance sheets have acquired higher levels of  
complexity, risk, and opacity.

5.1. Unconventional Monetary Policies
When the global financial crisis hit the international economy in 2008, central 

banks in major advanced economies widened their range of  monetary policy 
instruments, increasingly resorting to unconventional tools. Initially to avoid a 
deepening of  the financial destabilization and bankruptcy of  solvent-but-illiquid 
private sector balance sheets (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010),  and subsequently to 
fight economic stagnation and deflation risks as private agents deleveraged, 
the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank (Fed), the European Central Bank (ECB), the 
Bank of  England (BoE) and Bank of  Japan (BoJ) all—at different moments 
and intensities—implemented programs of  massive purchases of  government 
securities and/or private assets from markets, with simultaneous creation of  
bank reserves on their liabilities sides (quantitative easing: QE). Central bank 
policies seemed to shift towards including financial stability as a goal (Canuto and 
Cavallari, 2013), while uncertainty about counterparty risks remained elevated. 
Crisis-hit economies saw broad liquidity provision to domestic banking systems 
through QE, with the latter evolving later into a tool to boost the efficacy of  
interest-rate cuts.

Together with forward guidance, debt swap programs, lines of  long-term 
loans to banks and, more recently in the Eurozone, negative interest rate policies, 
such use of  unconventional monetary policies led to an extraordinary expansion 
of  central banks’ balance sheets (Figure 5.1 in the case of  the Federal Reserve 
Bank) (Credit Suisse, 2017). First, central banks’ balance sheets expanded by 
supplying reserves to ensure smooth settlement of  financial transactions: because 
of  the elevated uncertainty about counterparties’ solvency, banks hoarded those 
reserves instead of  lending in interbank markets—also as a way to self-insure. 
This balance sheet expansion could be seen as ‘liability-driven’—i.e. originated 
from policies aiming at central banks’ liabilities. The second wave of  expansion 

1  Chapter based on Canuto and Cavallari (2017).

http://hdl.handle.net/10986/10116
https://books.google.com/books?id=vv4tAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA119&lpg=PA119&dq=canuto+cavallari+whither+central+banks+emerging+markets&source=bl&ots=FxgqFXU3QU&sig=jfg2eKBKyjV9fHcjGZdy9QzV4WA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiiv_6espvSAhVC4CYKHcQPC6AQ6AEIRTAF#v=onepage&q=canuto%20cavallari%20whither%20central%20banks%20emerging%20markets&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=vv4tAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA119&lpg=PA119&dq=canuto+cavallari+whither+central+banks+emerging+markets&source=bl&ots=FxgqFXU3QU&sig=jfg2eKBKyjV9fHcjGZdy9QzV4WA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiiv_6espvSAhVC4CYKHcQPC6AQ6AEIRTAF#v=onepage&q=canuto%20cavallari%20whither%20central%20banks%20emerging%20markets&f=false
https://www.credit-suisse.com/us/en/about-us/research/research-institute/news-and-videos/articles/news-and-expertise/2017/01/en/the-future-of-monetary-policy-shaped-by-the-past.html
https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/mist-central-bank-balance-sheets
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came from QE per se: policymakers bought assets to reduce long-term interest 
rates and shift portfolio compositions. Those asset purchases were financed by 
creating reserves, making this second expansion of  central bank balance sheets 
an asset-driven one.

The asset composition moved from government bills only, to various types of  
bonds and equities, with differences between central banks mirroring underlying 
structural differences in terms of  the shape of  local financial markets (weights 
of  bank intermediation versus capital markets, shares of  government bonds in 
private portfolios). In the Eurozone, institutional weaknesses, the fragmentation 
of  the banking system, and risks of  country exits generated additional challenges 
for ECB policies (Canuto, 2012).

Figure 5.1: U.S. Federal Reserve Bank Balance Sheet

Source: Federal Reserve Bank, December 16, 2020.

The size and responsibilities acquired by central bank balance-sheet operations 
also reflected an over-reliance on monetary policy to support macroeconomic 
recovery. Opportunities to resort to fiscal policy as an additional engine were 
not taken, either because of  the choice of  fiscal austerity in the Eurozone as a 
whole, or because of  early pursuit of  consolidation (U.S., U.K.), as we saw in 
Chapter 2.  

There are intrinsic challenges in isolating and assessing the impact of  QE 
on macroeconomic outcomes. However, most analysts agree that, besides 
precluding deep downward spirals of  debt deflation and bankruptcy, its 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/otaviano-canuto/shifting-tectonic-plates-_b_2010368.html
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transmission through lower debt service, positive wealth effects, and weaker 
currencies (euro, yen) contributed to an economic recovery, including by helping 
banking, household, and corporate deleverage in countries that adopted those 
unconventional policies. The size acquired by central bank balance sheets was to 
some extent a flipside of  the over-sizing of  domestic and international private 
portfolios built up in the run-up to the global financial crisis, the unwinding of  
which would have been even more disorderly otherwise. The incompleteness of  
such unwinding—including debt restructuring and consolidation of  portfolios—
helps explain the relative feebleness of  recovery and the extended time horizon 
of  unconventional monetary policies in the Eurozone (Credit Suisse, 2017).

After almost a decade since unconventional monetary policies began to 
unfold, a casual observer might ask when the policy agenda will shift to exit 
strategies and  started to gradually hike interest rates in 2017, as the U.S. economy 
came close to full employment. It back-tracked afterwards, and had to resort to 
an even broader  quantitative easing during the 2020 pandemic crisis. 

Other major central banks might start exiting only later down the road, 
as further private sector deleveraging—or public debt restructuring—is still 
needed. However, spillovers from the first mover have already induced capital-
flow rebalancing. Lack of  synchronization in the pace of  economic recovery will 
create additional challenges for orderly balance sheet adjustments.

There are good reasons to believe that there will be no return to the pre-
QE configuration of  balance sheets (Credit Suisse, 2017). Together with the pro-
recovery justification for central bank policies, structural and regulatory factors 
have contributed to their balance sheet dynamics, and made central banks not 
just market regulators, but also ‘quasi-market makers’. First, the increasing global 
financial integration in the last few decades has imposed increasing challenges 
in terms of  making liquidity management effective as cross-border volumes of  
capital flows have expanded significantly. Second, changes to financial regulation 
have induced private agents to alter their behavior and strategies. Basel III requires 
banks to hold a minimum amount of  high quality liquid assets, which could be met 
by simply holding reserves at central banks. These rules have discouraged banks 
from receiving short-term cash balances from institutional investors and have 
made central banks the only remaining player able to provide liquidity services. 
Finally, central banks might need to accept an increasing role as funding providers, 
as banks are not incentivized to use short-term balances for arbitrage trades. Thus, 
a new task has come under the purview of  central banks: monitoring relationships 
between various benchmark curves—i.e. operating as quasi-market makers. One 
may expect that the ‘new normal’ configuration of  central bank balance sheets will 
not necessarily be as bloated as during recent ‘abnormal’ times. But balance sheets 
will not return to their pre-crisis sizes and profiles.

https://www.credit-suisse.com/us/en/about-us/research/research-institute/news-and-videos/articles/news-and-expertise/2017/01/en/the-future-of-monetary-policy-shaped-by-the-past.html
https://www.credit-suisse.com/us/en/about-us/research/research-institute/news-and-videos/articles/news-and-expertise/2017/01/en/the-future-of-monetary-policy-shaped-by-the-past.html
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5.2. Spillovers from Abroad
As financial markets began to normalize globally in the wake of  acute crisis 

moments, unconventional monetary policies generated a collateral effect by 
shifting abundant liquidity to other countries—small advanced economies and 
emerging market economies, mostly casual bystanders at that point (Canuto, 
2013a). Until the 2013 ‘taper tantrum’—the shock on capital flows to emerging 
market economies displaying current account deficits when the Fed announced 
it would start considering unwinding QE - liquidity excesses eventually turned 
into massive capital flows to those countries (Canuto, 2013b).

Before the GFC, capital inflows had already led to a piling up of  foreign 
currency reserves in recipients—particularly when accompanied by high current 
account surpluses. After a slowdown in the immediate aftermath of  the crisis, 
those flows and the corresponding reserve accumulation returned strongly for 
some time, until slowing down again more recently (Figure 5.2) (Canuto, 2016). 
The intensive wave of  capital flows to emerging markets between the eruption 
of  the crisis and the ‘taper tantrum’ reflected unconventional monetary policies 
in large advanced economies, combined with enthusiasm about what then 
seemed to be a steady ‘growth decoupling’ in the former (Canuto, 2011). It is 
worth noticing the greater weight of  short-term flows and bond purchases in 
the QE-influenced wave compared to previous periods (Canuto, 2014).

Figure 5.2: Selected Economies: Gross International 
Reserves 2005Q1-2016Q1 (In billions of U.S. dollars)

Source: IMF, External Sector Report 2016.

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-need-for-investment-in-long-term-productive-assets-by-otaviano-canuto
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-need-for-investment-in-long-term-productive-assets-by-otaviano-canuto
http://cfi.co/africa/2013/10/otaviano-canuto-world-bank-group-emerging-markets-and-the-unwinding-of-quantitative-easing/
http://cfi.co/africa/2016/01/otaviano-canuto-imf-whither-emerging-markets-foreign-exchange-reserves/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/risky-growth-engines
http://cfi.co/africa/2014/09/liquidity-glut-infrastructure-finance-drought-and-development-banks/
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While capital inflows and reserve accumulation had already led to challenges 
faced by monetary policymakers in emerging markets, these were exacerbated by the 
features of  the QE-originated wave (Canuto and Cavallari, 2013). Even an emerging 
market not manipulating exchange rates—i.e. pursuing strategies of  curbing domestic 
demand and deliberate exchange rate undervaluation (see chapter 7)—would not 
be expected to take a hands-off  approach to exchange-rate pressures and allow the 
‘liquidity wave’ from abroad to be fully absorbed via local currency appreciation. 
Therefore, accumulation of  reserves with corresponding central bank balance sheet 
accommodation became the norm. Holding up against local currency appreciation 
while sterilizing monetary impacts of  reserve accumulation meant expanding the 
balance sheets of  recipient emerging markets—an ‘asset-driven’ increase of  the 
central bank balance sheet. That was a major factor behind several emerging markets’ 
central bank assets reaching proportions of  GDP comparable to those of  economies 
that adopted unconventional monetary policies (Canuto and Cavallari, 2017).
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6. Finance as Economic Cholesterol
A country’s income depends on its accumulated wealth and how efficiently and 

innovatively this wealth is employed to produce goods and services. Does what a 
country produces matter? Are there constraints or drivers of  wealth accumulation 
that can be associated with specific economic activities within a country?

The question is as old as development economics. Is specialization in 
producing (mineral or agricultural) commodities inherently more limiting than 
producing manufactures? More recently, the question has been extended to the 
balance between manufactures and services.

The financial sector and the production of  financial services have also 
become subjects of  such questions. How healthy and dynamic is an economy 
when it exhibits rising proportions of  employment and GDP in financial 
activities? Are there limits to credit-to-GDP, or any other measure of  financial 
sector output, beyond which growth becomes less dynamic?

Finance is good for economic growth and development, as comprehensively 
explained by Asli Demirgüç-Kunt (2006). As she remarks:

“Financial markets and institutions arise to mitigate the effects of  information 
and transaction costs that prevent direct pooling and investment of  society’s 
savings. (…) Financial systems help mobilize and pool savings, provide payments 
services that facilitate the exchange of  goods and services, produce and process 
information about investors and investment projects to enable efficient allocation 
of  funds, monitor investments and exert corporate governance after these funds are 
allocated, and help diversify, transform and manage risk.”

Therefore, except for very small economies that import most of  the financial 
services they use as inputs, any other economy will likely feature a relative increase in 
financial activities and value added vis-à-vis the rest of  the economy as it climbs up the 
income ladder. Some small economies may even specialize in providing financial services 
to the rest of  the world. Importantly, the expansion of  finance is not a by-product of  
growth, and, as Asli observes, the causality runs stronger in the opposite direction.

It may well be that, however, as argued in a paper by Stephen Cecchetti and 
Enisse Kharroubi (2012), from the BIS (Bank for International Settlements):

“… as is the case with many things in life, with finance you can have too 
much of  a good thing. That is, at low levels, a larger financial system goes hand 
in hand with higher productivity growth. But there comes a point—one that many 
advanced economies passed long ago—where more banking and more credit are 
associated with lower growth.”

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP83.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTFINANCIALMGMT/Resources/313217-1196229169083/4441154-1196275288288/4444688-1196275323246/FinanceandEconomicDevelopmentPolicyChoicesforDevelopingCountries.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/work381.htm
http://www.bis.org/publ/work381.htm
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It is not simply the question of  speed of  credit growth in an economy. It is 
by now well established in the literature that excessive credit growth is likely to 
be accompanied by rising vulnerability and a greater likelihood of  crises. In more 
general terms, William Easterly, Roumeen Islam and Joseph Stiglitz (2000) made 
a similar point:

“… the central role that financial institutions play in economic volatility and 
downturns, namely that financial depth (as measured by private credit to GDP) 
reduces volatility up to a point, but too much private credit can increase volatility. 
The financial sector can also exacerbate periods of  downturns, particularly if  debt 
increases relative to equity.”

The provocative result obtained by Cecchetti and Kharroubi is, in my view, 
what is illustrated in Figure 6.1, namely an inverted U-shaped effect on growth 
of  financial-sector shares in employment. They present an empirical exercise in 
favor of  the assertion that, while at low levels increases in the financial sector’s 
share of  total employment are positively related to rising GDP-per-worker 
growth, a larger financial sector becomes a drag on productivity growth after a 
certain threshold.

Figure 6.1: Financial Sector Shares of Employment and Growth

Source: Cecchetti & Kharroubi (2012).

http://go.worldbank.org/SW3ZOF3TQ1
http://www.bis.org/publ/work381.htm
http://www.bis.org/publ/work381.htm
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It is not just a matter of  perils inherent in a dependency on an activity 
more subject to booms and busts—as Iceland, Ireland, Cyprus, and many other 
countries know well by now. The BIS authors note the competition for—and 
crowding out of—scarce resources (physical capital, highly skilled workers) from 
other activities. Here, mirroring the debates mentioned at the beginning of  this 
chapter, there is a presumption that the ‘economic value’ at the margin and the 
scope for productivity increases in the financial sector are smaller than in other 
activities, at least after a certain point. By the same token, the extraordinary 
gains in the financial sector in the most advanced economies up to the crisis 
would have been more of  a ‘rent’ (extractive) nature, than the reflection of  an 
equivalent value added in terms of  GDP and wealth accumulation.

One may be tempted to offer a medical analogy: finance should perhaps be 
treated like cholesterol in a human body. According to WebMD:

“Cholesterol performs important functions in your body. It aids in tissue 
and hormone formation. It protects your nerves. It helps with digestion. In fact, 
cholesterol helps form the structure of  every cell in your body. But too much 
LDL—or ‘bad’—cholesterol and not enough HDL—or ‘good’—cholesterol 
may lead to heart disease and stroke. To help avoid these problems, you need to 
maintain the proper ratio between good and total cholesterol.”

In other words, finance is good for growth. But too much of  it can be a bad 
thing.

While it may sound extreme, the analogy cannot be pushed too far. As 
pointed out by Cihák et al (2013), the unevenness of  the sizes of  national 
finance systems—depicted in Figure 6.2—reflects, among other things, different 
institutional settings and the multidimensional nature of  financial systems: 
this includes the size of  financial institutions and markets, degrees of  access, 
efficiency, and stability of  institutions and markets. Optimum levels of  finance 
vary over time and in different countries. Not by chance, the empirical exercise 
done by Cecchetti and Kharroubi (Figure 6.1) used country-specific deviations 
from their own means of  employment share in finance as the variable correlated 
with growth. 

http://www.webmd.com/cholesterol-management/finding-the-ideal-cholesterol-ratio
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Chart 6.2: The Uneven Size of Financial Systems

Source: Cihák et al (2013).
Note: Calculations based on the Global Financial Development Database. The map is for 
illustration purposes only. Sizes of  the various jurisdictions are adjusted to reflect the volume 
of  their financial sector assets, in U.S. dollars at the end of  2010.

So, there seems to be a country-specific threshold of  ‘too much’ finance at 
each point in time, which moves over time depending on the local institutional 
evolution, and also varies substantially among countries. What is the remedy? A 
doctor does not prescribe a one size fits all approach that simply matches a 
patient’s levels of  cholesterol with some benchmark: they also take into account 
other health aspects of  an individual’s lifestyle. And for financial regulators and 
policymakers, treating their ‘patients’ is also a balancing act to determine how 
much finance is just enough at each stage of  a country’s development.

6.1. Goodbye Financial Engineers, Hello Political Wonks
In 2008, the world of  finance was shocked when BNP Paribas announced 

a freeze of  three of  its money market funds that were undergoing a deadly run 
of  withdrawals. At that moment, a huge pyramid of  complex financial assets—
then sustained as collateral accepted by banks and the shadow banking system—
hedge funds and money market funds—started to crumble.

What a party had ended for finance! An era in which asset values typically 
moved upwards, and in which the realm of  finance was taken as an accurate 
reflection of  the underlying real side of  the economy, was over.

Fast-forward some years and one started to see the hands of  governments 
and central banks all over the place in finance, sustaining markets with their 
maneuvers in relation to quantities and prices of  assets available. As noted 

http://www.voxeu.org/article/measuring-financial-development
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in chapter 5, central banks’ balance sheets in the countries at the core of  the 
crisis have expanded dramatically because of  purchases of  domestic assets to 
ease monetary conditions and avoid asset fire sales. Yield curves have flattened 
through several types of  intervention in order to maintain long-term yields close 
to their current historic low levels. Support provided to banks via bail-outs or 
broad liquidity facilities prevented the collapse that funding costs imposed by 
private creditors would lead to. Regulatory liquidity requirements have been 
tweaked, and in practice, have created a captive demand for government bonds, 
pushing down their yields. Currency markets have been subject to systematic 
interventions by heretofore hands-off  governments, no longer comfortable 
with free floating under current conditions.

This is not the first time in history that public money has extended itself  in 
order to occupy the vacuum left by the destruction of  ‘private money’ created 
during a previous phase of  euphoria. And things would have been worse in 
the absence of  such a provision, as investors rushing to swap private money 
for public funds would have otherwise provoked a liquidation of  private assets, 
markets, and institutions even more dramatic than that which took place. The 
real sector would of  course have been dragged deeper down—as happened 
during the Great Depression of  the 1930s.

An open ‘politicization’ of  finance emerged as a consequence of  
governments and central banks stepping in, in the sense that the dynamics of  
financial asset prices are now determined directly in the political sphere. Think 
of  the Eurozone during the euro crisis. Policymakers in those member countries 
under financial stress, implementing national programs of  fiscal austerity and 
structural reforms, held the view that the chances of  success would rise if  they 
had the support of  supplementary creation of  public money by the European 
Central Bank (ECB). On the other hand, the ECB’s actions are constrained by 
the political view predominant in other Eurozone countries, according to which 
such support would undermine the political willingness to reform. Financial 
markets now move on a daily basis between the poles of  collapse and stability 
in accordance with signals of  where the balance of  those political views tilts.

Think now of  the U.S. The fiscal retrenchment—the so-called ‘fiscal cliff ’ 
—imposed by the US Congress on President Obama’s budget in 2014 was 
not created by private investors requiring sky-rocketing yields, but rather as an 
outcome of  the battle between political views in Congress. As monetary easing 
by the Federal Reserve can be effective only to some extent without a concurrent 
fiscal stimulus, a premature fiscal adjustment harmed the prospects of  economic 
and financial recovery, as we discussed in chapter 2.
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At the apogee of  the belief  on the prescience of  financial markets, armies 
of  engineers, physicists, and mathematicians were hired by financial institutions 
to develop quantitative models to decipher what the ‘financial tea leaves’ were 
saying at each moment in time. One may wonder whether now the search will 
also be partially directed to political wonks.
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7. The Global Economy Remains Unbalanced
Since 2012, the IMF has published in its External Sector Reports annual 

assessments of  the current account balances and the external positions—stocks 
of  foreign assets minus liabilities—of  systemically significant economies. Those 
reports offer country-specific evaluations of  whether current account balances and 
real exchange rates are aligned with a set of  variables treated as their fundamentals. 

After peaking in 2007 at around 6% of  world GDP, global current-account imbalances 
declined to 3% of  world GDP in 2018. However, the pace of  reduction since 2013 has 
been slow and accompanied by a rotation of  imbalances towards advanced economies. 
We argue here that, while not a threat to global financial stability, the permanence of  
imbalances reveals a sub-par performance of  the global economy in terms of  foregone 
production and employment, i.e. a post-crisis global economic recovery below its potential.

Global current account imbalances have diminished but remain relevant Discussions 
about large current account imbalances among systemically relevant economies as a 
direct threat to the stability of  the global economy vanished in the aftermath of  the 
global financial crisis. As the crisis originated in the U.S. financial system—followed by 
a second dip in the Eurozone—and global imbalances diminished in following years, 
the issue faded into the background.After narrowing in the aftermath of  the GFC and 
showing a moderate increase in 2015, global imbalances fell slightly (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: Current Account Balances, 1990–2019  
(% of World GDP)

Source: IMF (2020).
Note: AE: advanced economies, Surplus AEs: Korea, Hong Kong SAR, Singapore, Sweden, Swit-
zerland, Taiwan POC; AE Commodity Exporters: Australia, Canada, New Zealand; Deficit EMs: 
Brazil, India, Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa, Turkey; Oil exporters: WEO definition plus Norway.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/SPROLLs/External-Sector-Reports#sort=%40imfdate%20descending
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The evolution of  imbalances since 2015 shown in Figure 7.1 reflects three 
major drivers:

First, the recovery among advanced economies proceeded in an asymmetric 
fashion. Stronger recoveries in the U.S. and the U.K. relative to the Eurozone and 
Japan led to divergence in expected paths for monetary policies and appreciation 
of  the dollar and sterling (pre-Brexit). The deficits of  the U.S. and U.K. widened, 
together with increased surpluses in Japan and debtor and creditor countries of  
the Eurozone.

Second, the fall in commodity prices—especially oil—transferred income 
from commodity exporters to importers. Overall however, it made only a 
moderate contribution to the narrowing of  imbalances.

Third, prospects of  monetary policy normalization in the U.S., before 2019, 
as well as bouts of  fears about the softness of  China’s rebalancing, contributed 
to a slowdown in capital inflows and depreciation pressures in emerging markets.

The overall stable landscape underwent changes in composition. China’s 
current account surpluses have gradually diminished, while Japan, Eurozone 
debtor countries and oil-exporting countries have moved in the opposite direction. 
Below the line, in the case of  deficit countries, while the U.S. remained the major 
case, emerging market economies have displayed divergent trajectories: Brazil, 
India, Indonesia, Mexico, and South Africa have left the ‘fragile’ position of  the 
‘taper tantrum’ in 2013, while Argentina joined Turkey in that zone (Canuto, 
2013; Canuto, 2018).

Asymmetric macroeconomic policy stances among advanced economies 
since 2013 have also affected the evolution of  balances. While some economies 
have combined large surpluses and weak domestic demand (e.g. Germany, 
Japan, Netherlands), the United Kingdom and United States exhibited stronger 
recoveries in their domestic demands.

All in all, larger U.S. deficits and augmented surpluses in Japan, the Eurozone, 
and China more than compensated for smaller surpluses in oil exporters and 
smaller deficits in deficit emerging markets and Eurozone debtor countries. 
Hence, global current account imbalances widened since 2017, even if  only 
moderately.

However, a picture of  higher global imbalances emerges if  one focuses 
on the rising surpluses of  two systemically relevant groups of  economies. In 
the Eurozone, deficits in debtor countries have shrunk in tandem with the 
maintenance of  surpluses in creditor countries (slightly increasing in the case 
of  Germany). While the net foreign asset position (liabilities) of  debtors has 

http://archive.economonitor.com/blog/2013/08/emerging-markets-selloff-whats-next/
http://archive.economonitor.com/blog/2013/08/emerging-markets-selloff-whats-next/
http://www.interfima.org/publications/argentina-turkey-may-storm-emerging-markets/
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not diminished as much, their current account adjustment has added to the 
soaring surpluses the Eurozone runs with the rest of  the world. Setser (2016) 
called attention to how the six major East Asian surplus economies—China, 
Japan, South Korea, Taiwan (China), Hong Kong (China), and Singapore—have 
reversed their post-GFC surplus declines, and by 2015 were topping even the 
Eurozone (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: Current Account Surplus in East Asia Surplus 
Economies Versus European Surplus Economies (US$ billions)

Source: Setser (2016).

Such double trajectory of  rising surpluses gives credence to those who have 
expressed concerns about the permanence of  large current account imbalances 
as a source of  risks to the global economy. While Eichengreen (2014) declared 
“the era of  global imbalances” to be over, more recently others believe they are 
back and claim that “rising global imbalances should be ringing alarm bells” 
(HSBC, according to Verma and Kawa, 2016). To address this issue, however, it 
is worth first reviewing how the profile of  current imbalances differs from that 
prior to the GFC.
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7.1. Global Imbalances Have Evolved
The ‘era of  global imbalances’ up to the GFC (Figure 7.1) had two distinctive-

yet-combined processes at its core:

On the one hand, credit-driven, asset-bubble-led growth in the U.S., along 
with wealth effects, intensified the existing trend of  domestic absorption 
(particularly consumption) growing faster than GDP. This resulted in falling 
personal saving rates and increasing current account deficits in the first phase of  
rising global imbalances (Figure 7.3; see also Figure 4.1 in chapter 4).

Figure 7.3: U.S. Personal Saving Rates and Current Account Bal

ances (% of GDP)—1960-2009

Source: Canuto, O.—“Toward a switchover of  locomotives in the global economy”, Econom-
ic Premise 33, World Bank, 2010.

On the other hand, the accelerated structural transformation and rapid 
growth in China led to high and rising savings and investments and produced 
ever larger current account surpluses in that period—see chapter 13. 

Two caveats about these distinctive-yet-combined processes are needed. 
First, the bilateral U.S. deficit with China in the period decreases by a third when 
measured in terms of  value added, as China became a hub or a spoke of  value 
chains with intermediate stages supplied from abroad. The U.S.-China bilateral 
imbalance therefore constituted outlets for production beyond China.

Second, while often linked as mirror images of  each other—as in the 
hypothesis of  an Asian savings glut causing low interest rates and asset price 
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hikes in the U.S. (Bernanke, 2005)—the U.S. asset bubbles were more strongly 
associated with the “excess elasticity of  the international monetary and financial 
system” (Boryo and Disyatat, 2011), rather than with Asian current account 
surpluses. Global current account imbalances cannot be blamed for the U.S.-
originated GFC. As stressed by Eichengreen (2014):

“…the flows that mattered were not the net flows of  capital from the rest 
of  the world that financed America’s current-account deficit. Rather, they were 
the gross flows of  finance from the US to Europe that allowed European banks 
to leverage their balance sheets, and the large, matching flows of  money from 
European banks into toxic US subprime-linked securities.”

Asset bubbles in the U.S. to a great extent were blown by European banks 
through their balance sheets, by channeling U.S. money market funds into toxic 
assets. From the U.S.-Europe balance-of-payments standpoint, short-term 
outflows from the latter to the former were netted out by simultaneous long-
term flows in the opposite direction. Close-to-zero net capital flows hid a lot of  
financial intermediation and asset-bubble expansion via banks’ balance sheets.

A parallel to that China-U.S. relationship can be traced within the Eurozone, 
including its later experience with the second dip of  the GFC. The creation of  
the euro as a common currency was followed by a risk premium convergence 
toward German levels and to cross-border banking flows with extremely easy 
conditions. Consequent asset bubbles led to wealth effects and excess domestic 
absorption—besides inflated financial intermediation—in southern Europe and 
Ireland, leading to the subsequent debt crisis. The pattern of  intra-Eurozone 
current account imbalances shown in Figure 7.2 was primarily a consequence 
of  the euphoria taking place under conditions of  the ‘excess elasticity’ of  the 
Eurozone’s financial system.

The commodity super-cycle also helped shape global imbalances in this 
period (Figure 7.1). However, it was to a great extent the consequence of  
extraordinary global growth prior to the crisis, in which commodity-intensive 
emerging market economies maintained growth trends above those of  advanced 
economies.

While such a pattern of  global imbalances was unfolding prior to the GFC, 
much discussion took place about its potential to spark a crisis on its own when 
faced with a sudden stop. China’s current account surpluses were boosted by 
depreciated levels of  the exchange rate, sustained mainly by the piling up of  
foreign reserves. The same evolution was interpreted by some as an expression 
of  a savings glut unmatched by enough domestic availability of  safe-and-liquid 
assets, such as U.S. Treasuries.
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Regardless of  the direction of  causality one might establish between export-
led strategies and savings-glut-cum-safe-asset-scarcity, analysts were split into 
two camps, as described by Eichengreen (2014). Some analysts feared a possible 
crisis of  confidence in the dollar would bring capital flows to a sudden halt, while 
others saw imbalances as an exchange of  cheap Asian goods for safe and liquid 
U.S. assets. In the latter case, imbalances might gradually unwind as export-
led strategies reached exhaustion, and/or the desire for asset accumulation 
approached saturation.

In any case, the GFC happened before that dispute was settled and global 
imbalances started to unwind in its aftermath. U.S. personal saving rates began 
to climb, borrowers reduced their leverage, the dollar devalued, and the U.S. 
current account deficit shrank from almost 6% of  GDP in 2006 to much 
lower levels from 2009 onwards. At the same time, China initiated its gradual 
rebalancing from an exports and investment-led growth model, towards higher 
domestic consumption and services, including an appreciation of  the renminbi 
and lower growth rate targets..

As we have already seen, deficits also diminished in the Eurozone in the 
aftermath of  its debt crisis. The decline in commodity prices also helped global 
imbalances to shrink.

So, global imbalances did not spark a crisis and have returned in a different 
configuration. Since current account balances are neither expected nor desired 
to be zero, how can we assess whether the ‘moderate’ uptick detected by the 
IMF since 2017 might be a bad omen? Do those who have voiced concern 
over rising surpluses in East Asia and the Eurozone have a point? To answer 
these questions, it will be useful to look at the IMF’s exercise of  judgement 
over whether global imbalances have been ‘in excess’, i.e. inconsistent with 
“fundamentals and desirable policies”.

7.2. Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) and Current 
Account Gaps Have Remained Significant

National economies are not expected to exhibit zero current-account 
balances and stocks of  net foreign assets. In any period, domestic absorption—
consumption and investment—can be larger or smaller than local GDP, 
triggering inflows or outflows of  capital, due to ‘fundamental’ factors:

i. Differences in intertemporal preferences and age structures of  their 
populations mean different ratios of  domestic consumption to GDP;

ii. Differences in opportunities for investment also tend to lead to capital flows;
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iii. Differences in institutional development levels, reserve currency statuses 
and other idiosyncratic features also generate capital flows and imbalances;

iv. Cyclical factors—including fluctuations in commodity prices—may also 
cause transitory increases and declines in balances; and countries’ outstanding 
stocks of  net foreign assets also have a counterpart in terms of  service payments 
in their current accounts.

When global imbalances—and corresponding real effective exchange rates 
(REERs)—reflect such fundamentals, economies are in a better place than they 
would be in autarky (isolated with zero balances). There are situations, however, 
in which such imbalances may be gauged as excessive and countries should 
reduce them.

There is the straightforward case of  imbalances being magnified by domestic 
distortions, the removal of  which would benefit the economy directly. This is 
the case, for instance, when deficits are higher because lax financial regulation 
fuels unsustainable credit booms or excessively loose fiscal policies. It is also the 
case of  surpluses that reflect extremely high private savings due to lack of  social 
insurance or investments being curbed because of  a lack of  efficient financial 
intermediation. It is worth noting that, while excessive deficits eventually face a 
shortage of  external finance, surpluses suffer less automatic pressure to dissipate 
and can therefore persist for longer.

Furthermore, as pointed out by Blanchard and Milesi-Ferretti (2009), 
there are also situations in which the interdependence of  economies 
calls for restricting current-account deficits or surpluses. Unsustainable 
deficits of  large, financially integrated economies are such a case, because 
a crisis originating in one of  them might trigger cross-border effects. 
Blanchard and Milesi-Ferretti additionally pointed out two conceivable situations 
in which surpluses can be deemed as excessive:

a. When current-account surpluses are the result of  deliberate strategies to 
curb domestic demand and deliberate exchange rate undervaluation, crowding out 
foreign competitors. On the other hand, given the simultaneous determination 
of  savings and current account balances, it is always hard to disentangle such a 
strategy from other determinants of  the current-account balance.

b. When an increase in one economy’s surplus takes place while others 
face difficulties in absorbing it without suffering adverse, durable effects on 
their demand and output. This is the case when part of  the world is caught in 
a ‘liquidity trap’, unable to resort to lowering of  domestic interest rates as an 
adjustment policy, or faces obstacles in using countervailing fiscal policies.
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The IMF External Sector Report has now for nine years offered assessments 
comparing actual current account balances—and REERs—with those that 
would reflect medium-term fundamentals and desired policies. Figure 7.4 
displays its 2020 assessment of  how intensively individual economies have 
exhibited current accounts—and REERs—that are out of  line with their 
fundamentals, i.e. those features that would normally lead them to feature 
current account imbalances within certain estimated country-specific ranges. 
Stronger (weaker) corresponds to REER undervaluation (overvaluation). 
Stronger (weaker) also means that a current account balance is larger (smaller) 
than that “consistent with fundamentals and desirable policies” (IMF, 2019). 

Figure 7.4: Current Account Gaps, 2019 (percent of GDP) 

Source: IMF (2020).

Countries may be classified in three broad groups (IMF, 2020, p. 8-9):

• 10 economies exhibited positive gaps between actual and fundamentals-
consistent levels of  current accounts, i.e. current account balances 
stronger than the levels consistent with medium-term fundamentals and 
desirable policies: the euro area (EA), Germany (DEU), Malaysia (MYS), 
the Netherlands (NLD), Singapore (SGP), and Thailand (THA), which have 
been there for most or all of  the years since the first ESR in 2012, and were 
joined last year by Poland (POL), Sweden (SWE), Switzerland (CHE), and 
Turkey (TUR), reflecting increases in their current account balances.

• 9 economies had negative gaps between actual and fundamentals-
consistent levels of  current accounts, i.e. current account balances weaker 
than the level consistent with medium-term fundamentals and desirable 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/ESR/Issues/2020/07/28/2020-external-sector-report
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policies: Belgium (BEL), Canada (CAN), the United Kingdom (GBR), the 
United States (USA), and some emerging market economies (Argentina 
ARG, South Africa ZAF), as well as commodity exporters (Brazil BRA, 
Saudi Arabia SAU). France (FRA) joined the group in 2019. 

• 11 economies showed actual current account balances broadly in 
line with the level consistent with medium-term fundamentals and 
desirable policies: as in 2018, Australia (AUS), China (CHN), Hong Kong 
SAR (HKG), India (IND), Italy (ITA), Japan (JPN), and Mexico (MEX), 
whereas Indonesia (IDN), Korea (KOR), Russia (RUS), and Spain (ESP) 
entered this category in 2019.

The IMF assesses that about 40% of  global imbalances were excessive in 
2019. They corresponded to 1.2% of  world GDP. Notwithstanding the gradual 
moderation of  overall excess global current account imbalances since 2013, 
their long-standing persistence - leading to stocks of  assets and liabilities at 
historically high levels - implied vulnerabilities on the eve of  the 2020 global 
pandemic. 

In our view, although not fueling fears of  a collapse in major financial 
flows, global imbalances have not gone away as an issue. They reveal that the 
global economic recovery may have been sub-par because of  asymmetric excess 
surpluses in some countries and below-potential output in many others. The end 
of  the ‘era of  global imbalances’ may have been called too early. Lord Keynes’ 
argument about the asymmetry of  adjustments between deficit and surplus 
economies remains stronger than ever.

IMF (2019) had a point in calling for a “recalibration” of  macroeconomic 
policies from demand-diverting to demand-supportive measures. This would 
be particularly the case for countries—or the Eurozone as a whole—currently 
able to resort to expansionary fiscal policies that have instead relied mainly on 
unconventional monetary policy—which has become increasingly ineffective at 
the margin. On the other hand, one must acknowledge that there are limits in 
the extent to which national fiscal policies can deliver cross-border demand-pull 
effects. Huge savings flows—like German or U.S. corporate profits—may also 
not be easy to redeploy.

Hence specific priority should be given to country-specific structural 
reforms addressing obstacles to growth and rebalancing. Which could be aided 
by cross-border dislocation of  pools of  savings currently parked in low-return 
assets. Paradoxically, global imbalances demand more globalization at a moment 
when the latter faces hurdles.
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The on-going global economic growth deceleration has led to an almost 
across-the-board resort to loosening of  monetary policy and revival of  
unconventional policies. Given the expected low effect on growth of  this new 
round of  post-global-financial-crisis monetary action, calls have been made for 
expansionary fiscal policies to be pursued by those countries that have space for 
them, especially if  they exhibit current surpluses considered as excessive. If  such 
a rebalancing of  their policy mix does not take place, over-reliance on monetary 
policy might morph into currency and trade wars. 

Current account imbalances in the global economy have never left entirely 
the spotlight, albeit with a different configuration from that which marked 
the trajectory prior to the global financial crisis. This is not because they 
threaten global financial stability, but mainly because they reveal asymmetries in 
adjustment and post-GFC recovery between surplus and deficit economies, and 
because of  the risk of  sparking waves of  trade protectionism. Also, they reveal 
the sub-par performance of  the global economy in terms of  foregone product 
and employment, i.e. a post-crisis global economic recovery below its potential.

Then comes the question of  whether any change in that scenario can be 
expected because of  the COVID-19 crisis—approached in Chapter 23.

7.3. COVID-19 brought a negative shock to the global 
economy, but it will not change substantially the 
configuration of current account imbalances 

According to IMF (2020), the global volume of  trade of  goods from January to 
May of  2020 declined by 20% as compared to the same period in 2019. The effects 
of  COVID-19 shocks on domestic economic activity in most countries, including 
production disruptions and restrictions to trade—e.g. travel—explain the downfall. 

A financial shock took place in global markets from mid-February through 
the 3 first weeks of  March of  2020 as a general portfolio rebalancing toward cash 
and safe assets followed the perception of  the depth of  the crisis generated by 
the global footprint of  COVID-19. Policy responses by central banks—liquidity 
provision, policy interest rate reductions, asset purchase programs - allowed for 
an easing in global financial conditions and a subsequent rebound in many risky 
asset prices. Capital flows and currencies in general followed those swings.

EMDE underwent sudden capital outflows and exchange rate depreciations 
during the shock. Those shocks were partially unwound and reversed since April, 
accompanying the change of  sentiment after the policy reactions of  central banks in 
advanced economies. The ESR shows the different extents to which both the shock 
and its reversal took place in these economies, reflecting country-specific features.
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The IMF’s 2020 External Sector Report also depicts the country-specific 
impact of  three other external shocks that we have highlighted as also affecting 
EMDE and some advanced economies: commodity price declines (particularly 
oil); fall in remittances; and stalled tourism flows—as approached in Chapter 23. 

Figure 7.5.a shows how the decline in crude oil prices has affected differently 
the trade balances of  oil exporters and importers. While the global oil demand is 
estimated to fall by 8% in 2020 as compared to last year, with prices 41% lower 
than in 2019, the overall expected direct impact on oil trade balances varies 
substantially: from -7% in Saudi Arabia to +3% in Thailand and almost 2% in 
Morocco (MAR).   

Figure 7.5.a: Estimated Impact on 2020 Oil Trade Balance 
(percent of GDP)

Source: IMF (2020)

Travel restrictions and decisions to forego touristic trips led to a 50% lower 
number of  international tourism arrivals in January-April - and even lower figures 
in international flight arrivals and hotel reservations - as compared to the same 
period in 2019. Figure 7.5.b exhibits how tourism trade balances are expected to 
be affected this year, considering both sides of  outflows and inflows. 
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Figure 7.5.b: Estimated Direct of Tourism Decline on 2020 
Current Account Balances (Percent of GDP)

Source: IMF (2020)

Remittances have also been impacted by the COVID-19 crisis, given its 
impact on incomes of  migrant workers, especially as many of  them are occupied 
in sectors such as food and hospitality, retail and wholesale, and tourism and 
transportation. Figure 7.5.c depicts how negative is likely to be the shock for 
those economies where remittance inflows comprises more than 5% of  GDP 
(Egypt EGY, Guatemala GTM, Pakistan PAK, the Philippines PHL, and Sri 
Lanka LKA). We should keep in mind that other remittance dependent smaller 
EMDE are not included in the IMF’s External Sector Report.

Figure 7.5.c: Estimated Direct Impacts of Remittances on 2020 

Current Account Balances (Percent of GDP) 

Source: IMF (2020).
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The negative impact of  COVID-19 on the whole global economy is beyond 
any doubt, and most countries’ GDPs are not expected to be higher in 2021 
than 2019. But will the configuration of  current account imbalances change 
substantially? This is not what IMF (2020) foresees, based on what has been at 
play in 2020. In fact, the IMF staff  forecasts are suggesting a light shrinking of  
global current account deficits and surpluses, both in percent of  world GDP and 
on average in percent of  domestic GDP (IMF, 2020, p.15-17). 

The IMF expects changes in current account balances of  the 5 largest economies 
not to have exceeded 0.5% of  GDP in 2020. While some countries faced dramatic 
changes—e.g. Saudi Arabia moving from a current account surplus higher than 5% 
of  GDP to a deficit of  4.9% - no overall reconfiguration is in the cards. 

That is in sharp contrast to what happened after GFC, as we saw in Figure 7.1 
above. The fall in US investment ratios accompanying GFC and the end of  its housing 
and asset price boom to a large extent altered global imbalances, as its economy 
then constituted the major current account deficit case. This time the generalized 
economic downturn has been associated with lower investment ratios in a broader 
set of  country cases. Furthermore, global current account surpluses and deficits 
amounted to 5.8% of  world GDP in 2006, whereas they were around 2.9% in 2019.

Figure 7.6 also shows a simultaneous change—in opposite directions—of  
private and public savings with COVID-19. As in previous historical experiences 
with pandemics, precautionary private savings have increased, while extraordinary 
public spending and tax relief  to “flatten the recession curve” implied deteriorated 
public sector accounts. Higher public debt levels will be a widespread feature of  
the post-coronavirus “new normal”—as we will remark in Chapter 23.

Figure 7.6: Changes in Current Account, Saving, and 
Investment Ratios (Percent of GDP)

Source: IMF (2020).  

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/ESR/Issues/2020/07/28/2020-external-sector-report
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7.4. Cross-border net acquisition of safe assets tend to be 
augmented

Several authors have highlighted an excess of  demand over supply of  assets 
considered as safe as one of  the factors behind declining long-term interest 
rates in advanced economies (Caballero et al, 2020)—in addition to the “secular 
stagnation” hypotheses approached in Chapter 2. Some even refer to a “safe 
asset trap” (Reviglio, 2020).

Increased private precautionary savings will be matched by higher public 
debt in advanced economies and one may presume that lower long-term interest 
rates are not bound to change because of  COVID-19. On the monetary policy 
front, subdued economic conditions will also lead central banks to keep policy 
rates low for longer. 

Supply and demand for safe assets also bring consequences to global 
imbalances. As we referred above, the IMF methodology to gauge current 
account balances associated to fundamentals includes the reserve currency 
status: 

“Countries that issue reserve currencies, especially the United States, tend 
to benefit from what is called an ‘exorbitant privilege’. This broadly refers to the 
effect of  the global demand for safe assets on the reserve currency issuer’s funding 
costs, which tends to tilt consumption towards the present, and leads to higher 
investment. Global demand for reserve assets also tends to appreciate the currency 
of  reserve issuers. These effects unambiguously weaken reserve currency issuers’ 
current accounts. To capture this effect, as in earlier model versions, a measure 
of  the share of  a country’s currency in world reserve holdings is included. The 
estimated coefficient suggests that for each 10 percentage points of  global reserves 
held in its currency, a country’s current account balance is weakened by about 0.3 
percent of  GDP.” (Cubeddu et al, 2019, p.9).

In fact, country-level mismatches between supply and demand for safe 
assets appear in the evolution of  corresponding net stocks of  foreign safe assets 
(Figure 7.7). To the extent that the world stock of  safe assets will move upward 
as a result of  COVID-19, one may expect some contribution of  cross-border 
net purchases of  safe assets toward intensified current account imbalances.

https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/farhi/files/glob_imbalances_011620_pog.pdf
https://www.omfif.org/2020/08/covid-19-and-the-safe-asset-trap/
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2019/03/19/The-External-Balance-Assessment-Methodology-2018-Update-46643
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Figure 7.7: Net Safe Positions as a Fraction of World GDP

Source: Caballero, R.J., Farhi, E., and Gourinchas, P.-O. (2020).

While COVID-19 wroke havoc on the global economy, it has not changed 
the picture of  global current account imbalances. One must pay attention, 
however, to how the post-coronavirus economic and geopolitical world may 
carry consequences to supply and demand for foreign safe assets.
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8. Bridging Infrastructure and Finance
The world economy—and emerging market and developing economies in 

particular—display a gap between infrastructure needs and finance to pay for it. 
On the one hand, infrastructure investment has fallen far short of  what would 
be necessary to support potential growth. On the other hand, abundant financial 
resources in world markets have been facing very low long-term interest rates 
(Figure 8.1), while opportunities for higher returns from potential infrastructure 
assets are missed. A bridge between private sector finance and infrastructure 
can be built if  properly structured projects are developed, with risks and returns 
distributed in accordance with the different incentives (risk management 
capabilities) of  stakeholders.

Figure 8.1: Real Ten Year Benchmark Rate

Source: Peterson Institute of  International Economics, 8 October 2020

8.1. So Far, Infrastructure Has Been Mostly Financed by 
Bank Loans

Historically, the private sector participation in global infrastructure finance 
has been mainly via bank loans (Figure 8.2). The significant funding gap in 
infrastructure could be reduced if  non-banking financial engagement could be 
raised. 
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Figure 8.2: Global Infrastructure Finance (Including 
Corporate Finance) Value by Source of Funding, 2011-2016

Source: Canuto & Liaplina (2017).

Institutional investors, like all other types of  debt and equity investors, 
have their own incentives, constraints and objectives when it comes to selecting 
countries, types of  projects (greenfield vs. brownfield), and at what stage of  the 
investment project cycle (development, construction, or operation) to invest. 
Inadequate coverage of  risks is given as one of  the reasons for projects often 
not reaching financial close. Defining ‘attractive investment opportunities’ and 
matching investors to these opportunities in a more systematic way is what 
might make a difference.

‘Heterogeneity in the setup of  projects’ is often cited as one of  the reasons 
for why it is so difficult to push more allocations to infrastructure. Lack of  data, 
different contractual structures, different regulatory environments—all these 
aspects are part of  the puzzle and are addressed by different players. But also 
the breadth of  products tailored specifically for different types of  institutional 
investors with their respective risk and return profiles is where a greater effort 
might pay off. For instance, opportunities for institutional investors (e.g. pension 
funds) to participate at stages prior to operations, become more favorable when 
refinancing is possible, and the construction risk is addressed.

Comparing infrastructure as an asset class to other asset classes, such as government 
bonds, cash, equity markets, real estate, and non-infrastructure alternative investments, 
from the point of  view of  institutional investors and other stakeholders, can help 
identify and overcome mismatches between the demand for and potential supply of  
finance—an area into which Development Financial Institutions (DFIs) can step.

https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/matchmaking-finance-and-infrastructure
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Various reports indicate that as of  now there is no systematic analysis 
of  the type of  risk instruments needed to unlock private investment in most 
infrastructure segments, yet inadequate coverage of  risk is named as one of  the 
reasons for projects not reaching financial close (Canuto and Liaplina, 2017). 
Table 8.1 provides a summary of  typical profiles of  different stakeholders that could 
participate in the value chain of  financial services associated with infrastructure investment. 
Despite mismatches between their respective profiles and corresponding assets, pension 
funds, insurance companies, and private equity funds have invested in unlisted infrastructure 
equity. Percentages are still small, but could be increased under appropriate circumstances.

Table 8.1: Stakeholders and corresponding instruments, 
assets, motivations, and risks

Source: Canuto and Liaplina (2017).
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Table 8.2, in turn, displays the differentiated types of  risks faced by those 
stakeholders along distinctive stages of  infrastructure projects. There has to be 
sufficient comfort with managing such risks in order to have their corresponding 
participation. 

Table 8.2: Risks, stakeholders, and project phases

Source: Canuto and Liaplina (2017).

Categorizing institutional investors according to their profiles and tailoring 
infrastructure investments to their needs constitutes a first step. Matching 
fees—e.g. charged by funds—to returns in the context of  opportunities offered 
by other asset classes is an example of  such a consideration. As widely discussed 
in the literature, pension funds seek “high returns, low risk, liquidity, fair pricing 
and reliable partners” (Garcia-Kilroy and Rudolph, 2017).

Based on the basic profiles listed on Table 8.1 and Table 8.2, one may notice 
that a scenario for institutional investors (e.g. a pension fund) to participate at 
the operational stage is typically favorable when refinancing is possible and the 
construction risk is addressed—particularly in those segments with lower risks 
Examples of  these transactions include Canadian investments in Chile, such as 
the Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) paying $1.14-billion for stakes in 
five major toll roads; AIMCo buying a 50% share in Autopista Central de Chile 
in late 2010 for $878 million, and Brookfield Asset Management buying six road 
projects in India, to name a few.
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There are examples, however, of  participation by institutional investors at 
other stages of  the cycle, including taking a construction risk. This tends to be 
the case when institutional investors participate in infrastructure projects in a 
search for higher yield—as sovereign wealth funds do, for example. 

So far, institutional investors have mostly invested in upper-middle income and 
high income countries. Examples include Asian pension funds including the Accident 
Compensation Corporation investing in New Zealand’s roads (primary financing), or State 
Super NSW investing in Australia’s transport sector. But there are also some cases such 
as that of  Care Super investing in hospitals in India. In Africa, there is a growing pool of  
investors coming from, mostly, the U.S., but also UAE, China and the U.K. (Preqin, 2016).

Currency risk is a major factor faced by international investors in emerging markets. 
Export credit agencies can help with that challenge, although often at the expense 
of  higher cost. Other challenges frequently named are the unavailability of  financial 
instruments or their respective costs and complexity in terms of  difficulty of  use.

Fixed-income instruments such as bonds (in the context of  infrastructure 
project: projects bonds, municipal, sub-sovereign bonds, green bonds, and sukuk) 
and loans (direct/co-investment lending to infrastructure project, syndicated 
project loans) are likely to be a better fit for the appetite of  a broad range of  
institutional investors in emerging market economies. 

Figure 8.3 illustrates how potential financial instruments to mitigate risks may make a 
difference in making feasible the participation of  the private sector in infrastructure projects.

Figure 8.3 - Potential financial instruments to mitigate risks

Source: EULAC Foundation (2018).
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8.2. What Development Banks Bring to the Table
It is no surprise that the creation/expansion of  national and multilateral development 

banks has been getting so much attention. In principle, even with a domestic base of  
banks and other financial intermediation vehicles willing and able to fill the gap left by 
shrinking international syndicated lending, there would be a uniquely additional role to 
be played by such development banks. The key word here is additionality.

Chelsky et al (2013) approached some of  the ways by which, in the cases of  
projects with clear development impacts, multilateral development banks can 
provide such additionality. To a great extent, I believe, the same principles hold 
for the whole range of  official development banks.

First, there is the core financial additionality offered by development banks, 
when they play a key role as a catalyst, drawing private capital into long-term 
projects in countries and sectors where significant development results can be 
expected but the market perceives high risks. Those institutions contribute their 
own funding (loans, equity) and/or guarantees, providing partners with a level 
of  creditor status better than otherwise. Additional financing is also generated 
by bringing partners into specific deals through syndications.

It is relevant to stress that more becomes less after a certain point. The size and 
composition of  development bank portfolios must aim to maximize the crowding-in 
of  private engagement, rather than taking its place (crowding-out). This is particularly 
the case when the supply of  development bank finance embeds substantial public 
subsidies. Furthermore, those portfolios should be moving frontiers: when success 
is obtained, perceived risks tend to fall, finance starts to acquire ‘plain vanilla’ 
attributes. In these cases, the originator development bank must move on.

Development banks can also provide ‘design additionality’, when they 
help improve the bankability—or ‘financability’—of  project designs. There is 
also a ‘policy additionality’, when their expertise and policy advice contribute 
to improvement and stability of  policy and regulatory environments. While 
both are obviously the case with multilateral development banks, very often 
national development banks are also local repositories of  technical knowledge. 
Finally, development banks may also offer ‘selection additionality’, enhancing 
the process of  project selection by governments.

Long-term project finance needs in developing countries tend unequivocally 
upwards. The retrenchment and inappropriate composition of  existing international 
debt flows further highlights the important role of  development banks. Nevertheless, as 
exemplified in the imperfect substitutability—and rather complementarity—of  types of  
private finance, development banks should make sure they maximize the development 
bang for their little—and often costly—buck, by ensuring additionality in what they do
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A whole set of  mechanisms to assign part of  risks to third parties through risk 
transfer and credit enhancement instruments is currently being piloted by development 
banks. These instruments include guarantees, insurance policies, or hedging mechanisms 
under which, for a fee, the provider will agree to compensate the concessionaire (or its 
lenders) in case of  default and/or loss due to some specified circumstance.

8.3. Bottom Line
The contrast between the dearth of  investment in infrastructure and the savings-

liquidity glut that marks the contemporaneous global economy—approached 
in chapter 2 - can be reduced. Low legal, regulatory, and policy risks are of  the 
essence. Additionally, the availability of  sophisticated, developed financial markets 
and instruments will help, as they facilitate partnerships between different financial 
agents, enabling each to carry risks that are closer to their objectives and capacity. 
The greater involvement of  private investors and the design of  economically rational 
financing structures can not only boost the funding of  infrastructure investment, 
but thereby also improve the efficiency and success of  infrastructure projects. 
Development financial institutions may play an important role in such matchmaking. 
Building a bridge between infrastructure and finance is within reach.
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Part II

Trade, Technology 
and Globalization
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9. Overlapping Globalizations
Current technological developments in manufacturing are likely to lead to 

a partial reversal of  the wave of  fragmentation and geographical dispersion of  
manufacturing which permitted the development of  global value chains. Such 
a process was at the core of  the rise of  North-South trade from 1990. China—
the main hub of  the global-growth-cum-structural-change of  that period—may 
attempt to extend the previous wave through its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).

9.1. Global Value Chains Seem to Have Plateaued…
Production and trade globalization thrived from 1990 onwards. The removal 

of  barriers to trade and the technological advances that led to reduction in trade 
and communications costs ushered in years of  sustained trade expansion. The 
decline in the costs of  shipping goods and of  managing complex production 
networks allowed the vertical and spatial cross-border fragmentation of  
manufacturing within highly integrated global production networks, or global 
value chains (GVCs). In these, large swathes of  lower-wage workers from Asia 
and Eastern Europe could be combined with the use of  technology managed 
across borders.

GVCs facilitated a process of  growth-cum-structural-transformation with 
substantial total factor productivity increases in the countries where GVCs were 
incorporated. Foreign trade was instrumental for the substantial movement of  
populations from low-value, low-productivity activities to the production of  
modern tradable goods. China represents a special case in terms of  both speed 
and magnitude (Figure 9.1). Rapid global GDP growth took place, with non-
advanced economies increasing their relative weight, which helped to spark the 
commodity super-cycle in the 2000s and a transmission of  global dynamism to 
natural resource-rich countries.

However, there are signs that the wave has reached its peak. The elasticity 
of  global trade relative to global GDP has been dampened by more than what 
circumstantial post-GFC trade-dampening factors would suggest. Given the 
state-of-art of  manufacturing technology, unbundling and fragmentation of  
production processes may have reached a plateau. Furthermore, the scope for 
export-led hyper-growth has narrowed because the pattern of  current-account 
imbalances prevailing prior to the GFC is unlikely to return.
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9.2. … and Will Be Impacted by New Technologies and the 
Rise of a Service Economy

The directions taken by technological trajectories and aggregate demand in 
advanced economies seem to point toward a broad alteration of  the balance of  
locational advantages for production fragments, reducing the weight of  labor 
costs and augmenting the relevance of  local availability of  complementary 
intangible assets. Industry 4.0 is labor-saving, particularly in terms of  unskilled 
labor (Hallward-Dreimeier and Nayyar, 2017). Customization of  products is 
making proximity to markets more important than production costs. Domestic 
consumption and GDP in advanced economies are ‘dematerializing’ as a 
reflection of  technological changes and the higher income elasticity of  demand 
for sophisticated services. These and other trends suggest that a double whammy 
for production and exports of  non-advanced economies may take place: a partial 
reversal of  offshoring and slower growth of  outlets for their typical exports. 

Figure 9.1: Share of Global Manufacturing Value Added in 
China, Global Regions, and High-Income Countries, 1994–2015

Source: Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017, p. 45).

While the limitations on extending or replicating the manufacturing export-
led, fast-growth experiences of  the recent past are clear, the ultimate impact of  
those trends on local production is less so, for reasons pointed out by Hallward-
Driemeier and Nayyar (2017). As an illustration, assume that local income in 
non-advanced economies expands because of  push factors other than foreign 
demand for manufactures. Assume further that new technologies—as might be 
the case with 3-D printing—turn out to be scale-reducing, rather than scale-
enhancing. The outcome may well be the emergence of  geographically disperse 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27946
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27946
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27946
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‘micro-manufacturing’ activities oriented to local markets. Population increases, 
urbanization, and poverty reduction may entail the maintenance of  strong 
domestic demand for manufacturing goods in the future.

Of  course, it must be acknowledged that investment in appropriate infrastructure, 
training of  local technicians, and enhancing business environments—e.g. property 
rights—to reduce transaction costs and risks are preconditions:

“New technologies place higher demands on the availability and reliability 
of  ICT services, the data ecosystem, skills, and intellectual property rights” 
(Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar, 2017, p.113-4). 

The authors also showed in detail how “the manufacturing sector is not 
monolithic (…) and there is heterogeneity in [the] employment-productivity-trade 
space” across subsectors (p. 17) (Figure 9.2). As new technologies affect those 
subsectors at different paces, there will remain a range—though shrinking—of  
entry points for producers with low wage costs and sound business environments.

The bar is being raised in terms of  local requirements for infrastructure, labor 
training, and soundness of  business environments in non-advanced economies. 
And that is a precondition for maintaining growth and avoiding a yawning income 
gap relative to advanced economies, now that the East Asian type of  spectacular 
manufacturing export-led growth seems to have become harder to obtain.

Figure 9.2: Manufacturing Subsectors, Grouped by Pro-
Development Characteristics, 2013

Source: Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017, p. 21).

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27946
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9.3. China Is Leveraging While Rebalancing…
China has initiated a rebalancing towards a new growth pattern, in which 

domestic consumption is to rise relative to investments and exports. Meanwhile, 
a drive to consolidate local insertion in GVCs in order to move up the ladder of  
value added is also to take place. That rebalancing has been highlighted as one 
of  the factors behind the recent global trade slowdown, given China’s weight in 
the world economy and a recent trend of  import substitution.

China is in a league of  its own and its rebalancing-cum-upgrading will 
influence other emerging markets and developing economies. If  it lets low-
skill labor-intensive manufacturing activities go, a new wave of  further GVC 
dislocations might open up opportunities for countries currently endowed with 
cheap and abundant labor—under the overall global conditions outlined in the 
previous item. On the other hand, the densification of  local parts of  GVCs will 
represent a competitive challenge to medium-range manufactures produced in 
other middle-income countries. The net result will also depend on the leakage 
of  China’s domestic demand as it rebalances toward a more consumption- and 
service-oriented economy. It is worth highlighting that China has already begun 
to leapfrog to new technologies, as can be gauged by the pace of  increase of  
operational stocks of  industrial robots in manufacturing (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.3: Operational Stock of Industrial Robots in 
Manufacturing, Selected Countries and Regions, 1995–2018

Source: Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017, p. 21).

China’s exceptionality in terms of  size and speed of  growth-cum-structural-
transformation in the era of  GVCs has had a counterpart in terms of  ultra-high 
investment and export ratios to GDP. The transition toward a less investment- 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27946
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and export-dependent growth model has been taking place from a starting point 
of  very low consumption ratios (Figure 9.4, left panel).

Besides high ratios of  profits to wages, low levels of  public social spending 
lead to high household savings (Figure 9.4, right panel). No wonder rebalancing 
towards a consumption-based growth model was expected to be gradually 
pursued, or otherwise GDP growth rates might collapse, rather than slide down 
from two digits. The change of  growth pattern requires time-intensive structural 
reforms. 

Figure 9.4: China—Low Consumption, Low Social Spending 

Source: IMF (2017).

Furthermore, like elsewhere, fears of  a quasi-collapse of  the global economy 
in the aftermath of  the GFC were followed by countercyclical policies. In China, 
a Great Quantitative Easing (QE) took the form of  a combination of  ‘shadow 
banking’ and capital expenditure on housing and infrastructure, with a major role 
played by special purpose vehicles (SPVs) associated with subnational entities. 
Restraints have occasionally been applied, but the attainment of  official target 
growth rates has been accompanied by overcapacity in some heavy-industry 
sectors, and by increasing debt leverage (Figure 9.5). Chinese authorities have 
announced their intent to dampen such trajectories before vulnerability to a 
sudden stop reaches any critical point.
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9.4. … and Moving to Expand the Reach of Its Economy Outside
In late 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced two new investment and 

trade initiatives for China and the surrounding region: the Silk Road Economic 
Belt and the Twenty-First-Century Maritime Silk Road, together known as One 
Belt, One Road (later the Belt and Road Initiative, BRI; Figure 9.6).

Investment in infrastructure as part of  the BRI—besides the acquisition 
of  foreign assets—may become a way to partially diversify China’s humongous 
foreign-exchange reserves out of  low-interest-bearing U.S. and other foreign 
government securities. New markets for Chinese companies, such as high-speed 
rail firms, and new destinations for exports of  some of  the country’s vast excess 
capacity in cement, and steel and other metals, would follow. 

Figure 9.5: Total Social Debt in China

Source: JP Morgan, Global Data Watch, June 23, 2017.

Mr Xi has also offered Latin American countries access to the BRI. Also, 
right after U.S. President Donald Trump announced that his country would 
pull out of  the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiated by his predecessor 
President Obama, Premier Xi suggested the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP) as an alternative, with seven of  the twelve TPP members as 
potential members. The RCEP was signed on 15 November 2020.
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9.5. Trade and Globalization Will Move Along Parallel, 
Overlapping Paths2

The evolution of  trade and globalization along the path stemming from new 
technologies, the rise of  the service economy and the reshuffle of  GVCs previously 
tackled here, points to an increasing convergencetoward trade, investment, and 
intellectual property rights agreements. Not by chance, former U.S. President 
Obama pushed forward attempts to conclude plurilateral agreements such as 
the TPP and an equivalent treaty with Europeans (the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership—TTIP). By side-lining China from both, pressure would 
be put on it to accommodate and adapt its own policy and regulatory framework. 
Regardless of  President Trump’s subsequent rebuttal of  the TPP—and the fact 
that its package could have conceivably been unbundled and not necessarily 
taken as a whole—it contains an agenda convenient as an underpinning for the 
new stage of  globalization. US President-elect Biden may return to this agenda 
after the end of  Mr. Trump’s era of  unilateral trade policies. 

Figure 9.6: China’s BRI

Source: Xinhua.

2  Impacts of  the 2020 coronavirus crisis on globalization will be approached in Chapter 23.
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In parallel, the BRI may well be a new growth wave for Chinese exports 
and investments, giving a new life to the previous pattern of  trade integration 
through its infrastructure build-out in many other countries, most of  them in 
emerging markets. Prerequisites in terms of  policy and regulatory harmonization 
would not be as onerous as those embedded in the original designs of  TPP and 
TTIP .

In principle, now that the potential crowding-out effects of  TTP and TTIP 
on China have been dismissed, both globalization processes may evolve in 
parallel, if  the new globalization pattern can proceed in the absence of  formal 
plurilateral agreements and the BRI takes off  fully. They might even reinforce 
each other through the channel of  transmission of  global growth if  they succeed. 
That will depend, of  course, on how far current anti-globalization backlashes 
manage to introduce sand into the wheels of  globalization.

9.6. South-South Trade Through the Value-Added Lens
It is misleading to use gross data on exports and imports to calculate the 

extent to which trade contributes to economic growth and affects the allocation 
of  national resources. Products often cross borders more than once while 
being processed until their final use, and might thus be counted multiple times. 
Furthermore, given the increased use of  imported intermediate goods and 
services associated with rising global trade flows in recent decades, it is not 
only exports of  goods and services that carry some content of  imported inputs 
classified in other sectors. Also, some exports of  intermediate products may 
return embedded in imported final products. Therefore, accurately gauging the 
extent of  value added based on a country’s employed labor and other factors of  
production, requires counting in those intra- and cross-sector trade variables. 

Such multiple counting and cross-sector trade in intermediate goods and 
services grew exponentially with the increasing cross-border fragmentation of  
production systems and the rising emergence of  global or regional value chains. 
Fortunately, data on trade in value added has started to become available thanks 
to a joint OECD-WTO initiative: TiVA. Using such databases, one is able to 
revisit many of  the assessments heretofore made using gross values of  exports 
and imports. And there might be surprises …

Take the case of  South-South trade. Back in March 2010, using gross trade 
figures, Canuto et al (2010) noted that much of  the increase in developing 
countries’ exports from 1998-2008 was driven by demand from other developing 
countries, with trade among these countries rising as a share of  world trade. 
Given the then gloomy growth prospects for most advanced economies, we 
remarked how developing countries might continue to rely on South-South 

http://blogs.worldbank.org/trade/shifting-focus-in-trade-agreements-from-market-access-to-value-chain-barriers
http://www.oecd.org/industry/ind/measuringtradeinvalue-addedanoecd-wtojointinitiative.htm
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPREMNET/Resources/EP3.pdf
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trade to recover from the crisis. In fact, countries like China were already leading 
the recovery through booming import demand.

Herrero et al (2013) offered an analysis of  South-South trade during 2000-
2009, using the OECD-WTO database to give a new perspective in value-added 
terms. Let me borrow here just three of  their results, enough of  a sample to 
confirm how a value-added lens will often reveal a different picture from that 
when using gross trade values.

First, as can be seen in Figure 9.7, the rising weight of  South-South trade in 
the 2000s seems to have been overestimated. This stems from the fact that the 
domestic value added incorporated in foreign final demand is proportionately 
smaller in South-South trade than in South-North, North-South, and North-
North trade.

Figure 9.7: Exports by Regional Trade Network on Gross 
Value and Value Added Bases (2000 and 2009) ($ trillions)

Source: Herrero et al (2013) 

Second, the share of  commodities and services is greater in South-South 
trade on a value-added basis than in gross terms. While manufacturing reaches 
a 71% share of  trade in the latter, it falls to 42% on a value-added basis. This 
reflects to a great extent the North-South content embedded in Southern 
manufacturing exports.

Third, bilateral trade relationships between countries change dramatically 
in some cases once figures are adjusted to a value-added basis. For example, 
China’s trade surplus with the U.S. is reduced by one third when due accounting 
in value added terms is done (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.8: Bilateral Trade Between China and the U.S. 
(2009) ($ tri)

Source: Herrero et al (2013) 

It seems appropriate to say, as Maurer and Degain (2010) said of  the WTO, 
that when it comes to globalization and trade flows, “what you see is not what 
you get!” Definitely we need to develop and incorporate analyses of  trade in 
value added when it comes to approaching global imbalances, market access and 
trade disputes, cross-country macroeconomic shocks, trade and employment, 
and many other themes.
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10.  Can Services Replace Manufacturing as an 
Engine for Development?

Manufacturing expansion has been a vehicle for job creation, productivity 
increases, and growth in non-advanced economies since the second half  of  
the last century. First in Latin America, followed by Asia, and a renewal of  
production systems in Eastern Europe, higher manufacturing levels have served 
as a channel to transfer labor from low-productivity occupations to activities 
using more modern technologies coming from abroad.

This was facilitated by the easier cross-border transferability of  manufacturing 
technologies relative to other sectors, particularly of  labor-intensive segments 
in the recent era of  production fragmentation and value chains. Once certain 
minimum local conditions were in place, convergence toward productivity levels 
in frontier countries was relatively faster than in other sectors.

However, two issues cast a shadow over the possibilities of  replicating or 
deepening such a process. First, the ‘footloose’ nature of  manufacturing also 
gives it a high sensitivity to minor changes in overall competitiveness factors, 
such as labor costs, real exchange rates, business environment, infrastructure, and 
others. Over time, this has led to waves of  relocation and spatial concentration in 
specific countries in the developing world for each of  the tiers of  sophistication 
in value chains. Figure 10.1 depicts the significant variation in emerging markets 
of  experiences with manufacturing employment and gross value added.

Second, ongoing technological changes that reduce the weight of  labor costs 
are threatening to unwind some of  the motivation for transferring manufacturing 
to non-advanced economies. The recent experience of  using manufacturing 
exports as a platform for high growth will likely become harder to expand, 
sustain, or obtain in the case of  latecomers. At the very least, one may say that 
the bar is getting higher in terms of  requisites for infrastructure, the business 
environment, local availability of  skilled workers, and other competitiveness 
factors.

Natural resource-based activities offer opportunities for technological 
upgrades, productivity increases, exports and—volatile but positive—economic 
growth, but not the massive job creation of  manufacturing. As such, a question 
increasingly asked is whether services could eventually fill the gap in terms of  
quantity and quality of  job creation in developing countries. Would ongoing 
technological change lead to greater transferability of  technologies and tradability 
of  services? To what extent would local manufacturing bases still matter as a 
precondition for production of  services? 
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Figure 10.1: Manufacturing Employment and Gross Value Added

Note: DM = developed markets; EM = emerging markets; GVA = gross value added. 
Source: IIF, A Primer on Premature Deindustrialization, October 19, 2017.

Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017) called attention to how advances in 
information and communications technologies (ICT) have made some services—
financial, telecommunications, and business services—increasingly tradable. 
That process has been making more feasible the diffusion of  technology, and 
the possibility of  exporting in addition to attending local demands.

There is significant potential in terms of  reaping economies of  scale in 
those services highly impacted by ICT, especially as very low marginal costs are 
incurred by adding units to production (Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyer, 2017). 
R&D intensity has risen, with, for example, expenditure on business services 
increasing to  17% in 2005-10, from 6.7% in 1990-95.

On the one side, like manufacturing, opportunities for local technology 
learning and raising productivity in developing economies may be created by 
increasing international tradability and technology transferability. On the other, 
unlike labor-intensive manufacturing, those services are not expected to be a 
strong source of  jobs for unskilled labor.

The low-end services that remain users of  unskilled labor are less likely to create 
opportunities for productivity gains. With exceptions—such as construction and 
tourism services—there is less scope in the services sector to yield simultaneously 
high productivity increases and job creation for unskilled labor, at least compared 
to what manufacturing-led development provided in previous decades.
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How about the connection between manufacturing and services? Besides 
the increase in demand for stand-alone services with high income elasticity, 
what are the prospects for demand for services accompanying the current 
transformation of  manufacturing? To what extent do supply and demand for 
these manufacturing-related services benefit from local manufacturing bases? 

Figure 10.2: Value Added of Services in Manufacturing, 
1970s versus 21st Century

Source: Hallward-Driemeier, M. and Nayyar, G. “Trouble in the Making?: The Future of  
Manufacturing-Led Development”, World Bank, Washington D.C., 2017.

Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017) called attention to the rising 
“servicification” of  manufacturing, as the latter is increasingly “embodying” and 
“embedding” services, while the share of  component manufacturing and final 
assembly in value added declines (Figure 10.2).

The importance of  embodied services in manufacturing products has risen 
either as inputs (design, marketing, distribution costs, etc.) or as trade enablers 
(logistics services or e-commerce platforms). Furthermore, services are also 
increasingly embedding facilities that come bundled with, or are added to, 
manufactured products. Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar (2017) highlighted 
apps for mobile devices and software solutions for “smart” factories. They 
concluded (p.162):

“While a range of  ‘stand-alone’ services and some embedded services can 
provide growth opportunities without a manufacturing core, the increasing 
servicification of  manufacturing underscores the growing interdependence 
between the two sectors. Given this deepening interdependence, policies that 
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improve productivity across different parts of  the value chain will result in the 
whole being greater than the sum of  its parts. The agenda therefore should be 
to prepare countries to use synergies across sectors to participate in the entire 
value chain of  a product while also exploiting stand-alone opportunities beyond 
manufacturing”.

In sum, the challenge of  achieving, simultaneously, the employment of  
unskilled workers and substantial increases in productivity are becoming bigger. 
Furthermore, those horizontal productivity and competitiveness factors—
including local accumulation of  capabilities, low transaction costs, infrastructure 
improvement, etc.—that were crucial for broad and deep manufacturing-led 
development, are now extended to services. There is more complementarity 
than substitutability between productivity and competitiveness factors between 
manufacturing and services. There is no alternative but to raise the bar 
domestically if  a developing country wants to enjoy any of  these as engines of  
growth.

10.1. Revolutionary Services
Back in 2012, in China, then Director-General of  the World Trade 

Organization Pascal Lamy remarked: 

“The global economy is being transformed at an unprecedented speed and at 
the heart of  that transformation is the services economy. (…) Services underpin 
every part of  the production process, from research and development to design, 
engineering, financing, transportation, distribution and marketing. In short, 
without services, there would be little value-added and innovation.”

At the time, Ghani et al (2012) gave us a snapshot of  that revolution underway. 
The authors reckoned that in the previous 30 years, the contribution of  services 
to GDP growth had been greater than industry’s, in developed and developing 
countries. On the jobs front, the net creation of  jobs in services compensated 
for the destruction of  jobs in industry and agriculture (Figure 10.3).

http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/sppl_e/sppl233_e.htm
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/sppl_e/sppl233_e.htm
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Figure 10.3: Sources of Job Creation in Developed and 
Developing Countries

Source: Ghani et al (2012).

It is known that, once certain income levels are reached, services (tourism, health, 
education, and leisure-related activities) tend to rise as a proportion of  households’ 
consumption baskets. Furthermore, on the production side, in the wake of  the wave 
of  restructuring and downsizing of  the 1980s, ways to enhance competitiveness were 
found in the divesting and contracting-out of  the provision of  business, logistical, 
and professional services that were once internalized by industrial firms. However, 
the deep transformation that new information and telecommunications technologies 
have brought to a substantial range of  services is yet to be widely realized.

As Ghani et al (2012) noted, until recently “services were considered as menial, 
low-skilled, and low-innovation”, whereas now “the number of  services that can 
be transported digitally is constantly expanding.” Modern services constitute 
sophisticated key components of  value chains in agriculture and industry. They 
can also themselves be unbundled and broken down into value chains just like 
physical goods. In this context, the authors show that productivity—value-added 
per employee—growth in services has substantially outpaced that in industry, 
again in both developed and developing countries.

Trade in services has accompanied the rising tide of  global trade, going 
beyond commercial presence and the cross-border movement of  service 
providers and consumers. The growth of  cross-border trade has been remarkable, 
with the delivery of  some services from the territory of  one country into the 
territory of  other country, something increasingly made possible by rapid global 
developments in technology, scalability, transportability, and tradability.
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Ghani et al (2012) made the case for services as a possible new channel for 
export-led growth by developing countries. Let me here stress the relevance of  
services modernization even for developing countries that may not envisage 
becoming services-export platforms. If  services take a greater share of  GDP 
and jobs, productivity increases in services are fundamental for income growth 
and development. Furthermore, without those increases, the competitiveness of  
non-service activities in agriculture and industry in a country will suffer from 
rising wage costs and lower-quality inputs. It’s therefore paradoxical that some 
countries have resorted to protection or incentives in favor of  manufacturing, 
while not realizing that such efforts tend to be self-defeating if  the domestic 
supply of  services remains closed to provision from abroad or, in the case of  
non-tradable services, non-competitive in local production.

“Globalization of  services is still in its infancy”, say Ghani et al (2012). Let infant, 
modern, and revolutionary services alike spill forth their rejuvenating economic 
potential.
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11. Globalization and Technological Learning
The April 2018 issue of  the IMF’s ‘World Economic Outlook’ (WEO) 

included a chapter on how globalization has helped knowledge from technology 
leaders spread faster than before (IMF, 2018). Cross-border technological 
diffusion has not only contributed to rising domestic productivity levels in 
advanced and emerging economies, but has also facilitated a partial reshaping 
of  the technological innovation landscape, with some recipients becoming new 
significant sources of  research and development (R&D) and patents. What 
would it take for such change in the innovation landscape to be even broader?

11.1. Globalization Has Diffused Knowledge and Technology
Greater levels of  trade, foreign direct investment, and international use of  

patents have more intensively disseminated knowledge and technology across 
borders. A double dividend can potentially be derived from such a feature: as 
technology is typically non-rival in its use, its diffusion may lead to increases in 
average outputs at relatively low costs. Furthermore, its use in multiple settings 
may generate positive network effects through cross-pollination.

Knowledge flows from abroad can have an impact on both productivity, 
through the adoption of  foreign technologies in the production process, and—
combined with domestic R&D—on innovation (Figure 11.1).

Figure 11.1: Technology Diffusion

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 2018.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2018/03/20/world-economic-outlook-april-2018
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2018/03/20/~/media/Files/Publications/WEO/2018/April/c4.ashx?la=en
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The April 2018 WEO estimated that in emerging market economies, “from 
2004 to 2014, foreign knowledge accounted for about 0.7 percentage points 
of  labor productivity growth a year, or 40% of  observed sectoral productivity 
growth, compared with 0.4 percentage points annual growth during 1995–2003” 
(Figure 11.2) (IMF, 2018). According to the report, these results remain robust 
even when China is excluded, which indicates that productivity effects were 
broad among emerging market economies.

Figure 11.2: Contribution of Foreign Knowledge to Labor 
Productivity Growth. Annual percent growth, average across 
country sector

Source: IMF. World Economic Outlook, April 2018.

Furthermore, the IMF report depicted a picture of  a changing international 
constellation of  sources of  technological innovation, as R&D expenditures 
skyrocket in China and stocks of  international patents pile up in Korea (Figure 
11.3). These countries have joined traditional leaders in sectors such as electrical 
and optical equipment and, especially Korea, in machinery equipment.

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2018/03/20/~/media/Files/Publications/WEO/2018/April/c4.ashx?la=en
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Figure 11.3: Patenting and Research and Development at the 
Frontier

Source: IMF. World Economic Outlook, April 2018.

This has happened even as, since the early 2000s, traditional frontier 
economies have gone through a slowdown in terms of  the increase in labor and 
total factor productivities, together with slower growth in patenting and, to some 
extent, lower R&D investment. Competing explanations have been offered for 
these phenomena, either as a time gap in the transition between the third and 
fourth industrial revolutions, or as a secular decline in opportunities to push 
productivity forward. In any case, prevailing technological convergence gaps and 
non-rivalry in the use of  existing technologies have offered emerging market 
economies the opportunity to keep advancing even if  the rhythm decelerated at 
the frontier (Canuto, 2010).

The April 2018 WEO also brought to the fore the results of  an empirical 
exercise showing positive effects of  heightened international competition on 
innovation and technological diffusion. That could be considered an additional 
channel through which globalization would reinforce incentives to innovate and 
adopt technologies from abroad.

11.2. Local Requisites to Escalate the Ladder of Innovation 
Capabilities 

Notwithstanding the enhancement of  cross-border knowledge flows 
by globalization, simple interconnectedness does not automatically spark 
productivity increases and local innovation. Any application of  technology 
embodies a ‘tacit’ and locally specific—idiosyncratic—content that cannot be 
acquired or transferred by means of  handbooks or any other codifiable forms 
of  knowledge transmission. That knowledge cannot be made ‘explicit’ as in 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2018/03/20/~/media/Files/Publications/WEO/2018/April/c4.ashx?la=en
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blueprints and thus cannot be perfectly diffused as either public information or 
private property. It must be locally developed (Canuto, 1995).

One may expect rising requirements in terms of  tacit-and-idiosyncratic 
knowledge and development of  local capabilities as one thinks of  production, 
technology adoption and invention, as depicted in Figure 11.4. One may also 
find as typical for latecomers an evolution often starting from production and 
technology adoption before invention. That has exactly been the case in Korea 
and China, which have strived to develop innovation capabilities after intense 
learning by using and adapting existing technologies.

Figure 11.4: The Capabilities Escalator

Source: Cirera, X. and Maloney, W.F. (2017). The Innovation Paradox, World Bank.

Success in stepping onto and ascending the capabilities escalator depends on 
the presence of  a broad set of  complementarities, in the absence of  which returns 
from investing in the development of  capabilities are hardly accruable. Access to 
finance, infrastructure, skilled labor, and managerial and organizational practices 
are what matters. Solutions to market failures that generate disincentives to the 
accumulation of  knowledge must also be present. Furthermore, transaction costs 
associated with the business environment—including trading across borders, 
hiring, and enforcing contracts—cannot be too high (Canuto et al, 2010).

As the presence of  such complementarities is not widespread, one may 
understand why change in the international innovation landscape has been 
limited. This also explains what Cirera and Maloney (2017), from the World 
Bank, called an “innovation paradox”: levels of  innovation-related investment 
in developing economies that are not commensurate with high returns thought 
to accompany technological adoption and catch-up. Globalization may spread 
knowledge, but it does not necessarily come with what it takes to fully profit 
from it.

http://bibliotecadigital.fgv.br/ojs/index.php/rbe/article/viewFile/629/7979
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/C2TDAT_51-66.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/28341/9781464811609.pdf?sequence=4&isAllowed=y
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12.  Has the Global Trade-Development Link Peaked?
For decades, trade was a key driver of  global growth, income convergence, 

and poverty reduction. Both developing countries and emerging market economies 
benefited from opportunities to transfer technology from abroad and to undergo 
domestic structural transformation via trade integration in the last decades. Yet, 
more recently, concerns have been raised over whether the recent and future paces 
and directions of  world trade lead towards a lesser development-boosting potential.

12.1. What Happened to World Trade? Is it Cyclical or Structural?
World trade growth has been disappointing in the last few years, even 

experiencing a small contraction in merchandise trade since 2017 (Figure 12.1). 
This follows a pattern since the onset of  the global financial crisis (GFC), in 
which world trade volumes have lagged GDP growth (Canuto, 2016).

World trade took a deep dive during the first months of  the 2020 global pandemic 
(Figure 12.1). After all, mandatory or recommended lockdowns and travel restrictions 
disrupted economic activities, before being scaled back in the second half  of  the year. 

The October 2020 WTO trade forecast pointed to a 9.2% drop in the 
volume of  world merchandise trade in 2020, followed by a 7.2% increase in 
2021. Merchandise trade will still remain well below its previous trajectory.

Figure 12.1: World Merchandise Trade Volume (2000-2021) *

* 2020-21: October forecasts | Source: WTO   

https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/what-happened-world-trade
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr862_e.htm#:~:text=The%20WTO%20now%20forecasts%20a,in%202021%20(Chart%201).&text=In%20contrast%20to%20trade%2C%20GDP,the%20year%20to%20be%20downgraded.
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Economists have indicated some circumstantial factors to explain the immediate 
post-GFC pattern (Dadush, 2015) (Didier et al, 2015, p.18). For instance, world GDP 
and trade figures would be reflecting the fact that the highly open-trade countries of  
the Eurozone have had a sub-par growth performance relative to the rest of  the world. 
Furthermore, the weak recovery of  fixed investments in advanced economies—
approached in Chapter 2—has suppressed an important source of  trade volume, given 
the higher-than-average cross-border exchanges that characterize such goods.

Additionally, rising ‘murky’ trade-restrictive tax-cum-subsidy policy measures 
adopted in some key sectors by some countries may also have become more 
significant than usually perceived (Global Trade Alert, 2015). Since 2018, the US 
protectionist drive after President Trump’s arrival at the White House, followed 
by retaliatory actions from others—particularly China—became the major factor 
behind the decline in absolute levels of  trade (see Chapter 14). 

While those post-crisis and subsequent factors have certainly played a role, some 
structural trends also seem to be at play. As suggested by Figure 12.2, after steadily 
increasing between the mid-1980s and the mid-2000s, the trade elasticity to GDP has 
lost steam (though it remained above one, thus implying that trade was still rising 
faster than GDP). After jumping in previous decades, the world’s exports-to-GDP 
ratio seems to have started to approach some plateau (or a ‘peak trade’). From 2008 to 
2015, world trade rose slower than GDP at around 0.8:1, leading to a fall in the share 
of  exports in global GDP. However, even if  post-GFC factors were partially reversed, 
the presence of  a long-term trajectory of  trade elasticity displaying a slowdown already 
prior to the recent pattern would suggest no automatic return to the heyday.

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/pubdocs/publicdoc/2015/12/177081449524209011/PRN04-Dec2015-EmergingMarkets.pdf
http://www.globaltradealert.org/gta-analysis/tide-turns-trade-protectionism-and-slowing-global-growth
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Figure 12.2: Trade-income Elasticity and Exports-GDP 
Ratio—Global Economy

Source: Escaith and Miroudot, ch. 7 in Hoekman (2015).
Notes: Merchandise exports only; world GDP and trade at constant 2005 prices; dollar figures for 
GDP are converted from domestic currencies using official exchange rates. Long-term elasticity is 
based on 10-year rolling period from 1960-1970 to 2005-2015 (2015 is based on forecasts).

Hoekman (2015) brings a thorough examination of  both ‘cyclical’ (post-
GFC) and ‘structural’ hypotheses about the post-GFC global trade slowdown. 
Regardless of  the weight attributed to these factors in explaining recent 
developments, three processes stand out as relevant for the purpose of  analyzing 
what lies ahead in terms of  the link between global trade and development. 
Two of  them were ‘transitional’—in the sense that they were ‘one shot’—the 
unfolding of  which occurred behind the extraordinary ascent of  the global 
export-GDP ratio. The third one has evolved more gradually and will likely carry 
a significant transformative role ahead.

12.2. A Major Wave of Vertical and Spatial Fragmentation of 
Production has Passed

The period from the mid-1980s to the mid-2000s was peculiar in several 
aspects. For one, these decades featured a process of  economic reforms that 
aimed to remove barriers to trade, a multilateral trading system that reduced 
uncertainty for traders, and technological advances that reduced trade and 

http://www.voxeu.org/sites/default/files/file/Global Trade Slowdown_nocover.pdf
http://www.voxeu.org/sites/default/files/file/Global Trade Slowdown_nocover.pdf
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communications costs. Combined, these trends ushered in years of  sustained 
trade expansion. Average tariffs moved to well below ten percent, and in many 
countries a significant share of  trade became duty-free. Advances in transport 
(such as containerized shipping) and information and communications 
technologies greatly reduced the cost of  shipping goods and of  managing 
complex production networks. Together these developments led to two major 
changes in the structure of  global trade: (a) the vertical and spatial cross-border 
fragmentation of  manufacturing into highly integrated ‘global production 
networks’ or ‘global value chains’ (GVCs); and (b) (to a lesser extent) the rise of  
services trade (Canuto et al, 2010) (Canuto, 2012a).

The full establishment of  cross-border GVCs intrinsically raises trade 
measured as gross flows of  exports and imports relative to GDP, a value-added 
measure, because of  ‘double counting’ of  the former—although the ratio of  trade 
to GDP still increases even when trade is measured on a value-added basis—see 
chapter 9. Given the then-prevailing technological state of  arts in production 
processes, the policy and enabling-technology breakthroughs mentioned above 
sparked a powerful cycle of  fragmentation, especially in manufacturing, with a 
corresponding cross-border spread of  GVCs.

The re-shaping of  the economic geography might have kept pace with global 
trade impacts via further dislocation of  fragments of  GVCs, depending on the 
evolution of  country locational attributes. Technological changes might also have 
altered optimal spatial configurations of  the various manufacturing activities, as 
well as extended fragmentation to other sectors. This may well be the case ahead, 
as technologies and country policies keep evolving—some analysts point to a 
greater reliance on regional production networks, while others refer even to a 
potential reversal of  GVCs because of  3D printing (‘additive manufacturing’) 
(see chapters 9 and 10).

However, the wave of  cross-border manufacturing fragmentation from 
the mid-1980s through the mid-2000s was particularly intense and time-
concentrated (Canuto, 2015a). Figure 12.3 shows the rise of  GVCs as a share of  
global trade starting in the mid-80s until reaching a peak in 2007. The ratio of  
foreign value added to domestic value added in world gross exports increased 
by 2.5 percentage points from 2005 to 2012, after having risen by 8.4 percentage 
points from 1995 to 2005.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/10167
http://cfi.co/finance/2015/10/otaviano-canuto-imf-trade-opening-could-be-a-source-of-growth-for-brazil/
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Figure 12.3: Share of Global Value Chains in Global Trade (%)

Source: World Bank, World Development Report 2020

12.3. A Major Wave of Trade-cum-Structural-
Transformation has Passed—With China as a Special Case

The wave of  fragmentation of  manufacturing activity benefited from the 
incorporation of  large swaths of  lower-wage workers from Asia and Eastern 
Europe into the global market economy (Canuto, 2015a). Conversely, the former 
facilitated a process of  growth-cum-structural-transformation with substantial 
total factor productivity increases in these countries via transfer of  population 
from low-value, low-productivity activities to the production of  modern tradable 
goods, for which foreign trade was instrumental—with China as a special case 
both in terms of  speed and magnitude (Canuto, 2013) (Gautier et al, ch. 5 in 
Hoeckman (2015).

The transitional nature of  such a lift of  world trade relative to world 
real GDP, even as the latter grew substantially, stemmed from the inevitable 
tendency of  both starting to rise more in line once the intense transformation 
approached completion. Its extraordinary intensity also reflected a peculiar—
and transitory—combination of  ultra-high investments-to-GDP and trade-
surplus-to-GDP ratios in China with large current-account deficits of  the U.S.

More recently, China has initiated a rebalancing toward a new growth pattern, 
one in which domestic consumption is to rise relative to investments and exports, 
while a drive toward consolidating local insertion in GVCs to move up the ladder 
of  value added is also to take place. That rebalancing has been pointed out as one 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/wdr2020
http://cfi.co/finance/2015/10/otaviano-canuto-imf-trade-opening-could-be-a-source-of-growth-for-brazil/
http://cfi.co/asia-pacific/2013/08/otaviano-canuto-world-bank-group-china-brazil-two-tales-of-a-growth-slowdown/
http://www.voxeu.org/sites/default/files/file/Global Trade Slowdown_nocover.pdf
http://www.voxeu.org/sites/default/files/file/Global Trade Slowdown_nocover.pdf
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of  the factors behind the recent global trade slowdown, given China’s weight in 
the world economy and a recent trend of  import substitution (see chapter 13).

12.4. Advanced Countries are Becoming Services Economies
While both the GVCs’ rise and growth-cum-structural-transformation—

especially in China—were taking place, with corresponding impacts on the 
landscape of  foreign trade, advanced—or mature market—economies maintained 
a steady evolution toward becoming services economies—a trend maintained 
after the GFC. Lower GDP shares of  the value added in manufacturing have 
accompanied rising shares of  employment in services (Figure 12.4).

Figure 12.4: Global Manufacturing and Employment in Services

 
Source: Institute of  International Finance, “The rise of  services— 
what it means for the global economy”, December 15, 2015.
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Both supply and demand factors explain such trends in advanced economies. On 
the supply side, beyond the higher pace of  increases of  productivity in manufacturing 
than in services (with correspondingly different rhythms of  reduction in labor 
requisites), not only did the relative prices of  manufactured goods fall, but a substantial 
part of  local production was also off-shored as a result of  GVCs and the incorporation 
of  cheaper labor from areas previously out of  the market economy world. On the 
demand side, one may point out both a higher income-elasticity of  demand for 
services—reinforced by aging of  the population—and to technology trends favoring 
‘software’ vis-à-vis ‘hardware’—or ‘intangible’ relative to ‘tangible’ assets—as leading 
to an increasing weight of  services in GDP and employment (IIF, 2015).

Those evolutionary features of  supply and demand would also be valid for 
emerging market and developing countries—even if, as suggested in the upper 
half  of  Figure 12.4, they were partially mitigated in China and other Asia/Pacific 
countries by sucking manufacturing activities from other emerging market and 
developing economies. In any case, given the state of  current technological 
trajectories, rising shares of  services throughout would imply an anti-trade bias, 
given a still higher trade-propensity of  manufacturing.

IIF (2015) goes as far as to argue that this has already brought consequences 
for the global business cycle, rendering it less influenced by swings in manufacturing 
output, with shock transmission from advanced economies increasingly taking place 
via trade of  services among themselves and more weakly to manufacturing-dependent 
emerging market and developing economies. This would be one of  the factors 
behind the abrupt decline of  the world trade elasticity and of  the recent decoupling 
of  growth between recovering advanced and decelerating emerging economies.

12.5. Has the Window of Opportunity of Developing via 
Trade Integration Narrowed?

Provided that the on-going era of  trade wars comes to an end, world trade 
may well live through a new era of  rise relative to GDP: on-going technological 
trajectories may deepen the fragmentation and increase the tradability of  services; 
new vintage trade agreements are giving special attention to restrictions on trade 
of  services. In fact, the content of  services in current foreign trade transactions 
has already been higher than what gross trade figures display (Canuto, 2015b).

Another question is what lies ahead in terms of  growth opportunities for 
non-advanced economies through foreign trade given the lines of  evolution of  
the latter along the lines here described, one in which the factors that led to the 
‘peak trade’ seem to have exhausted. The nature and height of  domestic policy 
challenges have changed substantially in a three-fold way:

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/otaviano-canuto/are-mega-trade-agreements_b_6763692.html
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First, China is in a league of  its own and its rebalancing-cum-upgrading 
will condition other emerging market and developing economies. If  it lets low-
skill labor-intensive manufacturing activities go, a new wave of  further GVC 
dislocations may open opportunities for countries currently endowed with 
cheap and abundant labor. On the other hand, its densification of  local parts 
of  GVCs will represent a competitive challenge to medium-range manufactures 
produced in other middle-income countries. The net result will also depend on 
the leakages outward of  its domestic demand as it rebalances toward a more 
consumption- and service-oriented economy.

Second, the directions taken by technological trajectories and aggregate 
demand in advanced economies seem to point toward a broad alteration of  
the balance of  locational advantages for production fragments, decreasing the 
weight of  labor costs and augmenting the relevance of  local availability of  
other complementary intangible assets. A ‘double whammy’ on production and 
exports of  non-advanced economies may take place: a partial reversal of  off-
shoring and a slower growth of  outlets for their typical exports.

Third, the bar, in terms of  what it takes to countervail that double whammy 
(improvements of  the local business environment and transaction costs, quality 
of  economic governance and other conditions favorable to accumulation of  
intangible assets) has been raised. Nonetheless, provided that such bar is reached, 
the local provision of—embodied or disembodied—services complementary 
to those produced or used in advanced economies may flourish. This will be 
the case e.g. of  natural resource-rich countries that manage to develop related 
intangible assets in terms of  applied-science capabilities.

The run-up to ‘peak trade’ was one of  primarily exploring complementarities 
within GVCs to substitute for existing producers. The post-peak trade era may 
well be one of  building complementarities.

12.6. Trade: The World Is Not Flat Yet
Thomas Friedman’s bestseller The World Is Flat highlights the strong forces 

pushing the world towards a single economic platform. The technology-fueled 
globalization in the provision of  services, and the widespread organization 
of  production processes as global value chains are part of  his narrative. 
The revolutionary potential of  services - approached in Chapter 10 - comes out 
neatly from the persuasive story told in the book.

Yet Friedman himself  remarks that the world is not there yet. Indeed, “the 
world ain’t flat” is how Arvis et al (2013) begin a VoxEU column on trade costs 
in the developing world. Drivers of  Brazilian trucks loaded with soybeans and 

http://www.thomaslfriedman.com/bookshelf/the-world-is-flat
http://www.voxeu.org/
http://www.voxeu.org/article/trade-costs-developing-world-1995-2010
http://www.voxeu.org/article/trade-costs-developing-world-1995-2010
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occasionally jammed on the road to the Port of  Paranaguá, as well as hotel owners 
in Cape Verde complaining about the dire conditions of  air transportation to 
that beautiful part of  the world, would certainly agree with that. It’s true that 
information and communication technologies, combined with rising educational 
levels in parts of  the developing world, have spurred the cross-border production 
of  intangible services, while innovations like containerized shipping have 
reduced transportation costs for physical goods—see (Canuto, 2012)—but trade 
remains hampered by remaining costly-to-cross hills and canyons.

Arvis et al (2013) noted that geographical distance, language, and contiguity 
of  borders comprise just part of  the trade cost factors, along with tariffs and non-
tariff  measures. However, the costs from tariffs in particular have relatively 
fallen in recent decades. In many countries and sectors, barriers in terms of  
logistics performance, trade facilitation bottlenecks, and international physical 
connectivity have become relatively higher. In another VoxEU piece, Hoekman 
and Jackson (2013) noted that “improving border management, transport and 
communications infrastructure services could increase global GDP by up to six times more 
than removing all import tariffs.”

Logistics performance—costs, delays, and reliability in handling the delivery 
of  goods—depend on investments in both hardware and ‘software.’ In other 
words, one needs to invest not only in equipment and construction, but also 
in the acquisition of  managerial capabilities. The same applies to international 
connectivity through regular maritime, air, or terrestrial services. Trade 
bottlenecks, in turn, stem from border controls and other aspects of  the transit 
system. They all depend substantially on the public policies and rules classified 
as non-tariff  barriers, which raise the cost of  cross-border trade.

The World Bank and UNESCAP implemented a joint data-collection 
exercise of  trade cost measurement over the period of  1995-2010. Strikingly, 
costs fell for all groups of  countries but more slowly in low-income countries 
and remained inversely related to levels of  per capita income (see Figure 12.5). 
This is unfortunate as it means that many developing countries have missed 
opportunities to participate in the rise of  networked production through global 
and regional value chains, since those chains obviously require a ‘flattening’ of  
trade transaction costs (Canuto, 2012). For instance, it has been shown how 
positively air transport connectivity correlates with a country’s trade in global 
value chains. (Arvis & Shepherd, 2013). 

Such findings reinforce our lemma that “facilitating trade is facilitating 
development” (Canuto, 2012b). Dealing with this agenda is complicated, but it is 
doable, as outlined by Hoekman and Jackson (2013) and de Sa Porto et al (2015). The 
pay-off  for developing countries has risen substantially through improving policies 

https://cfi.co/africa/2012/08/harnessing-trade-opportunities-for-growth-and-development/
http://www.voxeu.org/article/trade-costs-developing-world-1995-2010
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/TRADE/0,,contentMDK:23177279~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:239071,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/TRADE/0,,contentMDK:23177279~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:239071,00.html
http://www.voxeu.org/article/reinvigorating-trade-policy-agenda-think-supply-chain
http://www.voxeu.org/article/reinvigorating-trade-policy-agenda-think-supply-chain
https://cfi.co/africa/2012/08/harnessing-trade-opportunities-for-growth-and-development/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/17026
http://www.voxeu.org/article/reinvigorating-trade-policy-agenda-think-supply-chain
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and regulations regarding trade costs, and corresponding infrastructure investments. 
A multilateral effort in that direction would also be extremely welcome.

Figure 12.5: Trade Costs 1995-2010

Note: the chart shows average trade costs for manufactured goods with respect to the 10 
largest importing countries, by World Bank income groups, 1996-2009, 1996=100.
Source: Arvis et al (2013).

In 2001, trade representatives from around the world first arrived in Doha, 
the capital of  tiny Qatar, for the latest round of  World Trade Organization 
(WTO) negotiations.  The goal was ambitious: work to reduce trade barriers, 
while ensuring that developing countries secure their fair share of  global trade 
growth. After several years of  negotiations, however, the Doha Round began to 
stall, with countries not being able to agree on a variety of  measures, particularly 
on issues related to market access and the extent of  new liberalization 
commitments.

At the same time, the macroeconomic effects of  the financial crisis began 
to set in, making matters worse as global trade volumes experienced the largest 
decline since World War II. Today,  WTO needs to be rebuilt.

The idea of  trade facilitation is simple: help developing countries 
implement measures to reduce the cost of  trading across borders by improving 
infrastructure, institutions, services, policies, procedures, and market-oriented 
regulatory systems. And the results are huge: it is estimated that for every 
dollar of  assistance provided to support trade facilitation reform in developing 
countries—especially on measures to improve border management systems and 
procedures—there is a return of  up to $70 in economic benefits.

http://www.voxeu.org/article/trade-costs-developing-world-1995-2010
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13. China: The Morphing Dragon
China’s economic growth has been sliding since 2011, while its economic 

structure has gradually rebalanced toward lower dependence on investments and 
current-account surpluses.

Steadiness in that trajectory has been accompanied by rising levels of  
domestic private debt, as well as slow progress in rebalancing roles between 
private and public sectors. With the trade war with the US reaching a pause 
with the so-called ‘phase one’ agreement, it remains unclear which growth pace 
China’s rebalancing will follow.

13.1. China: From the Great Transformation to the Great 
Transition

The Chinese economy has changed dramatically over the last four decades. 
While its per-capita income was only a third of  that of  sub-Saharan Africa in 1978, 
it has now reached an upper-middle income status, lifting more than half  a billion 
people out of  poverty. The numbers are dramatic: per capita income doubled for 
more than a billion people in just 12 years (Figure 13.1). What was once a primarily 
rural, agricultural economy has been transformed into an increasingly urban and 
diversified economic structure, with decentralization and market-based relations 
rising relative to the traditional government driven command-based economy. 

Figure 13.1: China’s GNI Per Capita  

Source: Schellekens (2013)
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Keeping that extraordinary pace of  transformation over the following decades 
has demanded a change of  course (World Bank and DRC, 2013). The Chinese 
pattern of  rapid growth with structural change had been accompanied by rising 
economic imbalances, just as the main pillars of  growth seem to be gradually 
weakening. High and sustained GDP growth rates were based on elevated investment 
to GDP ratios, which in turn were only possible with low shares of  wage income 
and domestic consumption, as well as with cheap and repressed finance. Another 
factor was dynamic markets abroad willing and capable to absorb a huge Chinese 
export expansion. Today, the economic doldrums faced by advanced economies—
as we approached in chapter 2—started to challenge the growth pattern associated 
with twin current and capital account surpluses. Growing income disparities were 
a domestic flipside of  that model, becoming potential sources of  social strain, in 
addition to changes in the external environment.

Back in 2013, Schellekens (2013) highlighted three mutually reinforcing paths 
of  transformation ahead in the Chinese economy - see also Canuto (2013). First, a 
structural slowdown of  growth looked clearly to be in the cards. The productivity 
increases and growth seen through transferring resources from low-productivity 
agriculture activities to industry — a typical feature of  economies moving 
from low- to middle-income levels, as we will see in Chapter 16 — had to a large 
extent already happened. On the demographic front, the old-age dependency 
ratio would likely double in 2030. Furthermore, gains in economic efficiency and 
technological progress based on absorption of  existing, imported technologies 
would, from then on, have to be increasingly replaced by local innovative efforts—
as we approached in Chapter 11. The set of  second-generation policy reforms 
necessary for that would require time to bear fruit, whereas low-hanging fruits in 
terms of  productivity increases would be less available (Figure 13.2).

Figure 13.2: China: Prospects of Labor-related Sources of Growth

Source: Schellekens (2013)

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2012/02/27/china-case-for-change-on-road-t-030
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP118.pdf
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/navigating-the-road-to-riches
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP118.pdf
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Second, a required rebalance was expected. Higher shares of  services and 
consumption, following rising wages, with a decrease in exports, savings and 
investment ratios to GDP, needed to accompany the increased reliance on domestic 
sources of  aggregate demand. Government consumption was also to rise, in order 
to meet social demands, as well as the needs of  operations and maintenance. 
The income gap between coastal areas and middle and western regions should 
fall as the pool of  underemployed labor shrinks. Interestingly, the perception of  
rising prosperity by the population would likely be higher than before, with rising 
purchasing power, despite somewhat lower GDP growth rates.

Figure 13.3: China: Investment and Consumption as Shares of GDP

Source: Schellekens (2013)

Third, a shift up the value chain in both tradable and non-tradable activities 
should augment the previous paths of  change. A transition to more sophisticated 
production processes has been a target being already pursued.

13.2. China’s Rebalancing Act is Slowly Addressing Sliding 
Growth Figures

China’s GDP growth in 2019 (6.1%) was the lowest in the past decades 
(Figure 13.4). The IMF’s update of  its World Economic Prospects in January 
2020 brought a forecast of  6% and 5.8% for China in 2020 and 2021 respectively. 
Forecasts were revised down after the impact of  the ‘new coronavirus’ shock 
(approached in Chapter 23).

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP118.pdf
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Figure 13.4: Chinese Year-on-Year GDP Growth

Source: 4X Global Research, “Chinese growth slowdown—project fear?”, January 30, 2019.

China’s slowdown was expected, as signs of  relative exhaustion were clear by 
the beginning of  the decade, as we approached. Back in 2011, when I was a vice-
president at the World Bank, I represented the institution at the 10-Year anniversary 
of  China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) at the Great Hall of  
the People in Beijing. In my remarks to then-President Hu Jintao, I conveyed some 
of  the thinking that was to be fully displayed in 2013 in a joint report by the World 
Bank and the Development Research Centre of  the State Council, PRC.

China has the potential to continue its dynamic growth, quadruple per capita 
income to about $16,000, and become the world’s largest economy by 2030. But, 
to realize that potential, China needs to overcome emerging new challenges, adapt 
its growth model to avoid the middle-income trap (see chapter 16), reduce its large 
trade surpluses to mitigate tensions with trading partners, and increasingly play an 
active leadership role in global forums and multilateral institutions.

China will need to increase services and consumption. By 2030, the World Bank 
estimates that China’s service sector could expand from 43% of  GDP today to 
almost 60%. Consumption could also expand to 60%, from about 50% today.

Given China’s rising real wages, the country will need to upgrade to higher value-
added industries, and progressively shift its labor-intensive production to lower-cost 
locations in Asia and Africa. This shift implies an increase in outward FDI.

China also needs to reform its state-owned enterprises to boost private 
sector growth and competition. Finally, to ensure sustainable growth, China will 
need to shift to a greener growth model.
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In his final remarks at the 2011 event, President Hu Jintao said: “China 
will unswervingly commit to the opening-up strategy to help itself  grow and 
promote global development.” 

Figure 13.5: China’s GDP Sector Structure (left) and 
investments and Current Account as Shares of GDP (right)

Source: IMF.

The Chinese pattern of  rapid growth with structural change had been 
accompanied by rising economic imbalances, just as the main pillars of  growth 
seemed to be gradually weakening. High and sustained GDP growth-rates were 
based on elevated investment-to-GDP ratios—which were only possible with 
low shares of  wage income and domestic consumption, as well as with cheap 
and repressed finance.

Another factor was dynamic markets abroad which were willing and capable 
of  absorbing an expansion of  Chinese exports—something that could not be 
indefinite, given the size of  China’s economy. Growing income disparities were 
a domestic flipside of  that model, a potential source of  social strain along with 
changes in the external environment. As former Premier Wen Jiabao said in 
2007, the country’s economic growth trajectory was “unstable, unbalanced, 
uncoordinated and unsustainable” (Klein, 2020).

Three mutually reinforcing paths of  transformation were ahead, with an 
expected structural slowdown of  growth. 
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Figure 13.6: Consumption- and Investment-to-GDP: China vs 
Emerging Markets and Advanced Economies (left) and Social 
Spending as % of GDP (right)

Source: IMF.

First, the productivity increases seen through transferring resources 
from low-productivity agriculture activities to industry—a typical feature of  
economies moving from low- to middle-income levels—had, to a large extent, 
already happened. On the demographic front, the old-age-dependency ratio had 
started to rise. Gains in economic efficiency and technological progress—based 
on absorption of  existing, imported technologies—would have to be increasingly 
replaced with local innovation. 

Second, a sector-structure rebalance was expected. Higher shares of  services 
and consumption, following rising wages, with a decrease in exports, savings 
and investment ratios-to-GDP, should accompany the increased reliance on 
domestic sources of  aggregate demand. Government consumption was also to 
rise to meet social demand, as well as the needs of  operations and maintenance. 
The income gap between coastal areas and middle and western regions should 
fall as the labor pool shrank. The popular perception of  rising prosperity would 
probably be higher than before, with rising purchasing power—despite lower 
GDP growth rates due to lower investment-to-GDP ratios and total factor 
productivity increases harder to obtain.

Third, a shift up the value chain in tradable and non-tradable activities should 
underpin the previous paths of  change. A transition to more sophisticated 
production processes was already being pursued.

While moving to a less spectacular growth trajectory, China would be 
morphing into a mass-consumer market economy, combined with supply 
capacity increasingly reliant on growth of  ‘total factor productivity’.
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Clarity of  the roadmap did not mean an easy ride. Figure 13.5 shows how 
the GDP sector structure has been evolving as expected, and how reliance on 
investment and current-account surpluses has diminished.

On the other hand, the transition toward a less investment- and export-
dependent growth model took place from a starting point of  very low 
consumption-to-GDP ratios (Figure 13.6, left side). Besides high profit to wages 
ratios, low levels of  public social spending have led to high household savings 
(Figure 13.6, right side). No wonder rebalancing toward a consumption-based 
growth model was expected to be gradually pursued, as GDP growth rates might 
have collapsed, rather than sliding down. The change of  growth pattern would 
require time-intensive structural reforms. In 2017, private consumption and 
investment were, respectively, 39% and 44% of  GDP. In the rest of  the world, 
60% is the average consumption to GDP ratio (Figure 13.6, left side).

Fears for the global economy in the aftermath of  the Global Financial 
Crisis were followed by countercyclical policies. In the case of  China, a ‘great 
Quantitative Easing (QE)’ took the form of  a combination of  ‘shadow banking’ 
and capital expenditure on housing and infrastructure, with a high role played by 
special purpose vehicles (SPVs) associated with subnational entities (Canuto and 
Zhuang, 2015). Lending by non-bank entities through shadow finance accounted 
for about two-fifths of  new credit by 2016.

Two features of  China’s economic policies—although instrumental to 
sustaining the smoothness of  the downslide—have become sources of  concern.

The first is that the attainment of  official target growth rates along the 
gradual slide depicted in Figure 13.4 has been accompanied by overcapacity in 
some heavy industry and construction sectors, as well as increasing debt leverage 
of  corporates and households. Chinese authorities have alternated measures 
to dampen such debt trajectory before vulnerability to a sudden stop reaches 
any critical point with periodic loosening of  fiscal, monetary and financial 
restrictions to avoid drastic declines in growth rates. This is depicted in the 
evolution of  corporate and household debt as well as in the comparison of  
credit and nominal GDP growth rates (Figure 13.7, left side).
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Figure 13.7: China: Credit growth and Debt-to-GDP (left) and 
Performance of State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) vs Private Firms

Sources: (left) David Lodge & Michel Soudan, “Credit, financial conditions and the business 
cycle in China”, ECB Working Paper Series 2244, February 2019; (right) IMF, China 2018 
Article IV Consultation, July 2018.

Secondly, the “reform of  state-owned enterprises to boost private sector 
growth and competition” I mentioned in 2011—and at the time referred to 
by Chinese authorities as part of  a “rebalance between public and private 
sectors”—has stalled. Credit is still preferentially channeled to state businesses, 
and competition between private firms and SOEs remains uneven in sectors 
where the latter was thought to open space. While large state-owned banks keep 
lending to SOEs, infrastructure and real estate investments are supported by 
shadow finance. Performance indicators (Figure 13.7, right side) suggest that 
the absence of  reform of  state-owned businesses has come at a cost in terms of  
productivity and real returns foregone.

The motivations of  tackling financial risk and avoiding a sharp growth 
slowdown point have been pursued with policy-tuning via targeted measures of  
tax cuts, de-risking and regulatory changes. A difficulty stems from decreasing 
returns in terms of  additional output obtained with the maintenance of  high 
investments and debt accumulation. China’s public capital stock per-head exceeds 
those of  comparable economies, residential and infrastructure investments 
increased dramatically, and export-led growth faces rising challenges.

Over the decade, China has thwarted ‘incoming financial disruption’, and 
retains sufficient fiscal space and foreign reserves to implement any official 
bail-outs that may be needed. On the other hand, avoiding a deeper growth 
downslide by maintaining policies in place tends to become more difficult, with 
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decreasing returns from investment-cum-debt at the margin. With an increasing 
amount of  capital investment needed to yield incremental units of  output, for 
China to hold steady would require ever-increasing levels of  debt.

13.3. The US-China Trade War
The US-China trade disputes during US President Trump’s mandate, under 

a truce after the ”phase-one agreement”, have been sparked by the US with a 
double motivation: to force changes in bilateral trade-flows in its favor, as well to 
prompt changes in Chinese policies and practices regarding technology transfer. 
China’s rebalance toward raising its presence in higher value-added stages in 
global value chains have included a resource to piggybacking at low costs on 
external technological sources. To this end, forced technology transfers have 
been imposed on foreign investors interested in attending domestic markets, 
besides non-recognition of  intellectual property, subsidies to state-owned 
companies, non-tariff  barriers, and similar measures. That has happened even as 
China’s payments for the use of  US intellectual property have increased faster 
than the former’s GDP (Figure 13.8).

Figure 13.8: China: Payments for the Use of U.S. Intellectual 
Property and GDP

Source: Santacreu, A.M. and Peake M. “A Closer Look at China’s Supposed Misappropriation 
of  U.S. Intellectual Property”, Economic Synopses 2019 n.5, Federal Reserve Bank of  St. 
Louis, February 08.

On the trade side of  the confrontation, the negative impact on China’s exports 
in 2018 added challenges to keeping growth, even if  secondary to the ones we have 
approached. On technology transfer policies, Chinese authorities may be prepared 
to offer something meaningful. Given the fact that their ambitions regarding 
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technological breakthrough are now increasingly hinging on local, tacit and 
idiosyncratic knowledge—see Chapter 11—the Chinese cost-benefit calculation 
toward finding alternative forms of  local technology support may well coax them 
to reaching some agreement. That would allow them to focus on the domestic 
challenges of  rebalancing without the additional burden of  trade confrontation.

China’s economic growth has been sliding since 2011, while its economic 
structure has gradually rebalanced toward lower dependence on investments and 
current-account surpluses. Steadiness in that trajectory has been accompanied 
by rising levels of  domestic private debt, as well as slow progress in rebalancing 
roles between private and public sectors. In the ongoing trade war, it remains 
unclear at which growth pace China’s rebalancing will tend to settle. Given 
China’s weight in the global economy—on trade, investment and financial 
flows—fingers are crossed in favor of  its success in rebalancing.

13.4. Ripples of China’s Transformation
Ripples of  China’s economic metamorphosis have been felt abroad. One 

channel of  transmission was through their demand for imports. Its growth 
rebalancing would tend to favor commodities more associated with consumption, 
like agricultural goods, while metals and minerals will be negatively impacted in 
relative terms by the investment slowdown (although the latter may be partially 
offset by a still rising demand for residential construction and durable goods in 
the medium term). Meanwhile the rising share of  services will lead to import 
leaks depending on current trends toward increasing tradability. Current imports 
of  capital goods will move toward more sophisticated ranges.

A second channel will be through the erosion of  China’s current competitive 
edge on low-cost labor-intensive manufacturing. Notwithstanding some 
reasons pointed out by Schellekens (2013) for why the out-migration of  those 
activities “may not happen overnight and may never play out fully,” a window 
of  opportunity will open to those countries with appropriate endowments and 
policy actions to benefit from the Chinese domestic factor price evolution.

Finally, a third channel of  transmission has been China’s march up the 
value chain, establishing a new front of  head-to-head competition abroad. 
Both winners and losers may be produced in the rest of  the world, depending 
on whether a country faces the challenge by introducing its own structural 
reforms to support innovation and adaptation to the new context, including by 
strengthening its position in the range of  high-end goods and services.

The metamorphosis of  the Chinese economy may involve painful growing 
pains, including the risks of  a hard landing that many analysts attribute to the 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP118.pdf
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current transition. A set of  structural reforms will be essential, including a 
strengthening of  the public provision of  social services and protection, in order 
to induce lower household savings. Furthermore, as we approach in Chapter 16 
, the experience of  economies that have succeeded in moving up the income 
ladder suggests a need to reinforce property rights and other market-economy 
features. It is in remolding banking out of  a ‘command-and-control’ system 
that, perhaps, the challenge will be highest. Particularly because of  the legacy in 
terms of  excess credit—especially through non-banking institutions—and over-
investment that followed the stimulus package after 2008.

Higher perceived risks about China have occasionally added moments 
of  volatility abroad (Canuto, 2016). How significant are the potential global 
spillovers from China’s economic growth slowdown? JPMorgan’s Global Data 
Watch offered some clues. Their research estimates that a 1 percentage point 
fall in Chinese GDP growth rates tends to have something like a total 0.46 
p.p. negative impact on global growth, over four quarters, with effects through 
oil prices embedded. However, while this reflects a 0.21 p.p. drop in the GDP 
growth of  advanced economies, the corresponding figure for the other emerging 
markets as a whole is 0.73 p.p. Commodity-dependent countries would be 
especially hard-hit, as the others may count on some revival of  imports from 
advanced economies.

The world kept close watch on the downward adjustment of  China’s shadow 
banking system—credit intermediation involving entities and activities  outside 
the regular banking system (Canuto and Zhuang, 2015). Not because of  
financial linkages with the rest of  the world, as foreign ownership of  entities 
is low and domestic sources and destinations of  flows are overwhelmingly 
predominant, but for the risks that a disorderly unwinding might deepen the 
already expected growth slowdown accompanying rebalancing.

China’s private non-financial sector debt as a percentage of  GDP has risen 
dramatically since 2009. China’s economic policy reaction to the post-2008 fears 
of  a global crash led to some laxity with respect to the rapid expansion of  
shadow-banking channels of  finance of  investments and real-estate spending 
through special purpose vehicles, including those owned by subnational 
governments. As often happens with sudden and intense spurts of  credit ease, 
part of  the pyramid of  newly created assets and liabilities has ‘pyramids’ or 
‘white elephants’ as their real-side counterpart.

Chinese authorities must therefore tread cautiously. While maintaining 
the pressure to correct balance sheets, by taking a hard stance on the side of  
official refinance backstops, they shall try to avoid panicky effects of  occasional 
bankruptcies by ring-fencing some systemically relevant financial entities. 
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How well this is done will bear consequences on Chinese GDP growth rates, 
their impact on emerging markets in general and, therefore, on the risk that a 
panicky unwinding of  exposure to emerging markets might provoke a strong 
deceleration of  the latter, engendering in turn a negative feedback loop to 
advanced economies. 

13.5. China’s Push for Latin American Consumers Reflects 
Changes Back Home

Chinese financing in Latin America is changing. After becoming a major 
source of  capital flows to Latin America and the Caribbean over the past 15 
years, a more diverse range of  investors has surfaced, interested in more than 
simply channeling resources towards infrastructure, governments and state 
companies (Canuto, 2019).

The profile of  Chinese investment in the region tracks the evolution of  
China’s economy as it moves toward a higher reliance on services and domestic 
consumption.

Lending by the China Development Bank and China’s Eximbank was until 
recently directed mostly to infrastructure and the energy sector. In recent years, 
however, China’s development lending to Latin America and the Caribbean has 
been larger than lending from the World Bank, Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) and CAF Development Bank of  Latin America combined.

Of  the estimated $140 billion China has lent to Latin America since 2005, 
over 90 percent has gone to four countries—Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, and 
Ecuador. More than 80 percent of  China’s foreign direct investments, either as 
greenfield investments or through mergers and acquisitions, have gone to Brazil, 
Peru and Argentina, with Mexico also rising as a destination for manufacturing 
investment in recent years.

This shift in focus has brought the emergence of  new investors. Direct 
investment in the region went from almost nothing in 2005 to likely passing $110 
billion by 2018. The initial focus was on the extractive industry (oil, gas, copper, 
iron ore), but currently more than half  of  the flows are going to services. Chinese 
investors’ pursuit of  opportunities in transport, finance, electricity generation 
and transmission, information and communications technology, and alternative 
energy services catering to local markets is growing at a rapid speed.

China-backed commercial financial institutions and platforms have also 
established their footprint in the region, actively engaging in private sector 
deal-making. Besides co-financing projects and setting up regional investment 

https://www.thedialogue.org/analysis/cautious-capital-chinese-development-finance-in-lac-2018/
http://publications.atlanticcouncil.org/china-fdi-latin-america/AC_CHINA_FDI.pdf
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/reports/latin-america-china-trade-and-investment-amid-global-tensions
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/reports/latin-america-china-trade-and-investment-amid-global-tensions
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funds, four major Chinese commercial banks have ramped up operations in the 
region, many in partnership with international banks. The scale and number of  
transactions may be smaller compared to the lending spree led by development 
banks, but point to a qualitative change in the structure of  financing options 
coming from China.

Increased participation of  non-state investors has introduced new sources 
of  dynamism and diversification to Chinese direct investment in Latin America. 
Brazil’s emerging tech industry, for instance, has successfully and continuously 
attracted high-profile Chinese investments. Additionally, Chinese participation 
in mergers and acquisitions into specific value-added sectors reflect new 
consumption habits in China, ranging from vineyards in Chile to meat-packing 
plants in Uruguay.

Attention to risk when looking at potential returns has also come to the fore 
among Chinese investors, particularly after the experience with Venezuela. As 
domestic regulations and lending caps tighten in China given concerns with its 
increased financial fragility, a more stringent look at the country’s development 
lending can be expected.

State-owned enterprises still lead among Chinese investors in Latin America 
and the Caribbean, from mining, infrastructure and oil and gas to hydroelectric 
plants. China’s policy response to the global financial crisis in the form of  large-
scale stimulus given to infrastructure and housing sectors generated excess 
domestic capacity in heavy industry and in real estate, while financially boosting 
industries such as construction, retail and wholesale trade, hotels and restaurants. 
This overcapacity then went to look for foreign markets. In fact, China’s physical 
integration abroad via the ‘Belt and Road’ initiative has become a vehicle to put 
its overcapacity in construction and heavy industry to work elsewhere.

Recent episodes of  contention with Latin American governments around 
environmental impacts and corruption associated with some previous 
lending deals have highlighted the need for China’s investment finance 
to reckon with risks and the fallout from environment and governance issues. 
Official guidelines on environment and social policies for Chinese companies 
investing abroad have been issued, signaling the matter has caught the attention 
of  the Chinese authorities.

If  Chinese deals used to be limited to construction—winning concessions, 
building a project, then leaving—new equity investments in Latin America 
indicate longer-term interests and ownership in projects beyond construction 
to include operation, maintenance, and more. This is especially true in port 
projects.

https://www.cmacrodev.com/overlapping-globalizations/
https://www.thedialogue.org/analysis/cautious-capital-chinese-development-finance-in-lac-2018/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/chinas-investment-in-latin-america/
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The speed and intensity of  China’s growth-cum-structural-change has been 
to a large extent matched by the profile and volume of  its capital flows to Latin 
America over the last 15 years. One may expect the continuation of  a sizable 
Chinese footprint in the region. In order to maximize development bang-for-
the-buck, however, the responsibility lies on the quality of  Latin America’s 
domestic policies and negotiation of  agreements.
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14. Anti-Globalization Backlash and Trade Wars

14.1. Creeping Protectionism and Trade Wars
For structural reasons, prospects for growth in global trade have dimmed 

as we approached in Chapter 19. As we will see in Chapter 23, the coronavirus 
pandemic is likely to bring additional challenges.

This is not purely a function of  the anemic global economic recovery after 
the global financial crisis. After all, trade growth typically outpaced GDP growth 
until recently; in the years before the 2008 global financial crisis, the average 
increase was double that of  output. But the ratio of  trade growth to GDP 
growth has been falling since 2012, a trend that culminated in 2016 with GDP 
growth outpacing trade growth for the first time in 15 years.

This reversal is driven partly by structural factors, including a plateau in the 
expansion of  global value chains and a turning point in the process of  structural 
transformation in China and other growth frontiers. The rising share of  services 
in countries’ GDPs likely implies further downward pressure on trade flows, 
given services’ lower trade propensity relative to manufactured goods.

But not all of  the forces undermining trade are so long term. Crisis-related, 
temporary, and potentially reversible factors have also had an impact. For 
example, the economic hardship since 2008 faced by many Eurozone countries, 
which have traditionally accounted for a substantial share of  global trade, 
has discouraged consumption, hiring, and much more. The weak recovery of  
fixed investment in advanced economies has also undermined trade, because 
investment goods involve more cross-border exchange than consumer goods.

Perhaps most risky, however, is the growing political backlash against free 
trade, reflected in a lack of  progress in recent rounds of  trade liberalization and the 
implementation of  protectionist non-tariff  trade barriers. Though such creeping 
protectionism did not have for a time a significant quantitative impact on trade, its 
emergence has become a major source of  concern amid rising anti-globalization 
sentiment in the advanced economies. U.S. President Trump’s trade wars, 
accompanied by other countries’ retaliatory responses, made such fears come true. 

Today’s trade bashing is what happens when economic concerns—including 
stagnating median incomes and, in some countries, high unemployment rates—
turn political. Viewing economic dissatisfaction as an opportunity to win 
support, some shrewd politicians, particularly in the advanced economies, have 
been pointing the finger at the nebulous, threatening forces of  ‘globalization’. 
Immigration and trade, they claim, are the cause of  citizens’ economic insecurity.
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Obviously, there is a need to address the concerns that have fueled anti-
globalization sentiment. Politicians in the U.S. and elsewhere should devise 
policies that actually help their most vulnerable citizens. But demonizing trade 
is not the way to do it. On the contrary, as the experience of  the 1930s showed, 
the easiest way to derail an already-feeble global economic recovery is to unleash 
a protectionist trade war.

14.2. The US-China ‘Phase One’ Trade Truce: a Time-Out or 
a Possible Armistice? 

The first-stage trade agreement reached between the U.S. and China in 
January 2020 must be assessed in terms of  three different motivations that 
can be attributed to President Trump as reasons for starting the war. Although 
special attention has been given to the immediate implications of  the truce for 
the global macroeconomic environment and its impact on financial markets, it 
is important to keep in sight what it will take to become either a short time-out 
or a step to armistice.

The U.S.-China bilateral trade clash has been a crucial moment in the 
transition from multilateralism to bilateralism in U.S. foreign relations since the 
arrival of  President Trump. Full multilateralism faced great difficulties during 
the Doha round of  trade negotiations, in which complex negotiation processes 
required unanimity for approval and were vulnerable to blockades set by a few 
countries. The Obama administration initiated its replacement by plurilateral 
negotiations, with support from the countries involved, as proposed in the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership and an attempted later agreement with European 
countries. President Trump buried the initiative and argued there are advantages 
for his country to negotiate on a bilateral basis.

In this context, one may refer to the revision of  NAFTA signed by the U.S. 
and Mexican presidents and the Canadian Prime Minister on December 10, 2019, 
the negotiation of  which was marked precisely by bilateral initiatives by President 
Trump. By the same token, the official communiqué from the G20 meeting in 
Buenos Aires in December 2018 referred to reform of  the WTO, which had not 
for some time then occupied a prominent role in negotiations: “We therefore 
support the necessary reform of  the WTO to improve its functioning”. One 
may assume that the reform may end up focusing on its trade-dispute resolution 
mechanisms.

The second declared motivation for Mr. Trump’s trade policy moves was 
to shift production currently taking place outside the U.S. into the U.S. in some 
sectors, at the same time shrinking the country’s trade deficit with the rest of  
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the world. That has been clearly been the case with raising tariffs on steel and 
aluminum imports—including on NAFTA partners—solar cells and others.

The likely result of  the revision of  NAFTA— United States-Mexico-Canada 
Trade Agreement (USMCA)—will be a partial transfer of  Mexican participation 
in the automobile production chain to the U.S.—and to a certain extent to 
Canada—as well as the opening of  the latter’s dairy market. Along the same 
lines, the U.S.-China phase-one trade agreement contained a promise by China to 
purchase an additional $200 billion of  American products and services. Before 
the trade war, China had purchased $130 billion worth of  American goods and 
services worth $56 billion in 2017.

The immediate results of  these moves in terms of  exports and imports 
from the United States gave the impression of  success. However, the country’s 
privileged negotiating position in the bilateral sphere and the corresponding 
attainment of  trade concessions did not guarantee the fulfillment of  Trump’s 
campaign promises.

Immediate domestic increases in production and employment in 
manufacturing activities and other beneficiaries of  protection involved higher 
costs and local prices for goods. Even assuming that the loss of  competitiveness 
in these sectors is offset by other measures, including the promises of  purchases 
embedded in trade agreements, there are two reasons to question that success. 
First, the relative destruction of  manufacturing jobs in recent American 
history is more a result of  technological change than of  imports from China 
or other countries. Furthermore, the country’s current account deficits reflect 
a mismatch between domestic savings and investments. In this case, a success 
of  protectionism in the reduction of  external deficits would only occur in 
the hypothesis of  increased savings in the country as a whole, due to a fall 
in purchasing power of  those who depend on wages as a counterpart of  the 
profitability of  capital in protected sectors. That would not be quite Mr. Trump’s 
promise …

Apart from mercantilist bilateralism, there is a third motivation behind 
the U.S.-China trade war. The on-going re-balancing of  the Chinese economy 
has implied an increasing presence in higher value-added stages in global value 
chains, for which China’s authorities have resorted to piggybacking at low costs 
on external technological sources. This has included forced technology transfers 
on foreign investors, non-recognition of  intellectual property, subsidies for 
state-owned companies, non-tariff  barriers, and the like.

To a great extent, forcing China to change such practices was a key motivation 
for the plurilateral agreements with its exclusion led by President Obama, as a way of  
imposing a regulatory adaptation as a requirement for the country’s integration with 
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signatory countries. In Trump’s bilateral option, it was not surprising that the first-
phase trade agreement included some “structural changes” in China in those areas.

Excluding as unrealistic the hypothesis of  simplistic motivations such as 
‘stopping the advance of  China’, the trade war may cool down—and the truce 
become a step to armistice rather than a short time-out—if  the Chinese are prepared 
to offer something meaningful. A favorable Chinese cost-benefit calculation in 
terms of  finding alternative forms of  local technology support, allowing it to 
focus on its domestic challenges of  re-balancing without the additional burden of  
trade confrontation, may well be a rational choice for the rulers of  that country.

The unfolding on this third dimension of  the trade war will determine the 
reach of  the truce announced with the phase-one trade agreement, i.e. whether 
it will evolve toward an armistice or rather become a short time-out. 

14.3. From Rule of Law to Law of the Jungle
At the beginning of  June 2019, Trump announced via Twitter that he would 

suspend the implementation of  tariffs on Mexican imports, which would start 
with 5% on Monday, June 10, to reach 25% in October 2019. A signed agreement 
between the two countries, also confirmed on Twitter by Mexico’s foreign minister 
Marcelo Ebrard, would have included the Mexican government’s commitments 
to take “strong measures” to “reduce—or eliminate—illegal immigration to the 
United States”, in Trump’s words.

The obvious immediate reaction on the Mexican side was one of  relief. The 
business relationship is uneven (Gertz, 2019). The great majority (80%) of  the 
country’s exports go to its northern neighbor, whose economy is more than 16 
times larger. U.S. investment in Mexico is six times greater than in the reverse 
direction. The shock to the Mexican economy would immediately have led to the 
worsening of  a precarious macroeconomic situation in 2019.

But there were also reasons for relief  on the American business side, given 
the degree of  productive and commercial integration between the two countries 
(Fleming, 2019). Only China comes above Mexico as a source of  U.S. imports.

Take, for example, the automotive industry in which parts and components 
cross the border multiple times until the finalization of  the product, and where 
the impact of  tariffs on costs would be substantial. The price effect on the 
basket of  domestic consumer goods imported from Mexico would also be 
significant. As imports from Mexico are not easily substitutable with domestic 
production, the result would be spikes in production costs and a greater tax 
burden on households, which are ultimately tariff  payers.

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2019/05/31/6-things-to-know-about-trumps-mexico-tariffs/
https://www.ft.com/content/89402d04-8666-11e9-a028-86cea8523dc2
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14.4. The US-China Trade War Accelerated China’s 
Rebalancing 

The Trump administration imposed restrictions on access to technology by 
Chinese telecommunications firms. Why, and what are the consequences?

Over the past four years, parts of  the U.S. government, including the executive 
branch and Congress, have ramped up policy actions against Chinese tech firms 
on a variety of  fronts. These measures have included foreign investment reviews, 
including Chinese companies on the Commerce Department’s entity list, and 
more recently, a Congress-led push to examine the role of  Chinese tech firms in 
U.S. financial markets and pension funds.

The U.S. government’s concern, shared by other countries, would be the 
possibility of  China’s use of  such equipment for espionage, given the close relations 
Huawei has with the Chinese Communist Party. The Chinese government has 
put tens of  billions of  dollars into the company. The U,S, government’s attitude 
regarding Huawei pleased the hawks in the U.S. establishment who dream of  a 
technological containment of  rival China.

The U.S. tightening included market access and technology restrictions for 
all Huawei Group subsidiaries, as well as ZTE. Huawei executives admitted that 
U.S. sanctions are negatively impacting the company as the group has succeeded 
in replacing U.S. equipment, but not Google’s digital services. The company 
has been developing its own operating system—‘Harmony’—but it is far from 
getting there.

Huawei’s challenges are emblematic of  those faced by China at its current stage 
of  development, as approached in Chapter 13. China’s exuberant economic rise in 
recent decades represents a climb up the value-added ladder, on the technological 
scale, in value chains. Access to foreign markets for its products and access to 
available technologies have been key factors in the rise. Figure 14.1 depicts the 
evolution of  the U.S. and Chinese shares of  global merchandise trade. 
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Chart 14.1: Global Merchandise Trade (% of total)

Source: UNCTAD.

 

In the beginning, there was the phase of  cheap labor-intensive production, 
employing fully accessible standardized technologies brought by direct investment 
from outside firms. Investment rates above 50% of  GDP were possible due to 
the absorption of  Chinese exports from the rest of  the world (Canuto, 2018). 

Then came the stage of  greater technological sophistication, for which China 
resorted to forced transfers by those who wanted to invest in China, or the use of  
technologies without recognition of  intellectual property. It is important to note that 
China has also done its homework in terms of  investment in education, infrastructure, 
etc., to creatively absorb this technology—as approached in Chapter 11. 

China has now reached the top of  the ladder, the stage of  local development of  
technology content, as it is not available simply by adapting existing technologies.

This stage was foreseen by the Chinese. In 2011, I was at the Great Hall of  the 
People in Beijing when I was one of  the World Bank vice presidents, and was sent as a 
representative to celebrate the 10th anniversary of  China’s entry into the WTO (Canuto, 
2011). I remember then-Chinese President Hu Jintao giving a speech highlighting 
precisely those challenges for China to reach the top of  the ladder. The technological 
rise would take place as part of  a “rebalancing” of  the Chinese economy, with domestic 
consumption and services rising relative to investment and export of  manufactures.

The closure of  markets and technological access by the U.S. adds to tariffs on 
purchases of  Chinese products, and their combined effect has been the acceleration 
of  the transformation envisaged in President Hu Jintao’s speech. Even before the 
Trump administration, a trend toward shifting various labor-intensive segments 
out of  China was already underway, toward other countries with cheaper less-
skilled labor, including Vietnam, Cambodia, Ethiopia, and others.

https://www.cmacrodev.com/10-year-anniversary-of-chinas-access-to-wto/
https://www.cmacrodev.com/10-year-anniversary-of-chinas-access-to-wto/
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Over the past two years, with the U.S.-initiated trade war, investors from 
Taiwan, Japan, and the U.S. have already accelerated the transfer of  assembly lines 
and supply contracts in their information and communication technology (ICT) 
value chains from China to Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, and, to a lesser extent, 
Mexico. Figure 14.2 illustrates this with Vietnam’s high performance in terms of  
GDP growth led by manufacturing after the beginning of  the US-China trade war. 

Figure 14.2: Vietnam: manufacturing-led GDP growth 

Source: IIF.

It is noteworthy that President Hu Jintao, in his 2011 speech, also mentioned 
the need for a rebalancing between the private sector and the public sector, with 
the former taking the lead in areas formerly dominated by the latter. Overall, this 
rebalancing has been set aside by his successor, President Xi Jinping.

This means that the current U.S. government grip on Huawei and others is 
just a chapter of  a soap opera that will take its time to unfold. China’s economic 
rebalancing, in turn, is speeding up as a result of  the trade war.

14.5. Trump’s Tariffs Have Hurt U.S. Manufacturing Jobs
The hike in tariffs imposed by the United States against its major trading 

partners since early 2018 has been unprecedented in recent history. President 
Trump alluded to, among others, the goal of  revitalizing jobs in the country’s 
manufacturing industry by protecting it from unfair trade practices of  other 
countries, particularly China. However, according to a December 2019 study 
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by two Federal Reserve Bank staff—Flaaen and Pierce (2019)—the effect of  
President Trump’s tariff  hikes was just the opposite, i.e. a reduction in U.S. 
manufacturing employment!

Tariff  escalation—and retaliation from those affected—from 2018 onwards 
took place in three stages. In February 2018, surcharges were imposed on 
imports of  washing machines and solar panels, followed in March by others 
affecting steel and aluminum imports. China, the European Union, Canada, and 
Mexico responded with retaliation against U.S. exports. A third moment came 
with the sequence of  tariffs on imports from China announced starting in April 
2018, always accompanied by Chinese retaliatory reactions against U.S. exports.

Figure 14.3, taken from the Fed study, depicts the escalation of  U.S. import 
tariffs and retaliations since 2018, including the last rounds which were suspended 
with the announcement of  the phase-one U.S.-China trade deal.

Chart 14.3

Source: Flaaen, Aaron, and Justin Pierce (2019). “Disentangling the Effects of  the 2018-2019 
Tariffs on a Globally Connected U.S. Manufacturing Sector“, Finance and Economics Discus-
sion Series 2019-086. Board of  Governors of  the Federal Reserve System.

In addition to the Trump administration’s references to U.S. security issues 
and trade deficit reduction targets, with an emphasis on bilateral deficit cases, the 
resumption of  domestic manufacturing employment had emerged as a promise in 
the 2016 electoral process. Tariffs would provide the opportunity for local production 
processes to take market shares occupied by foreign competitors. Higher product 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/feds/files/2019086pap.pdf
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prices, whether imported or locally import-substituted, would be an acceptable and 
limited welfare cost offset by increases in manufacturing employment levels.

However, two other tariff  impacts should also be considered. The imposition 
of  tariffs on inputs and intermediate products leads to cost increases for those 
who use them, damaging their competitiveness domestically and externally. In 
addition, retaliation also affects the ability of  domestic production to compete 
in overseas markets.

Flaaen and Pierce (2019) estimated the weight of  these effects at a very 
detailed sector level, namely the gain of  local market shares against the burden 
of  rising intermediate costs and overseas losses. Their study arrived at figures 
showing that the burden has outweighed the gains, with the positive contribution 
to employment driven by tariff  protection more than negatively offset by the 
impacts of  rising input costs and retaliatory measures. In addition, tariffs have 
led to increases in U.S. wholesale price levels.

The characteristics of  industrial production as value chains integrating fragmented 
and geographically dispersed activities, particularly since the 1980s, explain why tariffs 
on specific segments end up negatively affecting a much broader set of  economic 
activities. In addition, they tend to frustrate tariffs that are specifically set on countries 
of  origin, on a bilateral basis: for example, much of  Chinese production has moved 
to Vietnam, Thailand, and other countries, rather than to the U.S.

Is the negative effect temporary, lasting only until local production adjusts 
to the new context via new investment? It should be noted that adaptation can 
also reinforce the negative impact on jobs. Therefore, there is no reason to 
believe that the immediate, short-term consequences of  the tariff  escalation 
would wind down over time.

The Fed study of  the effects of  tariff  escalation did not even encompass the 
broader negative indirect effects, namely the depressive effect on manufacturing 
investment and economic growth in the U.S. and abroad generated by trade policy 
uncertainty, affecting particularly capital goods industries and world trade. Such an 
impact on investment was one of  the major factors explaining why global economic 
growth in 2019 was the lowest since the global financial crisis (IMF, 2019).

But didn’t U.S. GDP and employment performance remain favorable after 
the onset of  the tariff  escalation (until coronavirus hit)? That occurred for other 
reasons, including the fiscal stimulus provided by the tax reform during the early 
Trump administration, the pivotal turn in the Fed’s monetary policy, and the 
buoyancy of  domestic consumption and services. It would have been different 
if  it had depended on the manufacturing industry—Figure 14.4—and the trade 
policy of  the Trump administration.

https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/feds/files/2019086pap.pdf
https://www.cmacrodev.com/overlapping-globalizations/
https://www.cmacrodev.com/overlapping-globalizations/
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Figure 14.4: Measures of U.S. Manufacturing Activity  
(Jan 2017—Aug 2019)

Source: Flaaen, Aaron, and Justin Pierce (2019). “Disentangling the Effects of  the 2018-2019 
Tariffs on a Globally Connected U.S. Manufacturing Sector“, Finance and Economics Discus-
sion Series 2019-086. Board of  Governors of  the Federal Reserve System.

Finally, it is worth remembering the mistake of  believing it to be possible to 
shrink the U.S. current account deficit through trade measures against countries 
with which the U.S. has negative bilateral balances. The current account 
deficit reflects the difference between domestic absorption (consumption and 
investment) and local production. In the absence of  miraculous increases in 
the latter, the reduction of  the current account deficit would only occur with 
recession and falling domestic wages: just the opposite of  Trump’s promise.
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Part III

Climbing the 
Income Ladder
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15. Diamonds May Be Forever, Natural 
Resource Wealth Is Not

Imagine a low-income country in the developing world that suddenly 
discovers a large endowment of  natural resources within its borders. Perhaps a 
large oil reserve is found just offshore, or a deposit of  valuable natural minerals 
is uncovered just below the earth’s surface. Surely, such a discovery would be 
a blessing, as it would expand the country’s total stock of  capital. In the short 
term, especially if  commodity prices are high, this additional source of  richness 
would help lift per-capita GDP. In the long term, the rents from these discoveries 
could help generate wealth for future generations, both through investment in 
produced capital such as machinery and infrastructure, and through intangible 
capital such as improved education, stronger institutions, and better governance.

However, history has shown that things don’t always work so smoothly. In 
fact, it has been argued for several decades that large endowments of  natural 
resources may actually be more of  a curse than a blessing for poor countries. 
Instead of  transforming natural capital into other forms of  productive wealth, 
weak governance and poor policies have in some cases led to stagnating 
economic growth, income regression, and redistributive struggles. At its worst, 
the resource curse leads to conflict: just think of  the conflict between North 
and South Sudan over control of  oil-producing regions, or the violence in 
the Democratic Republic of  the Congo over access to vast natural resources 
including gold, diamonds, tin, copper, cobalt, and oil.

Over the years there has been much scholarship on what has been termed the 
“natural resource curse”—a paradoxical situation, in which natural resource wealth 
does more harm than good. In the past, research on the topic has had to rely on proxies 
for measuring natural resource wealth, such as the ratio of  natural resource exports to 
GDP. However, doubts remain about the accuracy of  estimates of  natural resource 
wealth. This gap has now started to be filled, as a data series produced by the World 
Bank on national wealth has shed more light on natural and other forms of  capital.

The data show that the levels and composition of  natural capital vary widely 
between counties. Typically, as countries move up the income ladder, there is a 
common process in which natural capital declines as a percentage of  national 
wealth, while produced and intangible capital begin to comprise most of  the 
country’s wealth. However, this is not to say that natural capital does not remain 
a significant component of  national wealth in all high-income countries. In 
resource-rich Norway, for instance, natural capital comprises a large chunk of  
total national wealth, and remains a key driver of  savings and investment in 
produced and intangible capital.
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Against this background, this chapter looks at some of  the data and revisits 
some of  the conclusions reached in past literature on the relationship between 
natural resource abundance and economic growth. In Canuto and Cavallari 
(2012), we found that there is no clear deterministic evidence of  natural resource 
abundance as a curse or blessing. Rather, we found that the effects depend on 
determinants at the country level.

15.1. There Are no Clear Long-Term Commodity Relative 
Price Trends

Brahmbhatt and Canuto (2010) found little reason to expect real commodity 
prices to trend either up or down in the long run. It is quite possible for 
commodity prices to move significantly lower or higher for substantial periods 
even in the absence of  a long-run trend or drift—see Figure 15.1. 

Figure 15.1: Real Non-Energy Commodity Prices, 1900–2015

Note: Indexes, 2000=100. Deflated by unit value of  manufactured exports. 
Source: Brahmbhatt and Canuto (2010).

Are the prospects of  high commodity prices a blessing—or a curse—
for commodity-dependent countries? The answer is … it depends on both 
commodity-specific features and the quality of  governance and public policies.

http://www1.worldbank.org/prem/PREMNotes/premnote147.pdf
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Even assuming that impacts of  higher prices of  some commodities on 
local poor households (such as high food prices) are compensated for, there 
are several ways by which higher commodity prices may hurt a commodity-
dependent economy. For instance:

1. The well-known Dutch Disease effects: the increase of  commodity-
related income may lead to excess demand for—and price hikes of—
non-tradables, and thus ultimately to real exchange-rate appreciation. 
The country may then end up worse off  in the long run if  economic 
sectors with greater capacity to support growth and social inclusion are 
negatively affected.

2. Commodity prices are volatile and higher commodity-dependence may 
mean higher volatility of  fiscal revenues and/or real exchange rates, with 
the resulting uncertainty damaging investment. Deleterious effects of  
that volatility are greater if  price booms tend to be accompanied by 
over-borrowing.

3. Depending on the features of  the appropriation and use of  rents 
generated by the increase in value of  natural resources, rent-seeking 
(rather than efficiency-seeking) behavior may become the norm.

As Brahmbhatt & Canuto (2010) noted, it is worth distinguishing among 
commodities. Oil and minerals—concentrated ‘point source’ resources that can 
easily become the object of  rent-seeking and redistributive struggles (including 
armed conflict)—are more prone to generate problems of  the first and third 
type than, for instance, more open and competitive agricultural commodities 
(see also Collier & Goderis, 2007).

In any case, the actual extent of  Dutch Disease, volatility, over-borrowing, 
etc., can be reduced with cautious macroeconomic policies that moderate 
aggregate demand pressures, smooth volatility effects in government budgets, 
and curb over-borrowing. The creation of  sovereign-wealth and anti-cyclical 
funds may help in that regard, while also making possible the preservation of  
country net worth as depletable resources are exhausted.

15.2. Don’t Blame Mother Nature
Good governance and responsible fiscal policies can do much to avoid rent-

seeking behavior becoming predominant. With respect to good governance, the 
role played by, and influence of, international investors is obviously of  the essence.

As it is approached here, the misallocation and mismanagement of  natural 
resource wealth are often associated with weak governance at the domestic level. 

http://www.csae.ox.ac.uk/workingpapers/pdfs/2007-15text.pdf
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For instance, resources can shift into unproductive and rent-seeking activities 
when patronage networks are strengthened by their appropriation of  natural 
resource rents.

A number of  policies can be put into place to ensure that low income countries 
get the most ‘bang from their natural resource buck’. First, high transparency 
and strengthened checks-and-balances in all phases of  the extraction and sale of  
natural resources will minimize the risk of  rent-capture by patronage networks. 
Second, adopting fiscal rules to ensure that certain investments are made from the 
proceeds of  natural resources can help accumulate national wealth as countries 
move up the income ladder. Last, reforms to increase public-sector capacity—
through public investment management, monitoring and evaluation, and budget 
processes—are essential to transform today’s natural resource wealth into long-
term opportunities for future generations.

In the remainder of  this chapter3, we approach the relationship between 
natural wealth and economic growth, using the case of  sub-Saharan African 
economies as an illustration. Delving into recent World Bank reports, we 
highlight how a sustained positive correlation between natural capital and GDP 
growth happens through the transformation of  the former into other forms of  
assets: produced capital, human capital, and other intangible assets. Governance 
features and the quality of  macroeconomic policies are of  the essence for such 
a benign trajectory to take place. 

Bottom line: Mother Nature neither blesses, nor curses. Policies and 
institutions are what matters.

15.3. Economic Development as a Process of Capital 
Accumulation

Economic development is, at heart, a process of  building wealth, of  
accumulating and managing a portfolio of  assets that make possible sustainably 
rising levels of  GDP. However one defines development, it supposes rising 
income levels and an underlying process of  building stocks of  capital. 

As such, the complete asset base of  countries and its lifespan serving as 
the foundation for future income generation need to be employed alongside 
per-capita GDP growth in the measurement of  the development process and 
its outlook. As GDP per capita captures quality of  living, wealth captures the 
potential of  countries to maintain these standards in the short and long terms 
(Lange et al, 2018).

3  This section relies strongly on Canuto and Daoulas (2019).

https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/natural-wealth-and-economic-growth-case-sub-saharan-africa
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A common pitfall of  measuring development lies in not duly taking into 
account the role of  natural resources as a component of  that capital stock, i.e. 
the fact that their quantity and quality is among the determinants of  a country’s 
potential GDP. Furthermore, one must reckon on the fact that the use of  
depletable natural resources must be outweighed by the accumulation of  other 
forms of  wealth if  the capital stock available for future GDP is to increase or 
even be maintained.

The World Bank has since the mid-1990s developed an appraisal of  national 
accounts, covering a full spectrum of  assets that comprise the wealth of  nations 
and includes natural resources. The Changing Wealth of  Nations 2018 report 
(Lange et al, 2018) compiled wealth data for 141 countries from 1995 to 2014, 
summing estimates of  four distinct wealth classes: 

(i) Produced capital and urban land: machinery, buildings, equipment, and 
residential and non-residential urban land, at market prices;

(ii) Natural capital: both non-renewable and renewable resources, such as 
energy (oil, gas, hard, and soft coal), minerals, agricultural land (cropland and 
pastureland), forests (timber and some non-timber forest products), protected 
areas;

(iii) Human capital: the value of  skills, experience, and education, measured 
by discounting the future value of  earnings over the lifetime of  the labor force, 
and disaggregating by gender and employment status (employed, self-employed);

(iv) Net foreign assets: national external assets including portfolio equity, 
liabilities, foreign direct investment, and other financial capital held abroad. 

The relationship between wealth and GDP reflects the local development of  
a wider asset class that one may refer to as Intangible Capital or Assets or Wealth, 
highly correlated with human capital but referring to what the previous World 
Bank report called “measures of  social and institutional capital, which comprise 
factors such as the rule of  law and governance that contribute to an efficient 
economy” (Lange et al, 2011, pp. 4-5). It is meant to include the entire set 
of  variables that have an impact on the degree of  efficiency under which an 
economy develops, i.e. rules and institutions that may either support or impose 
costs and waste on chains of  transactions among economic agents. 

Intangible wealth may also be taken as encompassing the local development 
of  capabilities, at various levels of  aggregation (firms, sectors, economy-
wide): managerial, design, and organizational capabilities; capability to adapt 
technologies and innovate; etc. As in previous World Bank reports on the 
subject, Intangible Assets may be taken as responsible for explaining levels of  

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/630181468339656734/The-changing-wealth-of-nations-measuring-sustainable-development-in-the-new-millennium
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/630181468339656734/The-changing-wealth-of-nations-measuring-sustainable-development-in-the-new-millennium
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/630181468339656734/The-changing-wealth-of-nations-measuring-sustainable-development-in-the-new-millennium
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GDP that cannot be fully accounted for by natural wealth and accumulation 
of  produced capital (‘the measure of  our ignorance’). 

15.4. Changing Wealth of Nations (1995-2014)
According to the World Bank stock-taking exercise (Lange et al, 2018) global 

wealth grew by a whopping 66% from 1995 to 2014 (Table 15.1), with middle-
income countries gaining on higher-income economies. In fact, more than 24 
middle-income countries in 2014 were cases of  successful transition from low-
income status during the period examined. 

Table 15.1 reproduces the aggregate figures of  wealth and per-capita wealth 
by type of  capital and income group in 1995 and 2014, while Figure 15.2 displays 
such figures for 2014. While individual country cases will differ according to 
different levels of  natural wealth, one may establish some common trends 
concerning the weights of  each asset class as an economy typically climbs the 
ladder from low- to higher-income levels. Chart 15.2 may be seen as a cross-
section picture of  an average country’s potential transitions over time (Canuto 
and Cavallari, 2012).

Three broad features may be highlighted: 

First, the weight of  Produced Capital—physical capital—stabilizes in relative 
terms after the ascent from low-income levels. The share of  produced capital 
in wealth moves upward from low levels in low-income countries but remains 
reasonably modest thereon. Figures for lower-middle-income countries in the 
period covered by the table are heavily influenced by the weight of  China and its 
extraordinarily fast pace of  produced capital accumulation (see Chapter 13). The 
ex-China subgroup displays numbers closer to a smoother evolution. It appears 
that cumulative savings used for investments in physical assets accompany and 
support the rise in income levels, but typically at a proportionate speed.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29001
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Table 15.1: Wealth and Per-Capita Wealth by Type of Capital 
and Income Group, 1995 and 2014

Source: Lange et al (2018).

Figure 15.2: Composition of Wealth, 2014

Source: Lange et al (2018).

Second, Human Capital has a high and increasing weight. Human capital—
and intangible wealth—is a major component of  total wealth at all levels of  
income, but increasingly so as the economy moves to the upper-middle- and 
high-income levels. Increased educational attainment, as well as improvements 
in institutions, governance, and other intangible forms of  wealth, are imperative 
if  a country is to keep climbing the income ladder. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29001
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29001
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The link with savings and investments is not as straightforward as in the case 
of  produced capital, because the dynamics of  both human capital and intangible 
wealth accumulation—or depletion—depend to a great extent on factors of  
another nature (quality of  education; institutional evolution; capabilities and 
collective knowledge tacitly embedded in routines of  firms, the public sector, 
organizations, and other social groups; and non-research-and-development-
derived technical progress).

Human Capital is the principal constituent of  total wealth and is increasingly 
correlated with growth in middle and even more significantly in higher-income 
level countries, notwithstanding being partially overshadowed by Natural Capital 
in the low-income country bracket. Human Capital is instrumental in paving the 
way to higher income. By fortifying early childhood development and ensuring 
minimum primary and secondary education, barriers to educational attainment 
are broken and learning outcomes improved, accompanied by consequent 
increases in the intrinsic value of  knowledge and skills, which is translated into 
higher wages for workers. 

Human development goes hand in hand with initiatives aimed at improving 
health and expanding the labor force. Spending on social services and life-
sustaining infrastructure, targeted at nurturing well-being and supporting 
population growth, by increasing life expectancy and countering famine and 
child mortality, are necessary, while the role of  infrastructure is equally decisive 
in offering market outlets for labor (Izvorski et al, 2018). Apart from resource 
rent investments, Human Capital may also be boosted by policies cultivating 
gender equality in labor force and educational equality for women, increasing 
female returns (Agenor & Canuto, 2015). Finally, Human Capital goes hand 
in hand with the local development of  production and technological-learning 
capabilities (see Chapter 11).

Table 15.1 shows Human Capital, on average, almost matching Natural 
Capital in composition levels among low-income countries in 2014. Much of  
the convergence in wealth between 1995 and 2014 was largely attributable to 
accumulation of  Human Capital, as investments in education and health were 
substantial in many low and middle-income countries, in addition to institutional 
and technological changes that supported their growth in line with globalization 
(Lange et al, 2018)—see Chapter 9. 

Third, regardless of  country-specific natural resource richness, the weight of  
natural wealth is greater on the transition from low- to middle-income, but then 
becomes relatively less important during the ascent towards high-income. It follows 
from the previous two remarks—as we can also observe by looking at Table 15.1 
and Figure 15.1—that the single most important constituent of  Total Wealth in 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/617451536237967588/Reinvigorating-Growth-in-Resource-Rich-Sub-Saharan-Africa
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0164070414001189
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29001
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Low-Income Countries is Natural Capital, only decreasing in relevance through 
direct substitution by Produced Capital and predominantly by the effect of  the 
accumulation of  Human Capital and Intangible Assets, as countries progress towards 
higher-income echelons. The mechanism that underlies this process is dependent 
on labor transfer, as typically a large pool of  unskilled subsistence-level workers 
makes the transition toward more modern capital-intensive occupations in more 
modern activities with higher levels of  embedded technology; this technology is 
often diffused from richer countries and easily adaptable to local circumstances with 
minimum capabilities of  imitation and adaptation, without entailing significant skill 
recalibration requirements from workers in order to be deployed. 

Natural Capital is itself  combined with production capabilities, particularly 
when natural-resource use is to a great extent idiosyncratic, as each extraction 
process is unique and high cost subsoil deposits are addressed predominantly 
through the development of  local capabilities in sophisticated upstream and 
downstream activities. These requirements in terms of  capabilities will vary and 
may surpass the imitation and adaptation that were sufficient in labor transfers 
from subsistence to more modern activities, highlighted as typical of  the transition 
from low- to middle-income country status. Creative absorption or innovation 
may be necessary, as the creation of  specific content—that cannot be perfectly 
diffused through public information or private property, or emulated based on 
textbooks, blueprints, or other codifiable forms of  knowledge transmission—is 
required to be developed locally in order to enable higher quality and more 
efficient domestic commodity production—(see Chapter 11).

Natural Capital intermingles with the institutional component of  intangible 
assets. A scrutinized resource management process, together with transparent fiscal 
and macroeconomic stability policies may direct natural-resource rent surpluses 
towards viable investments on one hand, whereas policies focused on fostering 
a favorable business and investment climate may incite risky entrepreneurs to 
innovate on the other, thus furthering the development of  both Intangible Wealth 
and Produced Capital (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010) (see Chapter 16). 

Natural capital also varies over time for reasons other than its use. The fact 
that it decreases in relative terms as a wealth component when the economy 
moves up the income ladder does not preclude its rise in absolute terms as a 
result of  technological change or new discoveries.

Values of  natural capital may also change as a result of  heterogeneity among 
natural resources. The value of  existing assets may rise if  increases of  global 
production must be based on less efficient sources at the margin. Such ‘rents’ 
tend to be reflected in the value of  natural capital in countries that are well-
endowed with high-quality resources. 
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15.5. Natural Resource Abundance: Opportunities Come 
With Challenges

One may then presume that an abundance of  natural capital—as measured by 
per-capita natural wealth—is in principle favorable to raising per-capita income levels. 
Furthermore, the average archetype of  wealth-cum-income progression depicted 
in Table 15.2 may take place with different shares of  natural wealth in different 
countries. This is illustrated by the different wealth compositions as of  2014 among 
high-income countries (the United States, Japan, Norway, Canada, and Australia), 
as well as among middle- and low-income countries (Table 15.2). Figure 15.3 also 
shows no clear correlation between shares of  natural wealth in total wealth and per-
capita income. Fourteen countries with annual GDP per capita above $35,000 had in 
2014 shares of  natural capital ranging from almost 0% up to 79%.

Differences in the quantity and quality of  natural resources may also explain 
why countries with different levels of  technological achievement can have similar 
income levels. The World Bank (2007) developed country indexes of  technological 
achievements and showed their (nonlinear) relationship with income levels (Figure 
15.4). On the other hand, many countries in Latin America and the Caribbean 
managed to reach middle-income levels with much less technological effort than 
others. Produced capital does not seem to explain such a discrepancy and, apart 
from non-technology-related intangible wealth, the high quality of  known natural 
resources in the region—large swaths of  arable land and mapped sources of  oil 
and minerals—may well be among the explanatory factors.

Table 15.2: Wealth and Natural Capital Per Capita, 2014 
(Selected Countries)

Source: Lange et al (2018).

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/827331468323971985/Global-economic-prospects-2008-technology-diffusion-in-the-developing-world
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29001
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Figure 15.3: Natural Capital and GDP Per Capita, 2005

Source: Canuto and Cavallari (2012).

Figure 15.4 Technological Achievements Rise with Income 
Levels

Source: World Bank (2007, p. 84).

However, natural-resource dependence exposes economies to several 
challenges. High reliance on natural endowments as predominant sources of  
income and exports means that they are also highly vulnerable to accompanying 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/827331468323971985/Global-economic-prospects-2008-technology-diffusion-in-the-developing-world
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commodity price volatility. This effect is often magnified by domestic factors, 
such as resource extraction and exploitation that may lead to early depletion, 
or unrestrained spending of  derived resource revenues directed towards public 
consumption and patronage purposes rather than building produced and human 
capital. Thus, price shocks and resource mismanagement in resource-dependent 
countries may hinder the sustainable future growth of  national income and, 
evidently, raises the possibility of  natural resources becoming a curse rather than 
a blessing (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010; Canuto and Cavallari, 2012). The possible 
downsides nevertheless highlight the importance of  a diversified investment 
strategy inclusive of  non-resource reliant activities within developing countries, 
as a necessary condition to counter negative long-term development trends, in 
the case that those challenges associated with resource over-dependence render 
developing countries susceptible to poverty and middle-income traps. 

15.6. Governance and Economic Policy Challenges    
There have been cases in which natural resource discoveries or appreciations, 

instead of  being followed by a transformation of  natural capital into other forms 
of  productive wealth through some virtuous process of  savings and investment, 
were accompanied by stagnation or even income regression, generally in 
combination with political disruption. Brahmbhatt et al (2010) explained how 
certain conditions could result in situations in which natural resource booms 
become a curse. Weak governance and corresponding poor economic policies 
underlie the misallocation and mismanagement of  resources. Resources shift 
out of  productive activities into unproductive rent-seeking activity when, for 
example, patronage networks are strengthened with their appropriation of  fallen-
from-heaven rents. It is not by chance that resource-curse cases are primarily 
associated with extractive industries (oil, gas, and minerals) because these are 
“concentrated ‘point source’ resources that can easily become the object of  
rent-seeking and redistributive struggles” (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010, p. 107).

Consumption use of  tax revenues derived from natural-resource extraction 
through public spending is also a typical manifestation of  poor governance. In 
fact, the handling (whether good or bad) of  macro-management challenges that 
typically accompany natural resource booms in natural resource–rich countries 
(volatility, risks of  overborrowing, and crowding out of  intangible wealth-
intensive manufacturing) can in most cases be traced back to governance quality. 
Natural resource curses may thus be associated with governance traits that either 
precede booms or emerge with them.

Collier and Venables (2009) cited two main reasons that feed perceptions of  
resource abundance as a curse, focusing on resource exploitation that may lead to 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/node/44219_es
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national income-degrading effects. First, resource abundance may offer openings 
for “looting” from the incumbent government: corruption, theft, and insurgency 
create a fragile political environment that damages democratic institutions. 
Resource rents resulting from commodity booms may thus be captured, either 
by pressurized or corrupted political elites, who can completely subvert these 
rents for their own personal benefit. Second, resource abundance may reduce the 
accountability of  the government, as citizen scrutiny is substituted by politically 
endorsed and uncontrolled government spending aimed at pleasing patronage 
networks. With instances such as rapid employment expansion, regardless of  its 
long-term sustainability, political elites manage to stay in power after elections; 
in this manner, resources are no longer productively directed towards public 
investments, but are instead unproductively employed in rent-seeking activities 
and redistributive struggles, even triggering armed conflict on the extreme side 
of  the exploitation spectrum.

Threshold effects are at play:

“Below a certain level of  institutional development, resources have a negative 
effect, while above it, affects are absent or may be positive (…) Countries with good 
governance (…) are able to afford the human development and institution building 
expenditures and move them onto an upward path” (Collier and Venables, 2009: 9).

The Adjusted Net Savings (ANS) rate is a development measurement 
method complementary to changes in national wealth (Lange et al, 2018). ANS 
is calculated as gross national savings plus education expenditures, minus fixed 
capital consumption, pollution damage costs and natural resource depletion. A 
negative ANS thus serves as a warning sign of  capital stock reduction, as it 
captures an unsustainable economic path, evidently providing policy stakeholders 
with important feedback to shape initiatives aimed at restoring long-term growth.

15.7. Over-reliance on Natural Resources
Lack of  production diversification may also hinder the development process 

in a double, interrelated fashion, leading to poor economic performance in the 
long run, mainly because of  institutional factors spearheaded by poor economic 
and political governance: (i) inefficient economic policies, specifically weak 
fiscal policies regarding resource rents, combined with feeble countercyclical 
macroeconomic stability measures, in the wake of—and during—commodity 
price booms; and (ii) unchecked natural asset exploitation that may lead to 
resource-rent capture or even resource depletion.

As far as poor economic policies in resource-rich countries are concerned, 
domestic factors revolve around macroeconomic mismanagement that is 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/node/44219_es
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grounded in inefficient fiscal policies, preceding and following manifestations 
of  external commodity price volatility, which may exacerbate both significant 
misallocation of  resources and greater risks associated with uncertainty of  
outcomes from investment and, thereby, negatively affect asset building and 
economic growth. Commodity booms are only one of  the facets of  commodity 
price volatility. As a result, an overall reduction in productivity in non-resource 
sectors ensues, undermining economic performance, sometimes even in 
economies with good governance and institutions that face commodity price 
booms, and more so in countries that lack them. 

The underlying mechanism of  this destabilizing procedure is the Dutch 
Disease economic effect, which occurs when a financial windfall stemming 
either from a recent resource discovery, or a commodity price boom originating 
in international markets, is considered as permanent by the economic agents 
involved. These unreasonable expectations spearhead structural changes in 
production, including price jumps in non-tradable sectors (e.g. services), and 
contraction or stagnation in non-resource tradable (e.g. manufacturing) industry 
sectors, accompanied by a real exchange rate appreciation. Dutch Disease thus 
inevitably raises real exchange rates followed by the crowding out of  intangible 
wealth-intensive manufacturing, as an aggregate of  two main effects: (i) the 
spending effect, where resource rents increase domestic consumption, causing 
inflation in non-tradable sectors and losses in the non-resource tradable ones; 
(ii) a resource movement effect, that also causes inflation in non-tradables due 
to decreased output resulting from capital and labor mobility toward booming 
natural resource sectors (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010). 

Particularly vulnerable to Dutch Disease are oil and minerals, concentrated 
‘point source’ resources that can easily be captured by elites, as opposed to 
booms concerning agricultural commodities, whose production may take place 
under conditions of  more contestable market structures. Although the resulting 
higher incomes and increased purchasing power stemming from natural-wealth 
increases may enable domestic consumers and stimulate public spending in 
development, Dutch Disease effects can however become a concern, when 
considering that non-resource tradable sectors characterized by their potential 
to support long-term growth via technological diffusion, idiosyncratic learning-
by-doing, and economies of  scale, may be negatively affected by persistent real 
exchange rate overvaluation (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010). 

The opposite facet of  macroeconomic mismanagement associated with 
commodity price volatility relates to commodity price busts. Whereas booms 
may uncontrollably drive government spending and real exchange rates upwards, 
commodity price shocks may cause debt crises, in a two-fold manner. First, 
short-term, the Dutch-Disease effect during commodity booms may stimulate 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/C5TDAT_101-118.pdf
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over-borrowing from abroad, as a means to fund ambitious public investment 
and consumption endeavors. This tendency has often led resource-abundant 
borrowers towards balance-of-payments crises and unsustainable external debt 
levels, furthering the economic destabilizing effects of  commodity price busts. 
Long-term challenges for resource-abundant countries caused by commodity 
price shocks refer to the optimal pace of  concurrent resource depletion and rent 
saving for the social welfare of  future generations. 

It is critical to note that the actual extent of  Dutch-Disease effects, volatility, 
and over-borrowing will depend to a great extent on policies—for example, 
on the extent to which cautious fiscal policies are able to moderate aggregate 
demand pressures, smooth volatility in government revenues, and curb 
external over-borrowing. Overall, pro-cyclical fiscal policies and weak political 
governance support rent capture and poor public finance management that does 
not envisage necessary fiscal buffers to smoothen governmental spending during 
commodity booms and busts. As such, it becomes evident that weak institutions 
are detrimental for growth in resource-abundant developing countries. 

15.8. Natural-resource Curses May Happen All the Way up 
the Income Ladder

The high weight of  natural capital in national wealth typically found in low-
income countries may lead one to expect that they are the only ones facing the 
challenges associated with resource abundance. Nevertheless, one must notice 
that in most cases of  middle-income countries that have faced difficulties in 
climbing up the income ladder—and are ‘trapped’—governance and economic 
policy still have features that hamper their efforts to reach the top. There is 
always a possibility even of  backward sliding(see next chapter).

Take, for instance, Brazil’s experience after the sudden discovery of  offshore 
oil discovery in pre-salt layers, at a moment when the oil price was hovering 
above $100/barrel. Under prevailing governance conditions, the perception of  
fallen-from-heaven richness favored a massive wave of  corruption and wide 
misallocation of  public resources, the consequences of  which have been felt in 
the aftermath of  a deep economic crisis, followed by weak economic recovery 
since 2015 (see Chapter 21).   
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16. Traps on the Road to High Income
The ‘middle-income trap’ has become a broad designation that tries to 

capture the many cases of  developing countries that succeed in evolving from 
low- to middle-levels of  per-capita income, but then appear to stall, losing 
momentum on route to the higher income levels of  advanced economies. Such 
a trap may well characterize the experience of  most of  Latin America since the 
1980s, and in recent years middle-income countries elsewhere have expressed 
fears they will follow similar paths. Underlying these views is a more general 
feeling that moving up the income ladder gets harder the higher one climbs.

This chapter outlines two ways in which the concept has been approached 
since its first use by Gill and Kharas (2007). One has been empirical, where a 
search is done to identify—or deny—breaks or turning points in time-series data 
exhibiting ‘growth traps’ for middle-income economies. The other approach, 
closer to the way it was originally suggested, refers to the need for policy and 
institutional change if  a country is to keep climbing the income ladder after a 
transition from low levels. Traps are seen as shortcomings resulting from the 
absence of  any of  those policy and institutional changes considered crucial to 
gearing up the transition from middle- to upper-income levels.  

16.1. Is There a Middle-income Trap? The Empirical Approach
Some authors have taken on the task of  checking whether empirically one can 

detect, using either econometric techniques or some criteria, features that can be 
considered as common—or frequent—among middle-income economies. More 
precisely, whether one may identify a ‘middle-income trap’. 

One way to define the middle-income trap is in absolute terms, as a 
productivity and growth slowdown impeding hitherto fast-growing economies 
from graduating into the ranks of  high-income countries. Since the 1950s, rapid 
growth has allowed a significant number of  countries to reach middle-income 
status; yet, very few have made the additional leap needed to become high-
income economies. Rather, many developing countries have become caught by a 
sharp deceleration of  growth and of  the rate of  productivity increase. 

Figure 16.1 depicts several countries as staying in a narrow income band 
between 1960 and 2014. The question then becomes whether middle-income 
countries are more likely than others to experience growth slowdowns or 
whether they face a greater frequency of  slowdowns than either advanced or 
low-income countries.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
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Figure 16.1: Absolute Approach

Source: ADB (2017).

The middle-income trap can also be defined in relative terms, as a lack of  
convergence to some benchmark high-income country. Figure 16.2 displays 
the stagnation in relative terms of  Latin America and the Caribbean, the steep 
convergence of  Japan and high-performance East Asia and Pacific developing 
countries, and the slowness of  low-performance East Asia and Pacific 
economies, while China was still coming from below by 2010. The question 
then becomes whether middle-income countries are more likely to experience 
slowdowns in their rate of  catching-up with upper-income countries than is the 
case at lower rungs of  the income ladder. Overall, the evidence on the supposed 
middle-income trap is mixed. While Spence (2012), Eichengreen et al (2011, 
2013), and Aiyar et al (2013) found evidence that countries are more likely to 
slow down at middle income than at high or low income, others—including Im 
and Rosenblatt (2013), Felipe et al (2017), and Han and Wei (2017)—did not 
find growth patterns conforming to one clear pattern that can be characterized 
as a ‘trap’.

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/237761/ado-2017.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Next-Convergence-Future-Economic-Multispeed/dp/1250007704
https://ideas.repec.org/p/nbr/nberwo/16919.html
https://ideas.repec.org/p/nbr/nberwo/16919.html
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2323097&rec=1&srcabs=2152800&alg=1&pos=4
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2323097&rec=1&srcabs=2152800&alg=1&pos=4
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261560617300049
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Figure 16.2: Relative Approach

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of  St. Louis (2016).

Bulman et al (2014) distinguished between “escapees” and “non-escapees”. 
Escapees grow rapidly at all income levels (and all income ranges), whereas non-
escapees tend to grow slowly at any development stage (not only within the 
middle-income range). Felipe et al (2017) remarked that the small number of  
former middle-income economies that became high-income economies relatively 
quickly were outliers from a historical perspective, whereas other middle-income 
economies have exhibited weaker growth performance. They conclude: “we reject 
the existence of  a middle-income trap as a generalized phenomenon. Instead, we argue that 
what distinguishes economies in their transition from middle to high income is the speed of  
these transitions, fast versus slow, a standard growth question”.

Such attempts to identify—or deny—turning points or any other empirical 
regularities across middle-income countries are inevitably riddled with challenges 
(Glawe and Wagner, 2016; Agenor, 2016): thresholds—which often vary between 
studies—reflect some arbitrariness; results are data sensitive; empirical definitions 
have no theoretical underpinning that may lead someone to expect the observed 
phenomena to be independent of  space and time of  observation; etc.

They also differ from the way Gill and Kharas (2007) approached the 
possibility—not as a matter of  destiny—of  middle-income traps as the result 
of  lack of  policy and institutional changes necessary to underpin the transition 
from middle- to upper-income levels, as policy and institutional requirements 

https://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/2016/03/18/relative-income-traps/
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/229641468180252928/Transitioning-from-low-income-growth-to-high-income-growth-is-there-a-middle-income-trap
https://d.docs.live.net/095fe4111111a770/Documents/MI Trap/The Middle-Income Trap: Definitions, Theories and Countries Concerned%E2%80%94A Literature Survey
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
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tend to be different from those for the evolution from low- to middle-income. 
As the authors remarked, they referred to “complacency” risks, i.e. taking past 
successes as a guarantee of  future success, rather than updating policies and 
institutions (Gill and Kharas, 2015).

This approach leads to assessment of  economies as individual cases. 
Furthermore, Gill and Kharas (2007)  called attention to the need for theoretical 
developments on growth and productivity that would be appropriate for 
informing policies in middle-income economies. There is a gap between, on the 
one hand, the classic ‘poverty trap’ arguments used as references regarding the 
departure from low-income levels and, on the other, the Solow growth model 
where technological learning is absent and endogenous growth models mainly 
apply to frontier advanced countries. The implications of  being in the middle 
of  the trajectory between low- and upper-income levels are also uncovered in 
North-South growth models (Krugman, 1985; Ocampo, 1986).

In what follows, we summarize a possible narrative about policy and 
institutional changes expected to be faced by middle-income countries in 
climbing up the income ladder.

16.2. Middle Income as a Stage of Growth and Development 
In most cases of  successful evolution from low- to middle-income per 

capita in recent history, the underlying development process has been broadly 
similar. Typically, there is a large pool of  unskilled labor that is transferred 
from subsistence-level occupations to more modern manufacturing or service 
activities that do not require much skill upgrading from those workers, but 
nonetheless employ higher levels of  capital and embedded technology. The 
associated technology is available from richer countries and easy to adapt to 
local circumstances. The gross effect of  such a transfer—usually happening in 
tandem with urbanization—is a substantial increase in total factor productivity 
(TFP), i.e. an expansion of  the value of  GDP that goes beyond what can be 
explained by the expansion of  labor, capital, and other physical factors of  
production. 

Reaping the growth gains from such ‘low-hanging fruit’ sooner or later 
faces limits, after which growth may slow down, and the economy may become 
trapped at a middle-income level. The turning point in this transition occurs 
either when the pool of  transferrable unskilled labor is exhausted, or in some 
cases, when the expansion of  labor-absorbing modern activities peaks before 
that exhaustion happens. 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/291521468179640202/The-middle-income-trap-turns-ten
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-349-17919-0_2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0304387886900544
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Beyond this point, raising TFP and maintaining a fast growth pace become 
dependent on the economy’s domestic ability to move upward in manufacturing, 
services, or agricultural value chains, toward activities characterized by 
technological sophistication, as well as high requirements in terms of  human 
capital and intangible assets such as design and organizational capabilities. The 
path from low- to middle- and then to high-income per capita corresponds to 
increasing the shares of  the population that moves from subsistence activities to 
simple modern tasks and then to sophisticated ones. Within-sector productivity 
gains and “moving up value chains” rise in weight relative to productivity-lifting 
cross-sector structural change (Gill and Kharas, 2015). 

An institutional setting supportive of  innovation and complex chains of  
market transactions are essential. Instead of  mastering existing standardized 
technologies, the challenge becomes the local creation of  domestic capabilities 
and institutions, which cannot be simply brought or copied from abroad. The 
provision of  education to labor and putting in place of  appropriate infrastructure 
become minimum conditions. 

Current middle-income countries in Latin America decelerated their labor-transfer 
processes from subsistence before exhausting labor surpluses, as macroeconomic 
mismanagement and inward orientation until the 1990s established early limits to 
that process. Nevertheless, some enclaves further up the ladder of  value chains have 
been established (for instance, technology-intensive agriculture, and sophisticated 
capabilities in terms of  deep-sea oil drilling and aircraft design in Brazil). 

By contrast, Asian fast-growth economies have relied extensively on 
international trade to scale-up their labor transfer through insertion into 
the unskilled labor-intensive segments of  global value chains. This has been 
facilitated by advances in information and communication technologies, 
combined with decreasing transport costs and lower international trade barriers. 
Taken together, these factors have made possible the unbundling of  production 
lines in chains of  tasks with different degrees of  sophistication requirements 
that can be geographically dispersed (see Chapters 9 and 10).      

Figure 15.2 in the previous chapter showed the structure of  wealth for 
economies by income group, illustrating the path of  evolution a country is 
expected to follow on the way up the ladder. It displays averages and individual 
countries will differ, e.g. because of  different levels of  natural wealth. However, 
three broad features may be highlighted: the high and increasing weight of  
human capital (World Bank, 2018); the weight of  produced capital—physical 
capital—stabilizes in relative terms after the ascent from low-income levels; and, 
regardless of  country-specific natural resource richness, its weight decreases 
relatively during the ascent. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/wdr2019
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Natural resource-rich middle-income countries face a road of  their own. Unlike 
manufacturing, natural resource use is to a great extent idiosyncratic, in the sense 
that each concrete experience is unique. That creates a privileged scope for local 
creation of  capabilities in sophisticated upstream and downstream activities, with 
the challenge being doing so in a sustainable fashion. Nevertheless, an institutional 
setting supportive of  innovations and complex chains of  market transactions, high-
level education and local building of  intangible assets are also preconditions.

Although not included in the data displayed in Figure 16.3, one may expect a 
strong correlation between human capital accumulation and local development 
of  intangible assets (capabilities to adapt technologies and innovate; managerial 
and organizational capabilities; rules and institutions that do not impose costs 
and waste on chains of  transactions, which tend to become dense and complex 
as the economy climbs the ladder). One may expect the return from these assets 
to underlie what Moses Abramovitz called our “measured ignorance”—namely, 
TFP increases not explained by the accumulation of  production factors in 
exercises of  production function-based GDP and productivity decomposition.

Local development of  capabilities of  imitation and creative adaptation of  
existing technologies, followed by or in tandem with capabilities to innovate, 
are prerequisites for raising productivity, upgrading occupation and moving 
up the income ladder. Any application of  technology needs locally specific 
content that cannot be acquired or transferred by means of  textbooks or other 
codifiable forms of  knowledge transmission. This knowledge cannot be made 
explicit, simply transmissible in blueprints, and thus cannot be perfectly diffused 
as either public information or private property. It must be developed locally. 
Production, technology adoption, and invention requires a relatively high level 
of  such idiosyncratic knowledge and local capabilities, as we saw in Chapter 11.

While technology originators tend to follow a sequence in the opposite direction 
to latecomers, it is typical for the latter to start from production and technological 
adoption and only then to move on to invention. That has been the case in South 
Korea and China (Canuto, 2018b). Those countries have developed innovation 
capabilities after intense learning through using and adapting existing technologies.  

Simple interconnectedness does not automatically spark productivity 
increases and local innovation. Success depends on the presence of  a broad set 
of  complementary factors: access to finance, infrastructure, skilled labor, and 
good managerial and organizational practices. In the absence of  these factors, 
returns from investing in the development of  capabilities are likely to be low.

Solutions must be found to market failures that generate disincentives to 
the accumulation of  knowledge, but the interaction between private and public 
sectors cannot be unfriendly to the rising density and complexity of  chains of  
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transactions accompanying progression. Transaction costs associated with ‘doing 
business’—such as trading across borders, hiring and enforcing contracts—
cannot be too high, whereas other dimensions of  the investment climate—
including policy uncertainty, macroeconomic instability, corruption, losses due 
to crime, infrastructure and others (Canuto, 2007)—must be favorable in order 
to not disincentivize investment in the acquisition of  capabilities. In a broad 
sense, the structure of  incentives for economic agents must favor the search 
for efficiency rather than seeking rents (Canuto and Ribeiro dos Santos, 2018). 

International trade and technology transfers have proven to be important 
boosters to such a journey, but institutional change, high-level education, and 
local building of  intangible assets are also essential for sustaining this over the 
long run. South Korea is a prime example of  a country that exploited these 
opportunities to move all the way up the ladder. 

It is worth remarking that, particularly in the case of  large economies, 
heterogeneity and diversity of  states is to be expected. Brazil’s per-capita income, 
classified as upper-middle by the World Bank, is associated with an economic 
structure that includes both high- and low-income types of  activities and jobs. 
Overcoming middle-income traps in such a case means upgrading a substantial 
share of  overall employment, including by rescuing low-income agents left 
behind by previous transitions (Canuto, 2011).

Traps may occur in situations when upgrading faces high obstacles in 
gaining competitiveness because of  incumbents in global markets. Gill and 
Kharas (2007) used “middle-income trap” to designate economies that were 
being “squeezed between the low-wage poor country competitors that dominate 
in mature industries and the rich-country innovators that dominate in industries 
undergoing rapid technological change”. To a great extent, manufacturing in 
Latin America was relatively squeezed by the substantial addition of  cheaper 
labor to the global economy resulting from the downfall of  the Soviet Union 
and China’s economic integration. 

Ultimately, however, one may point to local insufficiency or inappropriateness 
of  some of  the policies and institutions necessary to underpin the transition 
upward as potential causes of  middle-income traps. Agenor and Canuto (2015, 
2017) developed analytical models of  multiple equilibria in which distorted 
incentives and misallocation of  talent, weak contract enforcement and protection 
of  intellectual property rights, lack of  access to advanced infrastructure, and 
lack of  access to finance create the possibility that a middle-income economy 
will settle on a ‘bad’ low-growth path. Aiyar et al (2013) and Han and Wei 
(2017) approached the negative implications for growth of  a high frequency of  
macroeconomic booms-and-busts.  

https://www.cmacrodev.com/investment-climate-and-microeconomic-reforms/
http://www.policycenter.ma/publications/it%E2%80%99s-evolution-baby-%E2%80%93-how-institutions-can-improve-without-critical-junctures
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/navigating-the-road-to-riches
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/6798
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090944315300053
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090944315300053
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2013/wp1371.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261560617300049
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261560617300049
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16.3. Policies and Institutions Needed to Climb up the 
Income Ladder4

As an economy moves from low- to middle-income stages, the set of  policy 
priorities morphs (ADB, 2017):

Accumulate Human Capital and Develop High Cognitive 
Skills

As economies evolve from low- to middle-income status, so do their growth 
drivers. While accumulating physical capital remains important for growth in 
middle-income economies, human capital accumulation and TFP improvement—
or growth in production not derived from higher use of  inputs—acquire greater 
weight in growth determination. Productivity-centered growth is needed to 
reach high income. 

Human capital accumulation supports both growth and equity and the 
emphasis must be on ramping up the quality of  education. Economies with 
relatively high cognitive skills benefit from having a critical mass of  students 
likely to become innovators. As economies move closer to the technological 
frontier, the returns on research-oriented innovation pick up tangibly.

World Bank (2017a) recognized the difficult step from the recognition of  
the importance of  education for development to the establishment of  effective 
policies that increase human capital in the population. But it also provides 
recommendations for successful policies, and we underscore two of  the most 
promising areas.

Teaching to the level of  the student is a crucial recommendation. If  a 
student is not following lessons, they may become completely demotivated 
and give up on schooling altogether. Effective policies need not involve the 
personalization of  teaching for every student, which would imply daunting 
costs. They can be as simple as reassigning students to classes based on their 
current level of  understanding of  the material, instead of  the blunt age criteria 
currently implemented in most countries. According to the Chief  Economist 
for the United Kingdom’s foreign aid agency, Rachel Glennerster, such policies 
could deliver the equivalent of  460 learning-adjusted school years (LAYs) for 
as little as $130. Other promising areas for teaching to the level of  the student 
include remedial support and computer-assisted learning. The latter, however, 
needs to be implemented as an auxiliary tool for teachers, instead of  replacing 
them.

4  Based on Canuto et al (2019).

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/237761/ado-2017.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/wdr2018
https://80000hours.org/podcast/episodes/rachel-glennerster-best-buys-in-international-development/?utm_campaign=podcast__rachel-glennerster&utm_source=80000+Hours+Podcast&utm_medium=podcast
https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/middle-income-countries-and-multilateral-development-banks-traps-way-graduation
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Investing in early-years education is another policy identified by the World 
Development Report 2018, which has a large body of  evidence to support it. The 
economist James Heckman and others have produced several studies documenting 
how crucial it is to properly stimulate children from an early age so that they can 
develop not only cognitive but also noncognitive skills. While many countries only 
offer public schooling from age six until high school (and many of  them spend 
vast resources in university education), the greatest returns for human capital 
formation are, by far, concentrated in early childhood (Figure 16.3):

Figure 16.3: Investments in High-quality Programs During 
Children’s Early Years Pay Off

Source: World Bank (2017a). 

Multilateral development banks (MDBs) could help countries adopt those 
policies. Education is one of  the highest government expenditures, and spending 
is increasing. The World Bank estimates that governments spent on average 4.8% 
of  GDP on education in 2015, which amounts to around $3.5 trillion, orders 
of  magnitude greater than MDBs’ financial capacities. Their greatest impact, 
therefore, will be related to properly informing the debates around the world, 
providing evidence which will not be directly linked to any of  the main groups 
of  interest, and designing programs, such as Development Policy Loans (DPLs), 
which may provide incentives for the transition towards more effective policies.

http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/wdr2018
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Foster Entrepreneurship

Innovation matters more as economies approach the technological frontier 
and entrepreneurship turns new ideas or technology into innovation-based 
growth. Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship, which is often built on new ideas 
or technology, increasingly outweighs necessity-driven entrepreneurship, which 
responds to existing market needs. 

Risk-taking entrepreneurs take the lead in fostering innovation, and these 
individuals respond to incentives that are either strengthened or weakened 
by economic policies and institutions. Governments can promote innovative 
entrepreneurship through stronger intellectual property protection and rule of  
law, better access to finance, and effective competition policies.

The main takeaway for fostering entrepreneurship is that countries should 
strive to create the conditions by which private actors are able to implement 
their visions, instead of  trying to evaluate ex ante which proposals have a 
greater chance of  success. In that vein, improving the business environment 
is an essential task. World Bank (2017b) set out some of  the most important 
measures that can be taken: business entry reforms, making it easier for people 
to start their own businesses; business licensing and inspections reform, making 
sure that licensing is not used as a source of  revenue which increases the cost of  
business; construction permitting reform, which can both decrease the costs for 
formal businesses to be physically established or to expand, but also avoid unsafe 
construction in the informal sector; and quality infrastructure and standards 
reforms. The general theme is of  decreasing rent-seeking by governments. 
This means that the particular aspects of  governance reform should also be 
addressed, especially in order to raise rewards for efficiency-seeking behavior 
relative to rent seeking (Canuto and Ribeiro dos Santos, 2018).

A crucial role for MDBs is one they already fulfill but could build on: 
documenting in the most objective way possible the current state of  the business 
environment over the world. This not only helps empower administrations 
which pursue business environment improvements for their own sake, but also 
creates the incentives for politicians who are merely expecting to remain on the 
job to take measures that may improve the situation in their country.

Increase Complexity

Graduation to high income requires a diverse and sophisticated product mix. 
In addition to producing a wider range of  goods, middle-income economies 
must aim to produce more complex goods and services, which support higher 
productivity and better wages.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/investment-climate/brief/business-environment
http://www.policycenter.ma/publications/it%E2%80%99s-evolution-baby-%E2%80%93-how-institutions-can-improve-without-critical-junctures
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Rising TFP levels reflect the accumulation and development of  domestic 
capabilities of  production, organization, and management. These capabilities, 
in turn, lead to a feedback loop of  learning relationships with the complexity 
of  production processes. This is illustrated in the correlation depicted in Figure 
16.4 between GDP per capita and the Economic Complexity Index—see MIT’s 
Observatory of  Economic Complexity and Harvard’s Atlas of  Economic 
Complexity. 

Figure 16.4: Economic Complexity and GDP Per Capita, 2016

Source: Ortiz-Ospina and Beltekian (2018).

While this diagnosis is well-established, there is much less agreement over 
what governments should do to increase complexity in such a way that leads 
to reliable advances along a sustained growth and development path. The 
most obvious remedy would be direct industrial policies to stimulate sectors 
which embed that complexity, such as high-technology industries and services. 
But properly conducting industrial policies is a very hard task which is often 
subject to capture by beneficiaries, leading over time to rent appropriation that 
outweighs gains in complexity and development of  capabilities—an issue that 
even proponents of  these measures recognize (Warwick, 2013). On the other 
hand, one may be sure that accumulation of  human capital and cognitive skills, 
as well as microeconomic incentives rewarding learning efforts, are prerequisites 
for any deepening of  complexity and local development of  capabilities. 

https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/
https://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/
http://globe.cid.harvard.edu/
http://globe.cid.harvard.edu/
https://ourworldindata.org/how-and-why-econ-complexity
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/science-and-technology/beyond-industrial-policy_5k4869clw0xp-en
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Provide Access to Advanced Infrastructure

Investments in infrastructure are a component of  the produced capital 
accumulated as a country climbs up the income ladder. However, infrastructure 
needs shift as an economy becomes more complex and sophisticated at upper 
income levels. There is a nexus of  advanced infrastructure, highly developed skills, 
and innovation. Fine-tuning infrastructure regulation and the division of  labor 
between public and private sectors in the provision of  services and investment 
finance must be done in order to lift investment in corresponding sectors. 

It should be noted that the world economy—and emerging market and 
developing economies in particular—have been marked by a gap between 
infrastructure needs and their financing in recent decades. On the one hand, 
infrastructure investment has fallen far short of  what would be necessary to 
support potential growth. On the other, abundant financial resources in world 
markets have faced very low and decreasing interest rates, whereas opportunities 
for higher returns from potential infrastructure assets are being missed. 

A better match between private-sector finance and infrastructure can be 
obtained if  properly structured projects are developed, with risks and returns 
distributed in accordance with the different incentives of  stakeholders, as 
discussed in Chapter 8. Investments may also be maximized if  financial operations 
by public-sector entities—and MDBs—are designed so as to crowd-in—rather 
than crowd-out—private participation, as in the World Bank’s approach of  
“maximizing finance for development” (Development Committee, 2017). 

Pursue Macroeconomic Stability

An environment conducive to growth needs macroeconomic stability. 
When a country reaches middle income, its growth rate tends to become more 
vulnerable to indicators affecting macroeconomic stability—such as whether the 
country faces a banking or currency crisis, the extent of  capital inflows other 
than foreign investment, and government debt as a share of  GDP. Climbing up 
the income ladder becomes harder with a high frequency of  booms and busts, 
as it runs against higher-risk, long-term investment decisions. 

Even though the major responsibility for pursuing macroeconomic stability 
lies inevitably with national policymakers, the Bretton Woods model established 
in the 1940s assigned a responsibility for supporting it to the International 
Monetary Fund (Canuto, 2019). There are still some products from MDBs and 
other multilateral financial institutions that can help achieve that objective—
including Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs), Financial Sector Assessment 
Programs (FSAP) etc.—by shedding light on challenges faced by national 
authorities. 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/DEVCOMMINT/Documentation/23758671/DC2017-0009_Maximizing_8-19.pdf
https://www.cmacrodev.com/new-challenges-faced-by-the-bretton-woods-institutions/
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In short, the role of  the government necessarily evolves as an economy 
progresses, becoming more supportive as the private sector fully fledges. 
The government must shape an environment conducive to innovative 
entrepreneurship by promoting investment in education and infrastructure, as 
well as macroeconomic stability.

The qualitatively distinctive nature of  the middle-income stage of  development 
differentiates it from both high- and low-income phases, demanding an effort to go 
beyond generalizations about growth and productivity. In our view, the relevance 
of  the concept of  middle-income traps stems not from being a hypothesis about 
deterministic trends in growth, but rather from being a warning shot about 
‘complacency’ risks of  moving forward beyond transition successes. Instead, updating 
and prioritizing policies and strengthening institutions to meet new requirements are 
paramount. Individual middle-income country experiences of  falling into a ‘trap’ 
could also be approached as cases of  lack of—or failing performance in—footing 
the bill in terms of  appropriate foundations for development.

Human capital accumulation, development of  high cognitive skills, fostering 
entrepreneurship, advanced infrastructure availability, macroeconomic stability, 
and deepening of  complexity in production all relate to domestic institutions 
key for economic and social development. Macro-financial stability is, in turn, a 
precondition to access to external capital markets on reasonable terms. As they 
are all policy priorities for an economy to move from low- to middle-income 
stages and reach high-income levels, one may notice a convergence between 
overcoming growth traps and crossing the threshold of  a middle-income country 
“graduation” to becoming a non-client country in MDBs.

16.4. Bottom Line
The middle-income trap has ensnared many developing countries: they 

succeeded in evolving from low per-capita income levels, but then appeared to 
stall, losing momentum on the path toward the higher income levels of  advanced 
economies. Such a trap may well characterize the experience of  most of  Latin 
America since the 1980s, and in recent years, middle-income countries elsewhere 
have expressed fears that they could follow a similar path. Does moving up the 
income ladder get harder the higher one climbs?

In most cases of  successful evolution from low- to middle-income status, 
the underlying development process is broadly similar. Typically, there is a large 
pool of  unskilled labor that is transferred from subsistence-level occupations 
to more modern manufacturing or service activities that do not require much 
upgrading of  these workers’ skills, but nonetheless employ higher levels of  
capital and embedded technology.
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The associated technology is available from richer countries and easy to 
adapt to local circumstances. The gross effect of  such a transfer—usually 
occurring in tandem with urbanization—is a substantial increase in TFP, leading 
to GDP growth that goes beyond what can be explained by the expansion of  
labor, capital, and other physical factors of  production.

Reaping the gains from such ‘low-hanging fruit’ in terms of  growth 
opportunities sooner or later faces limits, after which growth may slow, trapping 
the economy at middle-income levels. The turning point in this transition occurs 
either when the pool of  transferrable unskilled labor is exhausted, or, in some 
cases, when the expansion of  labor-absorbing modern activities peaks before 
the pool is empty.

Beyond this point, raising TFP and maintaining rapid GDP growth depends 
on an economy’s ability to move up manufacturing, service, or agriculture 
value chains, toward activities requiring technological sophistication, high-
quality human capital, and intangible assets such as design and organizational 
capabilities. Furthermore, an institutional setting supportive of  innovation and 
complex chains of  market transactions is essential.

Instead of  mastering existing standardized technologies, the challenge 
becomes the creation of  domestic capabilities and institutions, which cannot be 
simply bought or copied from abroad. Provision of  education and appropriate 
infrastructure is a minimum condition.

Today’s middle-income countries in Latin America saw the transfer of  labor 
from subsistence-level employment slow down well before they had exhausted 
their labor surpluses, as macroeconomic mismanagement and an inward-looking 
orientation until the 1990s established early limits to that labor-transfer process. 
Nevertheless, some enclaves have been established in high positions on global 
value chains (for example, Brazil’s technology-intensive agriculture, sophisticated 
deep-sea oil-drilling capabilities, and aircraft industry).

By contrast, Asian developing countries have relied extensively on 
international trade to accelerate their labor transfers by inserting themselves into 
the labor-intensive segments of  global value chains. This has been facilitated by 
advances in information and communication technologies, and by decreasing 
transport costs and lower international trade barriers.

The path from low to middle income per capita, and then to high-income 
status, corresponds to the increase in the share of  the population that has moved 
from subsistence activities to simple modern tasks, and then to sophisticated tasks. 
International trade has opened up that path, but institutional change, high-quality 
education, and local creation of  intangible assets are also essential for sustaining 
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progress over the long run. South Korea is a prime example of  a country that 
exploited these opportunities to move all the way up the income ladder.

As for maintaining high growth in developing countries, the remaining pool 
of  rural-subsistence and urban-underemployed labor in low- and middle-income 
countries constitutes a still-untapped source of  increases in TFP via occupational 
change. For this to succeed at the global level, middle-income countries that 
have already started the process must overcome the obstacles on the road to 
higher income, thereby creating demand and opening supply opportunities for 
primary labor transfer in developing countries farther down the income ladder.

Natural-resource-rich middle-income countries face a road of  their own, 
one made wider by the apparent long-term increase in commodity prices that has 
accompanied the shifts in composition of  global GDP. Unlike manufacturing, 
natural-resource use is to a great extent idiosyncratic, which creates scope 
for local creation of  capabilities in sophisticated upstream activities, with the 
corresponding challenge being to do so in a sustainable fashion.

While most countries that evolve from low- to middle-income status have 
followed a fairly standard route, their subsequent progress points to a more 
diverse set of  experiences in terms of  institutional change and accumulation of  
intangible assets. 
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17.  Fiscal Policy, Sovereign Debt Ratings and 
Restructuring

As part of  their response to negative shocks from advanced economies after the 
Lehman Brothers’ collapse in 2008, most developing countries resorted to countercyclical 
fiscal policy. Such a policy choice was available to many developing economies that 
entered the global economic crisis in good macroeconomic and financial shape, with 
smaller fiscal and current-account deficits, lower inflation, higher international reserves, 
lower public and external debt, and less financial vulnerability than in the past.

Since then, a swing in fiscal policy towards pursuit of  more ambitious goals than 
countering economic downturns has led to a public debt rise in many developing 
countries. The World Bank has called attention to a new wave of  global debt, 
including government debt in developing countries (Kose et al, 2019). This chapter 
presents those conditions that must be in place for fiscal policy to truly succeed.

17.1. A Three-Pronged Rationale for Fiscal Policy
A threefold rationale for public action through fiscal policy can be pointed out.

First, there is macroeconomic stabilization. Given that relying on monetary 
policy is often not enough to get the job done, governments should also 
maneuver taxation and/or spending levels in a countercyclical manner. Before 
the crisis, many economists discarded the effectiveness of  proactive fiscal policy 
as a stabilization tool, but its widespread use in the early stages of  the global 
economic crisis rescued it from the limbo to which it had been relegated.

However, there must be enough fiscal space available. Fiscal space 
corresponds to how far the fiscal stimulus can go without jeopardizing fiscal 
solvency and government balance-sheet soundness (in terms of  both maturity 
profile and dependency on nonresident creditors, which may raise rollover or 
liquidity risks for sovereign debt). Policies that can stress private-sector balance 
sheets and thereby generate contingent fiscal liabilities are also to be considered.

Additionally, fiscal policy must be effective in terms of  raising the level of  
economic activity. Such effectiveness may be gauged by the fiscal multiplier, 
i.e. the output increase resulting from one unit of  local-currency increase in 
government consumption. The size of  such multipliers varies in accordance 
with macroeconomic conditions and country characteristics.

In the world of  fiscal policy, cycles are important. The fiscal multiplier tends to 
be smaller during expansions than in recessions, because of  less installed capacity and 
unemployed labor, as well as a likely smaller share of  households facing liquidity constraints.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/waves-of-debt
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The quest for stabilization has to be symmetrical on both the upturn and 
downturn stages of  the economic cycle. The fiscal space for maneuver used to 
offset negative shocks must be replenished during boom times, to make sure 
that public finance remains sustainable, rather than becoming another source of  
macroeconomic instability. 

The availability of  fiscal space is also of  paramount importance and is a 
big factor in determining the effectiveness of  fiscal policy. When fiscal space 
is narrow, the multiplier tends to be dampened through two channels: interest 
rates tend to move up across the board as a consequence of  perceived higher 
sovereign credit risks; additionally, private agents are more likely to anticipate 
future tax increases and in turn trim their spending.

A second rationale for public action through fiscal policy is resource allocation, 
i.e. improving economic performance via expenditure and tax policies that raise 
efficiency and tackle relevant market failures. The existence of  public goods, 
externalities, and increasing scale returns, as well as information failures and 
missing markets, are recognized as factors frequently undermining the operation 
of  pure markets. Therefore, taxes and government expenditures addressing those 
factors could be considered as policy options to fuel economic growth.

The pursuit of  economic growth, in turn, will justify the resource allocation 
rationale only if  costs of  government failures do not exceed the costs of  the 
same market failures that fiscal policy is supposed to address. That will require 
efficiency in revenue collection by governments, cost-effective public service 
delivery, and protection of  public resources against waste and corruption. 
Quality of  public investment management is crucial. In that context, in 
addition to capacity-building in governments, transparency and feedback from 
stakeholders—civil society organizations, citizens, users of  public infrastructure, 
and contractors—have been shown to help improve performance. The good 
news is that information and communication technology has made it easier to 
improve transparency and social monitoring.

As a third rationale for fiscal policy, there is the distribution rationale 
underpinning policies that are designed to mitigate inequalities in income, 
opportunities, assets, or risks that result from private-market activities. We 
should not forget to include a dimension of  intergenerational distribution, 
since fairness to future generations may demand taxes and expenditures that 
guarantee some carry-over of  the value of  natural assets, for example. After all, 
one may ethically consider it unfair that current generations consume the whole 
gift received from Mother Nature; sharing prosperity over time and for future 
generations may require taxes and government expenditures.
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Shared prosperity can only be obtained through fiscal policy if  tax structures 
and government expenditures adopted for the other two rationales do not 
conflict with that objective. The good news is that on the expenditure side a lot 
has been learned in the last decades about what works and under what conditions 
regarding the cost-effectiveness of  different social and environmental policies. 
On the taxation side, the challenge remains how to reconcile adequate levels of  
revenue with progressivity on income and wealth among citizens and generations. 

17.2. The Special Case of Natural Resource Rich Countries
Fiscal policy in natural resource-rich countries demands a separate discussion, 

as they share many distinctive features. Taxation and royalties from the natural 
resource sector too often become a predominant source of  government revenues. 
Given the high volatility of  international resource prices, they can also be a 
source of  high volatility in government revenues and economic activity. In the 
case of  so-called ‘point-source’ natural resources—such as minerals and oil—
they become a tempting target for corruption and rent-seeking. The struggle 
to control such assets is sometimes a source of  civil strife and war. Extractive 
natural resources themselves are depleting assets, so a key question arises as to 
how much to consume today and how much to save for future generations.

As we saw in Chapter 15, the problems of  natural resource-led development become 
exacerbated in Low-Income Countries (LICs), where governance is often weak, present 
consumption demands by the large numbers of  poor people are hard to resist, and where it 
is hard for governments to commit and stick to rational plans for natural resource depletion.

Fiscal policy in resource-rich countries plays a central role with respect to capital 
accumulation and long-run growth. The key to increasing future living standards 
lies in increasing national wealth, including not only traditional measures of  capital 
such as produced and human capital, but also natural capital. Standard economic 
measures of  GDP and savings are insufficient to tell us whether national wealth is 
indeed rising; we need instead measures of  adjusted net national income and savings 
which, among other things, take into account the depletion of  natural assets as a 
form of  depreciation, complemented by comprehensive measures of  the stock of  
wealth. This is a matter of  much practical importance: conventionally measured 
GDP growth has been strong in many sub-Saharan African countries in recent years, 
for example, but may be unsustainable because adjusted savings rates are estimated 
to be negative, indicating that those countries’ overall wealth may be declining.

To ensure that their long-run growth is sustainable resource-rich countries 
must ensure that they capture an efficient and fair share of  natural resource 
rents, and then invest that share effectively, to increase the country’s wealth. This 
is where sound fiscal policy and good public sector governance become crucial.
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17.3. Not All That Glitters Is Gold: GDP Per Capita as a 
Yardstick for Living Standards

Gross domestic product (GDP) is the market value of  all final goods and services 
produced within a country in a given period. That’s why GDP per capita is widely used 
as a summary indicator of  living standards in a country. No wonder we keep our eyes 
focused on its evolution and compare its levels among countries.

GDP can be estimated in three ways, which in principle should lead to the same 
figure. One may sum the value of  the output added by every class of  producer in the 
economy and thus arrive at the total. One may also get that value by summing the 
expenditures on that output made by households, firms, the public sector and foreigners 
(subtracting what residents buy from abroad). After all, everything that is produced 
ends up being bought or stored by someone, and therefore those expenditures should 
equal the total value of  what is produced. A third way is to sum all producers’ incomes, 
since wages, profits, rents, and taxes are the flipside of  the value added in an economy 
in each period.

However, GDP is not a flawless measure, especially when it comes to economic 
welfare. GDP per capita is an average and as such doesn’t capture inequality or give a 
clear picture of  poverty or assess the impacts of  economic activity on the environment. 
It also does not consider the value of  leisure and longevity. It certainly doesn’t serve as 
a perfect indicator of  the quality of  life. Let’s take an example included in the Report by 
the Commission on the Measurement of  Economic Performance and Social Progress 
(2008), prepared for the French government by Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, and Jean-
Paul Fitoussi: while a traffic jam may increase GDP as a result of  the increased use of  
gasoline, it certainly doesn’t qualify as a quality-of-life improvement.

But there’s something else just as corrosive to GDP’s value as a yardstick for living 
standards. There is a problem with the way the government contribution to GDP—a 
significant share in most countries—is measured everywhere in the world. The value 
to users is assumed to equal the producer’s cost! It is as if  all government activities were 
always on the best-practice frontier, and thus an increase (or decrease) in government 
expenditures can be taken as an increase (or decrease) in the value added to GDP by 
the public sector (Grigoli and Ley, 2012).

There are obviously glaring differences in the efficiency with which governments 
spend money on healthcare, education, roads etc., not only over time in a country, 
but also among countries. Therefore, because absenteeism among teachers and health 
workers, overruns in costs of  building roads, and other aspects are not taken into 
account, directly comparing the government part of  GDP—and thus total GDP—
among countries may be misleading. Generous wage raises in the public sector may 
even be directly counted as increases in productivity.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commission_on_the_Measurement_of_Economic_Performance_and_Social_Progress#:~:text=The%20Commission%20on%20the%20Measurement,the%20French%20Government%20in%202008.&text=The%20Commission%20was%20formed%20in%20February%202008%20and%20Joseph%20E.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commission_on_the_Measurement_of_Economic_Performance_and_Social_Progress#:~:text=The%20Commission%20on%20the%20Measurement,the%20French%20Government%20in%202008.&text=The%20Commission%20was%20formed%20in%20February%202008%20and%20Joseph%20E.
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Grigoli and Ley (2012) conducted an interesting exercise. Using indicators 
of  government expenditure inefficiency (‘waste’) in health and education for a 
group of  24 countries, and using one of  them (Singapore) as a benchmark for best 
practice, they corrected the other GDPs accordingly to gauge how misleading 
it is to compare figures obtained through conventional methodologies. On 
average, meaningful GDP figures should be 4.1% lower, with the loss associated 
with wasted public resources reaching 7.8% in Portugal.

There are two takeaways from this. Not all that glitters is gold and one should 
treat with caution the use of  GDP per capita as a measure of  living standards. 
And improving the quality of  public spending may be a way to improve living 
standards even if  the measured GDP does not rise.

17.4. Like a Hummingbird—From Chile to Mongolia
Increased cross-learning and cooperation between developing countries has 

been a remarkable feature of  the global economy in recent decades. It’s been 
some time now since knowledge and technology flowed only from advanced 
economies (‘North’) to developing countries (‘South’). Not only has South-South 
cooperation flourished, but also lessons from South to North have come to the 
fore regarding the North-originated 2008 Global Financial Crisis. And in this 
instance, just as hummingbirds cross-pollinate flowers, institutions including the 
World Bank and the IMF can contribute to development by acting as knowledge 
pollinators between countries.

An example of  fruitful South-South cross-learning is an experience between 
Chile and Mongolia (van den Brink et al, 2012). Both are mineral (copper) rich 
countries and benefited from booming prices before the global downturn in 2008-09.

The shock from the crisis hit hard on Mongolian soil. The drop in external 
demand and copper prices put economic growth into negative territory, after 
several years with GDP growing above 9% on average. The crisis revealed serious 
shortcomings in the country’s management of  its natural resource wealth. There 
were no policies in place to ring-fence the economy from volatile commodity 
prices, and no mechanism to deal with exchange-rate appreciation pressures 
during commodity price booms. Public investment planning was poor, and the 
social safety net was far from cost-effective.

As the Mongolian government shifted the fiscal burden away from non-
mining sectors, the public budget became overly dependent on tax revenues 
from mining. Furthermore, mineral items comprised almost 80% of  exports. 
Not surprisingly, fiscal and current account balances deteriorated dramatically 
in a short time span.
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The government requested support from some multilateral and bilateral 
institutions, including the World Bank and the IMF. Beyond financial resources, 
Mongolia used the latter institutions to embark on a policy dialogue with other 
countries in order to learn from best practices implemented in other natural-
resource rich countries. The reforms that emerged were complex and politically 
sensitive—certain to trigger a reaction from vested interests—so Mongolia’s 
powerful parliament was made a key participant in the exchange of  ideas.

Chile naturally became an important partner in the dialogue. Chile is a small 
open economy, that happens to be the largest producer of  copper in the world, 
and therefore in principle vulnerable to the same kinds of  shocks as Mongolia. 
Yet, it weathered quite well the 2008-09 global turmoil.

Chile had put in place fiscal rules and institutional frameworks commensurate 
with its natural wealth. Structural public-sector balance rules led to an accumulation 
of  long-term public savings that served well as a buffer during the bust. Not 
only that, by responsibly saving windfall gains during boom times, Chile helped 
to avoid overheating and the so-called ‘Dutch-Disease’ problems associated with 
over-appreciated real exchange rates (one of  the challenges typically faced by 
natural-resource rich countries, which we discussed in chapter 15).

The Chile-Mongolia dialogue paved the way for a series of  landmark reforms 
from Ulaanbaatar—including law-based structural budget balance rules, ceilings 
on net public debt and on yearly increases of  public expenditures, the creation 
of  a Fiscal Stability Fund to be invested overseas and diminish Dutch-Disease 
risks, a Public Procurement Law, and a revamp of  the social welfare system 
that laid the ground for a more efficient and cost-effective social protection. 
Implementation will certainly have its challenges, as legislative steps are only the 
beginning. But Chile’s example has shown that moving along such a path might 
lead Mongolia to extract the largest bang from its natural-resource buck.

17.5. Credit Ratings Matter for Those Who Need Them Most
Most of  the differences between country risk ratings can be explained—

insofar as sovereign risk is concerned—by a relatively small number of  variables 
(Canuto et al, 2012). A high rating (i.e. low sovereign risk) is associated with the 
following: high per-capita income in US dollar terms, low inflation (measured by 
consumer price indices), high economic growth, low total external debt/current 
account receipts ratio, low central government gross debt/total fiscal receipts 
ratio, an absence of  default events since 1975, and finally, a pronounced level of  
commercial openness as measured by trade flows (i.e. the sum total of  exports and 
imports as a percentage of  GDP). Emerging economies should seek improvements 
in relation to this group of  indicators as a path towards earning higher sovereign 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/489960-1315850929409/Macro&SovereignRiskRatings-JICEP.pdf
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risk ratings. In addition to spinoff  benefits in terms of  lower real interest rates as 
the result of  a risk upgrading across classes of  risk, improvements in the indicators 
would help underpin the overall macroeconomic health of  emerging economies.

Think of  what would happen if  you lived in one of  the 58 developing 
countries that remain unrated by Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch, the three 
international credit rating agencies. You would have very limited access to capital 
and investment, and your cost of  borrowing would be significantly higher.

Let me explain why. In the case of  countries not routinely tracked by most 
investors, the absence of  information on creditworthiness—which is costly to 
acquire—is a disincentive for bond purchases. Sovereign ratings act as widely 
available and internationally comparable indicators of  a country’s fiscal performance, 
collectively economizing on costs of  information collection and processing. Even 
if  a government is not issuing bonds, the rating often fulfills a function as a ‘ceiling’ 
for the private sector and its absence can negatively affect access to the international 
capital market. In addition, assessments of  sovereign creditworthiness are also taken 
into account by donors providing official development aid.

So if  you are one of  the 58 developing countries still not rated by the three 
international agencies, you remain pretty much cut off  from the many potential 
bond holders. This is unfair because an unrated country is not necessarily at the 
bottom of  the credit worthiness ranking. Contrary to popular perception, some 
of  the non-rated countries would even deserve to be considered investment grade.

Canuto et al (2011) built “shadow sovereign ratings” for those countries. 
Many unrated countries turned out to be doing quite well. Of  the 47 unrated 
countries analyzed, seven, mainly from the Caribbean and the South Pacific 
Ocean, would likely be above investment grade (BBB- through AAA). Another 
10 were likely to be in the BB category, equivalent to speculative grade; and 10 in 
the CCC or lower categories of  high and very high default risk.

This shadow rating model is no substitute for the broader, deeper analysis 
that experienced rating agencies are expected to provide, but it gives us an 
approximate idea of  where countries stand and what they need to do to improve.

There are numerous reasons for a country’s reluctance or inability to be 
‘officially’ rated—from the complexity of  the process itself  to some politicians’ 
fears of  losing control over the outcome. To overcome these disincentives, the 
international community should play a greater role in helping developing countries 
obtain ratings and even get upgraded. The benefits totally outweigh the risks.

In the meantime, the next time you equate unrated with unworthy, please 
think twice.
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17.6 Procrastination Is Costly, Action Is Priceless
The experiences during the debt crises of  the 1980s, Russia in 1998, and Argentina 

in 2001 taught us that waiting too long to restructure in situations of  clear insolvency 
can be more costly in the end. Procrastination becomes increasingly costly in such 
cases (Canuto et al, 2014). Not only does the ratio of  debt-to-GDP keep rising until a 
default or debt restructuring becomes unavoidable, but also investments and growth 
remain subdued while the debt overhang remains and everyone waits for the inevitable 
outcome.

Based on previous experiences, in situations in which countries face solvency 
problems, official intervention that includes debt restructuring may be necessary—
even if  it is a bitter political pill to swallow. Although the record of  official intervention 
in sovereign debt crises is not flattering, such interventions are more likely to succeed 
if  official money is lent at the risk-free rate, reflecting its seniority, and private creditors 
receive an upfront haircut. Such an approach would limit the costs associated with 
procrastination and increase the chances of  success by enabling a more realistic fiscal 
program to restore solvency. Countries facing sovereign and/or bank debt problems 
in the future must realize the virtue of  decisive policy action and the danger of  
procrastination.

The International Monetary Fund approach to sovereign debt restructuring has 
been revisited (IMF, 2013a). There were at least two major reasons for this: First, 
official creditors play a unique role during sovereign debt crises, since lending of  last 
resort becomes the only bridge over default and/or drastically forced adjustments 
when a country faces very restricted market access. Therefore, it made sense that a 
number of  cases in the 2010s warranted an update on what had worked well or not. 
Second, particularly in light of  the experiences of  Argentina and Greece, the previous 
framework for sovereign debt restructurings was considered in need of  fixing—
perhaps even revamping—if  it was to facilitate more orderly processes and outcomes 
in the future.

An orderly sovereign debt restructuring would place the debtor nation’s public debt 
on a sustainable trajectory, while minimizing procrastination and contagion. However, 
the experience with the debt crisis of  the 1980s, Russia 1998, Argentina 2001 and 
Greece 2010 leads one to conclude that orderly debt restructurings may remain elusive, 
even with high-powered official intervention (Canuto et al, 2014). When solvency 
problems are intractable, a combination of  an upfront haircut on private credits and 
official lending at the risk-free rate—reflecting its low risk—is the way to go.

Indeed, one of  the two main findings of  the IMF (2013a) report, according 
to Hugh Bredenkamp, then Deputy Director of  the IMF’s Policy, Strategy, and Review 
Department, is that “it appears that debt restructurings often come too late and are 
too limited to really restore debt sustainability. This can be very costly” (IMF, 2013b).

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2050277
http://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2013/042613.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2013/POL052313A.htm
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It is not always simple to judge whether a stress situation reflects insolvency 
(the present value of  primary surpluses is less than the present value of  
outstanding debt obligations) or simply lack of  liquidity (insufficient reserves to 
meet maturing debt obligations in the event that creditors do not roll these over). 
However, when a situation is clearly one of  insolvency that cannot realistically 
be remedied by raising primary surpluses, procrastinating over an adjustment of  
the present value of  outstanding debt obligations is a lose-lose scenario: the debt 
overhang harms the country’s investments and growth, while recovery prospects 
for creditors as a whole worsen if  debt continues to rise because of  high interest 
rates, not to mention the contagion to other sovereigns that may take place.

Official credit may not be helpful if  it just postpones an inevitable debt restructuring, 
regardless of  whether private creditors are bailed out. In the Greek case, for instance, 
the IMF’s ex-post evaluation of  its 2010 Stand-By Agreement acknowledged that “an 
upfront debt restructuring would have been better for Greece although this was not acceptable to the 
euro partners. A delayed debt restructuring also provided a window for private creditors to reduce 
exposures and shift debt into official hands” (IMF, 2013c).

To help ensure timely debt restructurings when they are deemed inevitable, 
the IMF paper suggests consideration of  a new multipronged approach. Besides 
increasing the rigor of  debt sustainability and market assessments and tightening 
lending policy requirements, steps should be taken to avoid bailing out private 
investors with official resources. Furthermore, measures to mitigate the hurdles 
associated with restructurings should be promoted, whenever appropriate, as an 
incentive against procrastination over debt adjustment.

The second reason for welcoming an IMF revisit is well captured in the other 
main finding of  the paper, as stated by Mr. Bredenkamp: “the current contractual, 
market-based approach to debt restructuring may be becoming less potent in overcoming 
collective action problems” (IMF, 2013b).

There is indeed a potential ‘collective action problem’ in every debt 
restructuring negotiation. Individual creditors are tempted to hold off  against 
a haircut, with the hope of  being paid in full if  other creditors indulge. The 
introduction of  collective action clauses (CACs) in debt contracts, purporting 
to make debt restructuring legally binding on all holders of  a bond—including 
those who refuse it—whenever a pre-defined supermajority agrees to a proposal 
has become the lynchpin of  attempts to deal with that collective action problem.

Experiences in the cases of  Greece and Argentina undermined confidence in 
CACs as they now exist. CACs refer to individual bond classes and leave the collective 
action problem in their ‘aggregation’ untouched. Both the Greek and Argentine 
processes of  arriving at debt resolution outcomes were hampered by the possibility 
of  distinctive holdout strategies by different groups or classes of  bondholders. As 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2013/cr13156.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2013/POL052313A.htm
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statutory approaches face strong resistance in the multilateral landscape, attention 
will most likely be focused on how to strengthen the existing contractual approach.

The bottom line? Sovereign debt insolvency happens! One must face it promptly, 
rather than sweeping it under the rug. It is therefore important to have appropriate 
mechanisms, rules and policies in place in order to deal with such a fact of  financial life.
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18.  Walking on the Wild Side: Monetary 
Policy and Prudential Regulation

The global financial crisis obliged policymakers to leave the comfort 
zone previously established, in which monetary policymaking and prudential 
regulation tended to be seen as purely rule-based and isolated. Now not only 
is a higher degree of  discretion acknowledged as inevitable, but a complex 
articulation of  the two sides is seen as necessary. Furthermore, given the dearth 
of  available benchmarks and empirical references, a learning-as-you-go process 
cannot be avoided. What an unconventional territory for policymakers to cross, 
compared to the pre-crisis orthodoxy…

18.1. Marrying Monetary Policy and Prudential Regulation
Not long ago, the separation of  financial supervision and monetary policy 

was in vogue in many countries. Some countries—like the United Kingdom and 
Australia—went so far as to unbundle these functions by assigning responsibility 
for financial stability to specialized agencies and extricating their central banks 
from financial supervisory issues altogether. In the aftermath of  the global 
financial crisis (GFC), however, financial supervision and macroeconomic 
management have been forced to reunite (Canuto and Cavallari, 2013).

This rapprochement was a consequence of  the growing recognition that 
asset-price cycles must be considered for both macroeconomic management 
and financial supervision. Prior to the crisis, asset-price cycles were seen by 
many as basically harmless or, at least, as a relatively insignificant monetary-
policy channel. Even when the frequent appearance of  asset-price bubbles was 
acknowledged, most believed that efforts to detect and prick them at an early stage 
would be impossible—and potentially harmful. Interest-rate cuts after bubbles 
burst would be a better way to safeguard the economy.

The dominant policy blueprint looked roughly as follows: monetary 
authorities’ focus on inflation-targeting in setting interest rates should suffice 
to maintain price stability and economic growth near its potential rate. As for 
financial supervision, stability would be guaranteed by ensuring that individual 
financial institutions adopt sound prudential rules that preserve capital 
cushions commensurate with their risk exposure. While central banks should 
be in charge of  maintaining adequate levels of  liquidity in the system, so-called 
‘microprudential’ financial regulation should independently oversee financial 
institutions’ soundness and the protection of  depositors.
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The crisis shattered the belief  that well designed microprudential rules 
alone are sufficient. It is now increasingly recognized that significant asset-price 
increases (for example, in real estate or existing equities) may well be reinforced 
by the pro-cyclical nature of  risk assessment embodied in those rules.

What this means is simpler than it sounds: the rising value of  collateral tends 
to be seen as offering higher repayment probabilities. Moreover, if  financial 
institutions follow their own risk assessments when estimating appropriate 
capital cushions, the costs associated with such provisions decline. Better 
repayment prospects and lower regulatory capital costs then fuel the asset-based 
financing of  further acquisition of  assets.

If  asset-price bubbles develop, balance sheets may look sound individually, 
but the entire network of  interlinked asset-liability structures will become 
increasingly dependent on overvalued collateral, and thus vulnerable to financial 
contagion. The unraveling of  such a network—through panic and runs on 
financial institutions, asset fire sales, credit crunches, and the like—then becomes 
a nightmare for financial supervisors and monetary authorities alike.

Moreover, systemic risks potentially created during periods of  booming asset 
prices escape the purview of  macroprudential rules. In the advanced economies 
at the core of  the GFC, the rules, implicit or explicit, of  strict inflation-targeting 
regimes led monetary authorities to stay put while a massive pyramid of  debt 
was built on a base of  overvalued collateral. Now financial risks are deemed to 
be sufficiently important for macroeconomic management to warrant regulatory 
arrangements going beyond that of  the microprudential supervisor.

With respect to financial supervision, there has been increasing support 
since the GFC for countercyclical capital requirements, at least for banks. 
Capital buffers to absorb losses during the downturn of  the cycle can be more 
easily built during the upswing. Furthermore, by raising regulatory capital costs 
in boom times, some counterweight to the pro-cyclical bias intrinsic to financial 
systems would be introduced.

Such countercyclical capital requirements are likely to be added to the toolkit 
of  macroprudential rules and policies, the use of  which has risen as enthusiasm 
for light-touch financial supervision has faded. Those tools include caps, linked 
to borrowers’ characteristics, on loan-to-value ratios; direct limits on currency 
and maturity mismatches in financial institutions’ balance sheets; limits on their 
balance sheets’ interconnectedness; and minimum reserve requirements for 
specific financial instruments.

Beyond capital rules, however, monetary policy and financial supervision 
must cooperate very closely on liquidity management, particularly through credit 
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mechanisms. Given the demonstrated ability of  modern financial systems to 
create (and destroy) liquidity endogenously—via financial innovation and global 
mobility—financial and macroeconomic stability may become more difficult to 
achieve if  monetary instruments and macroprudential tools are not used in a 
consistent manner. Policy harmonization, rather than fragmentation, seems to 
be the key to happy cyclical endings.

Clearly, global financial integration and the linkages between the financial 
and the real sides of  economies are sources of  huge policy challenges. This is 
now beyond doubt, after what we saw in the run-up to and the unfolding of  
the 2008 GFC. Therefore, the established wisdom regarding monetary policies 
and prudential regulation has been subject to a deep critical review, including the 
demise of  the belief  that they should be maintained as fully independent functions.

The issue is particularly relevant in the case of  emerging markets (EMs), 
where those policy challenges associated with macro-financial linkages are even 
greater than in advanced economies (ACs). At the same time, the circumstances 
of  the post-2008 global financial setting have forced emerging markets to 
navigate uncharted territories, by combining monetary policies and prudential 
regulation in ways about which there is still missing knowledge and a lack of  
cumulative experiences. 

18.2. Asset Price Dynamics Matter, Especially for Emerging 
Markets

As discussed in chapter 4, asset prices and leverage by financial institutions 
are at the center of  the interaction between finance and the real economy, and the 
main conduit through which booms and busts are generated or amplified. Banks 
and other financial intermediaries can easily extend their balance sheets when asset 
prices are rising, further fueling asset price booms, with a corresponding feedback 
loop on those balance sheets. Banks resort to funding with non-core liabilities—
different from those on which banks draw during normal times, such as retail 
deposits by households—increasing exposure to balance-sheet weaknesses or 
mismatches on liquidity, maturity, and/or foreign exchange (Shin, 2013).

Systemic risks are also cross-sectional, arising from the growing 
interconnectedness of  financial institutions and markets during booms (Acharya, 
2013). Financial innovation, growth of  non-regulated ‘shadow-banking’ 
activities, and complex chains of  financial intermediation facilitate the build-up 
of  an increasingly vulnerable pyramid of  assets-liabilities. This can potentially 
drag down the real economy once that pyramid starts to crumble.

http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH01_17-56.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH02_57-90.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH02_57-90.pdf
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One may think that these challenges are the domain of  advanced economies 
and their sophisticated financial systems. After all, that is where the global financial 
boom-bust originated. Think twice. As shown by Claessens and Ghosh (2013), 
emerging market economies (EMs) must cope with even greater challenges when 
it comes to managing the implications of  macro-financial linkages, particularly 
because those linkages have the their propensity to heighten booms and busts. 

There are two reasons for this. First, EMs are more likely to suffer shocks, 
such as commodity-price and terms-of-trade shocks, as well as surges and sudden 
stops in capital flows. It is not only a matter of  frequency, but also of  magnitude 
relative to domestic economies and the size and depth of  their financial markets. 
As Canuto and Ghosh (2013) remarked:

“On average, total net private capital flows relative to M2 [a measure of  the 
quantity of  money in an economy] over 2000-10 has been some factor 100 times 
that for advanced countries (ACs). As a share of  local capital markets, financial 
flows in EMs are thus much larger than in ACs, and certainly more volatile. Also 
foreign bank presence is greater—more than double—in EMs than in ACs. 
Unsurprisingly, therefore, shocks to capital flows and foreign banks’ operations 
can have significant impacts on EMs’ domestic financial and real sectors. Perhaps 
more importantly, the amplification of  shocks tends to be larger in EMs.”

Second, structural and institutional features typical of  most EMs tend to 
amplify and propagate shocks. Despite substantial progress since the 1990s, 
the overall quality of  regulatory institutions, the strength and enforceability of  
legal regimes, market discipline upon financial institutions, levels of  information 
disclosure and transparency, corporate governance arrangements, the width 
of  investor bases, the availability of  hedging instruments, and other financial-
sector supporting factors still have room to grow. In such a context, investor 
confidence is prone to fluctuate more violently before and after shocks.

Claessens and Ghosh (2013) identified capital inflows and their potential 
for sudden stops as main sources of  risk and shock for emerging markets. 
They also showed empirically that the interaction of  real and financial cycles 
tends to be sharper in EMs than in advanced economies, with both recessions 
and recoveries more often overlapping with financial events. Furthermore, the 
real-side impact is much greater. From1960 to 2012, cumulative GDP losses 
associated with different adverse financial events were typically higher in EMs 
(Figure 18.1). Even when asset price-led cycles are not generated within EMs, 
they tend to be affected the most due to capital flows.

http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH03_91-118.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_Overview_01-16.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH03_91-118.pdf
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Figure 18.1: Cumulative Output Losses Associated with 
Different Adverse Financial Events

Source: Canuto and Ghosh (2013).

18.3. Should Monetary Policy React to Asset Prices?
Before the crisis, the policy paradigm used to look like this: central banks 

around the world would focus on inflation-targeting and on setting interest rates, 
while financial regulation would be left to specialized, ad-hoc agencies. The 
primary role of  central banks was be to maintain price stability and economic 
growth. On their side, financial regulators, through prudential rules, would 
ensure the soundness of  financial institutions and protect depositors.

Asset-price cycles had been a concern for many years but were seen as a 
separate issue that was not a monetary policy concern. Even when the frequent 
appearance of  asset price bubbles started to be acknowledged, the belief  was—
the so-called ‘Greenspan-Bernanke approach’—that attempts to detect and 
prick them at an early stage would be impossible and potentially harmful. If  
necessary, mopping up after the burst of  a bubble through interest rate cuts to 
help economic recovery would be safer (Canuto and Cavallari, 2013).

Low and stable inflation was considered a necessary and sufficient condition 
for stable growth with moderate unemployment. It could be pursued, inter 
alia, through an inflation targeting framework, using interest rates and clear 

https://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_Overview_01-16.pdf
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communication rules to achieve a pre-defined inflation objective, as the single 
focus for monetary authorities. Stable inflation would also result in low risk 
premiums, which together with competition and prudential rules in financial 
markets would help to achieve financial stability. The ‘Great Moderation’ in 
developed economies, with relatively low inflation rates and small output 
fluctuations from the mid-1980s onward, seemed to vindicate that confidence.

As we now know, this world of  presumed stable monetary and financial 
conditions was severely shaken by the GFC. With the benefit of  hindsight, it is 
easy to see the lessons. Asset price booms and busts were acknowledged to be both 
pervasive and harmful: real estate and stock-market booms contributed to excess 
U.S. household debt and to fragile asset-liability structures, the interconnectedness 
of  financial firms’ balance sheets, and the danger of  too-big-to-fail institutions.  
The rapid global transmission of  an asset-price bust pushed the world economy 
to the edge of  quasi-collapse—as discussed in chapter 4. Definitely, monetary 
policymakers can no longer neglect—or belittle—the dynamics of  asset prices.

But was it lax monetary policy that led to the creation of  such bubbles 
and then to financial instability? Some say yes (Taylor, 2009); others say no. 
For Svensson (2010), for example, the financial crisis was caused by factors 
other than monetary policy; monetary policy and financial-stability policy are 
distinct—it was the latter that failed.

But if  financial stability is indeed a legitimate concern for a central bank, then 
should we integrate a ‘financial variable’ (e.g. an asset-price indicator) into the 
monetary policy framework? More specifically, should policymakers incorporate 
indicators of  financial stability into a central bank’s reaction function? Should 
they react automatically to variations in asset prices—or some associated 
variable, such as credit expansion—as they do under inflation targeting regimes 
in the case of  variations in output gaps and inflation?

The emerging consensus seems to be that credit-fueled bubbles (e.g. real 
estate) should be differentiated from equity-type bubbles. While the former 
frequently carry with them the seeds of  systemic crises, the latter often undergo 
a more limited process of  correction and price adjustment.  Blinder (2010), 
for instance, argued that “a distinction should be drawn between credit-fueled 
bubbles (such as the house price bubble) and equity-type bubbles in which 
credit plays only a minor role (such as the tech stock bubble)”. In this view, the 
‘mop-up-afterwards’ approach is still appropriate for equity bubbles not fueled 
by borrowing, but the central bank should try to limit credit-based bubbles—
though probably more with regulatory instruments than with interest rates. This 
attitude may eventually become the new consensus on how to deal with asset-
price bubbles. Indeed, Bernanke (2010) came close to endorsing it.
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On the other hand, in any case it is often recommended not to treat asset 
prices on the same footing as the other components of  monetary-policy decision 
rules, like output gaps and expected inflation of  goods and services. After all:

“(…) even the best leading indicators of  asset price busts are imperfect—in 
the process of  trying to reduce the probability of  a dangerous bust, central banks 
may raise costly false alarms. Also, rigid reactions to indicators and inflexible 
use of  policy tools will likely lead to policy mistakes. Discretion is required (our 
emphasis)” (IMF, World Economic Outlook Oct. 2009:116).

18.4. How to Implement Monetary Policy and Prudential 
Regulation in a Complementary Way?

Neglect of  asset prices by monetary policymakers was not the only established 
practice to be over-ruled. Prior to the global financial crisis, financial stability was 
taken for granted provided that individual financial institutions adopted sound 
prudential rules, maintaining adequate levels of  capital commensurate with the types 
and levels of  risks they faced. In that context, the responsibility for such prudential 
regulation was left independent and isolated from monetary policymaking.

The crisis shattered this view. Prudential tools concerned with ensuring 
the soundness of  individual institutions and the protection of  depositors were 
shown insufficient for financial stability and the avoidance of  financial crises. 
Sound risk management of  individual financial institutions is not enough to 
guarantee sound management of  system-wide risk.

Why? Despite well-designed prudential rules at the level of  individual 
institutions, there might be spillovers and externalities across institutions that 
affect the financial system as a whole (e.g. bank panics, fire sales of  assets and 
credit crunches). Either because of  inter-linkages among balance sheets of  
financial institutions and/or of  contagion in terms of  confidence, risks taken 
by single financial institutions may end up affecting the entire financial system.

That might come, for example, from the system’s characteristics: a financial 
system composed of  large, interconnected firms is likely to produce moral hazard 
in the face of  the (now) standard too-big-to-fail dilemma for policymakers. Even if  
all firms are soundly regulated, the possibility of  one failure in this inter-connected 
system creates contagion and negative externalities for the whole system. But this 
can also happen in a very different context, say in a system composed of  small 
and independent, perfectly regulated and unconnected financial firms. It suffices 
that all firms use the same risk-assessment model that might be flawed by not 
considering a specific tail event. If  this event materializes, the whole system could 
collapse, regardless of  its apparent robustness and lack of  connectedness.
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Other examples of  why institution-level prudential tools are insufficient can 
be found in the mortgage industry. Despite a number of  consumer protection 
rules to limit over-borrowing and industry guidelines on scrutinizing borrowers’ 
willingness and ability to pay, the extension of  mass lending for real estate has 
been an almost universal feature of  credit booms in all countries.

Asset-price cycles—and the corresponding likelihood of  full-blown financial 
crises—may well establish a feedback loop with pro-cyclical risk assessments 
present in traditional prudential rules. Suppose, for example, that there is a 
widespread increase in house prices because of  a demand shock. The rise in 
the value of  real estate as collateral tends to raise the repayment probability 
for housing loans, which reduces the lending rate charged by credit suppliers. 
Additionally, if  financial institutions follow their own assessments of  risks when 
estimating appropriate ratios between capital and risk-weighted assets to be 
held, capital costs associated with such credits decline. Reduced borrowing costs 
stimulate borrowing for investment purposes in the economy at large, most likely 
leading to further bouts of  house-price hikes. If  house-price bubbles develop, 
there will be a whole network of  larger interlinked balance sheets, dependent on 
overvalued collateral, although individually balance sheets (including those of  
individual home owners) may look sound.

Therefore, there is a need for a macroprudential regulation (concerned with 
ensuring the stability of  the financial system as a whole and the mitigation of  
risks to the real economy). Macroprudential regulation aims to make the overall 
incentive structure for financial firms coherent and consistent so that the above-
mentioned externalities are internalized by the system. The idea is to design 
a set of  principles and rules that can reduce each institution’s contribution to 
systemic risk and that smooth the financial cycle (i.e. reducing the systemic risk 
that inherently builds up in booms and has damaging consequences in slumps 
since leverage, risk-taking, credit, and asset prices are pro-cyclical and crises 
typically follow booms).

In fact, prudential regulation and monetary policy are now seen as 
complementary. Neither one can on its own replace the other. The combined use 
of  both tends to be more effective than standalone implementation of  either. 
After all, financial risks are now seen as important enough for macroeconomic 
management to deserve stronger regulation that goes beyond that of  specialized 
agencies. If  an economy is to pursue macroeconomic and financial stability, 
monetary policymakers should at least coordinate with financial supervisors to 
ensure financial regulation and monetary policies are consistent and implemented 
in an coherent way.
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Reflecting the two distinctive types of  macrofinancial risks illustrated above, 
macroprudential instruments can either assume a time series or a cross-section 
dimension. When systemic behavior over time is considered, the key issue is how 
risks can be amplified by interactions within the financial system and between 
the financial system and the real economy. On the other hand, the cross-section 
dimension relates to the common exposure of  institutions at each point in time. 
Correlated assets, or even counterparty interrelations, create such a link among 
financial institutions.

In the time series dimension of  macroprudential issues, monetary policy and 
macroprudential tools can clearly be complementary in reducing pro-cyclicality. 
However, the scope for joint calibration may be less obvious in the case of  
cross-sectional macroprudential regulation in which the calibration must be 
conducted using a top-down approach.

A rule of  thumb for integrating monetary policy and macroprudential 
regulation may be to retain some division of  labor, even if  a more direct 
combination is considered the best way to go. Fine-tuning via monetary policy 
should be favored when stability issues are of  a homogeneous and reversible 
nature. Moreover, macroprudential instruments tend to be more demanding 
in terms of  implementation lags and transaction costs to financial institutions, 
whereas movements in short-term interest rates are faster, simpler to carry out 
and easier to communicate to the general public.

Emerging markets and other capital-receiving economies face an additional 
challenge: compared to purely domestic asset-price cycles, do cross-border 
capital flows and the potential transmission of  asset-price booms and busts 
impose additional layers of  complexity? Based on overwhelming evidence, the 
answer is yes. Not by chance, as already mentioned, capital inflows and their 
potential for sudden stops are clearly the main sources of  risk and shocks for 
emerging markets.

Capital flow management policies can be part of  regulators’ toolkits 
when looking to address macroeconomic and financial instability risks. This is 
particularly the case in economies subject to significant spillovers from asset-
price cycles and policies from abroad, and in which the macroprudential and 
monetary policies are insufficient to ring-fence the economy. However, given the 
short life and usually low effectiveness of  capital controls, more conventional 
policies should be explored first before considering this remedy.
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18.5. Brazil, Korea: Two Tales of Macroprudential Regulation
Let’s summarize up to here. The pervasiveness and relevance of  asset-price 

booms and busts in modern economies has now been fully acknowledged. 
The case for combining prudential regulation and monetary policy in a 
complementary pursuit of  financial and macroeconomic stability, rather than 
their use in isolation, is now firmly established. This is a key issue particularly 
for policymakers in emerging markets, where the interaction between real and 
financial cycles tends to be sharper than in advanced economies, with both 
recessions and recoveries more often overlapping with financial events and 
much larger real-side impacts.

The devil is in the details, however. As we have illustrated, there are still 
serious questions about how to proceed with the complementary use of  
prudential regulation and monetary policy. While there are already lessons from 
emerging markets’ use of  the macroprudential toolkit, more experience and 
analysis, particularly on its interaction with monetary policy is needed.

Case studies of  the experiences of  Brazil and Korea can help fill that gap. 
They offer complementary examples of  the learning-as-you-go process, by 
which the various components of  macroprudential regulation are put in place. 
This contrasts with the advanced stage of  policymaking and blueprints that have 
been attained on the monetary-policy front.

Furthermore, those country experiences also illustrate how both the time-
series and cross-section dimensions of  macrofinancial risks must be on the radar 
of  policymakers. Brazil and Korea present seemingly opposite but complementary 
examples of  the relevance of  taking both dimensions into account.

Consider that after the 2008 global financial crisis, Brazilian policymakers 
deployed macroprudential policies in articulation with monetary policy when 
jointly pursuing anti-inflation and financial stability objectives. The economy had 
over-rebounded and started to exhibit signs of  overheating in 2010 as a result of  
fiscal and monetary policies implemented after the global shock. Global liquidity, 
high commodity prices and strong capital inflows further fueled aggregate 
demand expansion through domestic credit—which had been rising already at 
high rates since 2005. It was clearly an opportunity for appropriately combining 
monetary and prudential instruments in unidirectional retrenching, avoiding 
simultaneous build-up of  both inflation and financial fragility. After all, any use 
of  either monetary or prudential policies on their own in those circumstances 
might have led to contradictory and self-defeating impacts in terms of  those two 
objectives: simply hiking interest rates would attract more capital inflows; and 
restraining credit supply with no policy interest rate increase would lead to the 
channeling of  demand for credit to other intermediation vehicles.

http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH06_179-226.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH07_227-280.pdf
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Instead, there was a combination of  policy interest rate hikes and an 
announced fiscal tightening along with several macroprudential policies. These 
included: higher bank reserve requirements to curb the transmission of  excessive 
global liquidity to domestic credit markets; stronger terms for specific segments 
of  the credit market to stem the deterioration in the quality of  loan origination; 
reserve requirements imposed on banks’ short spot foreign exchange positions; 
and taxes applied to specific types of  capital inflows to correct imbalances in the 
foreign exchange market and to dampen intensified, volatile inflows of  capital.

Those measures succeeded in slowing the growth of  household credit to a 
more sustainable pace. Nevertheless, partly as a consequence of  a second phase 
of  the GFC associated with political and policy stalemates in the US and the 
Eurozone (Canuto, 2013) and partly because of  domestic developments, Brazilian 
policymakers were pushed to not only suddenly reverse their monetary-policy 
stance in 2011, but also felt the need to rapidly fine-tune their macroprudential 
toolkit, given the unevenness of  results. Reflecting on this period, Pereira da 
Silva and Harris (2013) noted that:

“Most of  the macro prudential measures applied in Brazil since 2010 related 
to the time dimension of  systemic risk, in other words to “leaning against the wind” 
and dealing with the cyclicality of  the financial system. However, experience gained 
from the 2008 crisis has illustrated that, as the financial system becomes more 
complex and sophisticated, risks can arise not only in a single sector but also as an 
interlinked, system-wide issue. In fact, the Brazilian financial system is characterized 
by a high degree of  conglomeration and concentration. (…) Therefore, another 
challenge is to develop effective indicators and to monitor cross sectional risks related 
to the interconnectedness of  the financial system and the real economy.”

Korea meanwhile acquired some experience with several macroprudential 
policy instruments much much in advance of  the 2008 global financial crisis. 
Liquidity ratio regulations were long in place in response to the 1997 financial 
crisis. Furthermore, as signals of  euphoria in the housing market became clear 
in the 2000s, loan-to-value and debt-to-income control ratios were also enacted. 
But unlike Brazil, Korea lacked specific measures aimed at the time-series risk 
dimension. This left loopholes for banks to raise excessive leverage through 
funding with ‘non-core liabilities’—i.e. instruments banks would not draw on 
during normal times, such as retail deposits by households—leading to a round 
of  crisis-like events in 2008. As Jong Kyu Lee (2013) pointed out regarding the 
focus of  Korea’s regulation on ratios:

“(…) a liquidity ratio is unable to fully and flexibly reflect all aspects 
of  structural changes in the related financial markets and cannot prevent 
accumulation of  financial imbalance. Reliance on a few ratios, (…) even though 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/otaviano-canuto/goodbye-financial-enginee_b_1760545.html
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH06_179-226.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH06_179-226.pdf
http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/Poverty documents/EMERGING_WB_CH07_227-280.pdf
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applied from the [macroprudential policy] perspective is not sufficient for securing 
financial stability.”

Let me highlight three of  many lessons stemming from Brazil’s and Korea’s 
experiences.

First, while some division of  labor between monetary policy and 
macroprudential regulation may be maintained in their combined application as 
suggested in the previous item, policymakers need to make sure that prudential 
policies are mutually consistent and comprehensive enough to avoid regulatory 
arbitrage and exploration of  loopholes. Second, a balance must be struck between 
the need for policies to be ahead of  the curve, and the fact that learning-as-you-
go is unavoidable.

Finally, communication by policymakers becomes trickier as they move from 
the clarity of  rule-based monetary policy to its combination with macroprudential 
regulation. In the case of  Brazil, for example, markets required an extraordinary 
effort from the central bank to clarify that macroprudential regulations were being 
implemented as a complement to—rather than a substitute for—monetary policy.
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19.  Central Banks and Climate Change - from 
Black to Green Swans

Last year, extreme weather events associated with climate change—floods, 
violent storms, droughts, and forest fires –occurred on all inhabited continents. 
In at least seven cases, damages exceeded US$ 10 billion, according to a report 
by Christian Aid (2019).

Regardless of  lingering skepticism about the extent to which human action 
is responsible for global warming, the fact is that the average global temperature 
at sea and on land has been rising since the 1970s, with a greater range of  
variations and extremes (Figure 19.1).

Figure 19.1—Change in global average temperature relative 
to 1880-1900

Source: Rudebusch (2019). 

As a result of  the rise in temperatures, extreme weather events have become 
more frequent. Figure 19.2 shows the global increase in natural catastrophes and 
the proportion of  insured losses since 1980: 

https://mediacentre.christianaid.org.uk/strongnew-report-2019-saw-world-counting-the-cost-of-climate-breakdown-strong/
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Figure 19.2 - Increase in the number of extreme weather 
events and their insurance (1980-2018)

Source: Bolton et al (2020) (data from MunichRe, The Natural Disasters of  2018 in Figures)

Although with different degrees of  urgency and coverage, central banks are 
proposing to consider climate change issues as relevant to their functions. In 
December 2017, , 50 central banks (not including the U.S. Federal Reserve) created 
the Network of  Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System 
(NGFS), a network for mutual consultation on environmental risk management 
practices and those associated with climate change. Christine Lagarde, president of  
the European Central Bank (ECB) since November 2019, has stated that climate 
change policies will be a “crucial mission” during her mandate.

There are three possible justifications for central banks to engage with the 
topic: risks to financial stability, the impact on growth and inflation, and the use 
of  central banks’ firepower to mitigate climate change. The first—and most 
obvious—is the set of  risks to financial stability potentially brought about by 
natural disasters. This is particularly the case for financial sectors including 
banking and insurance.

According to the Institute of  International Finance (IIF, 2019)——more 
than US$ 2.5 trillion in global financial assets in 2016 were subject to some kind 
of  risk derived from the impacts of  climate change. As the first NGFS (2019) 
report noted:

“Climate-related risks are a source of  financial risk and it therefore falls 
squarely within the mandates of  central banks and supervisors to ensure the 
financial system is resilient to these risks.”

https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/climate-change-and-natural-disasters/natural-disasters/the-natural-disasters-of-2018-in-figures.html
https://www.ngfs.net/en/about-us/governance/origin-and-purpose
https://www.ft.com/content/eafee5dc-2e52-11ea-bc77-65e4aa615551
https://www.iif.com/
https://www.ngfs.net/en/first-comprehensive-report-call-action
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It is necessary to distinguish between two types of  financial risk in this 
context. First, there are physical risks, that is, threats to the value of  assets 
resulting from climate shocks—the most intense and frequent extreme weather 
events including floods, droughts, hurricanes and other types of  storms—and 
from trends including rising sea levels, rising temperatures, and melting polar ice 
caps. Such physical risks include potential direct losses on assets, and also their 
indirect impacts on global value chains and repair costs.

There are also the financial risks arising from the climate change mitigation 
strategies that may be implemented, called “transition risks”. The move to a low-
carbon economy will change the allocation of  resources, the technologies in use 
and the construction of  infrastructure. Consequently, the strategies adopted will 
have consequences for the value of  company assets. Just think, for example, of  
the effects of  carbon taxes, or of  the acceleration of  the transition to renewable 
energy on resources and activities that would be directly impacted. 

Figure 20.3 provides a snapshot of  financial risks associated with climate change:

Figure 20.3 - Channels and spillovers for materialization of 
physical and transition risks

Source: Bolton et al (2020) It is also worth noting that the risks associated with climate change 
could also bring opportunities. According to growth models estimates from IIF (2019), a 
transition to a low-carbon economy could eliminate climate damage equivalent to nearly 2% 
of  the GDP of  the group of  G20 countries by 2050. The Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) suggests that what it calls a “decisive transition” could 
raise GDP, in the long run, by up to 2.8% on average in the G20 countries.
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In addition to financial risks and stability, a second reason why central 
bankers are focusing their attention on climate change is the potential impact on 
economic growth and inflation and, therefore, on their monetary policy decisions. 
ECB president Christine Lagarde alluded to the possibility of  including the 
impacts of  climate change on the eurozone economy in the institution’s models 
and assessments. 

The Federal Reserve officially considers climate change to be a negligible 
macroeconomic risk in the medium term. Nonetheless, as acknowledged by 
Rudebusch (2019), from the Federal Reserve Bank of  San Francisco:

“In coming decades, climate change—and efforts to limit that change and 
adapt to it—will have increasingly important effects on the U.S. economy. These 
effects and their associated risks are relevant considerations for the Federal Reserve 
in fulfilling its mandate for macroeconomic and financial stability.”

Lael Brainard (2019), a member of  the Board of  Governors of  the Federal 
Reserve System, noted:

“Climate risks are projected to have profound effects on the U.S. economy 
and financial system. To fulfill our core responsibilities, it will be important for the 
Federal Reserve to study the implications of  climate change for the economy and 
the financial system and to adapt our work accordingly.”

The third area of    potential central bank engagement with the issue of  climate 
change is subject to less consensus. It is about using their balance sheets to 
favor climate mitigation. For example, central banks could give special treatment 
to green bonds in their asset acquisition programs, turning quantitative easing 
(QE) into a “quantitative greening” (Buiter, 2020). Despite opposition from 
members of  the ECB—such as the president of  the Bundesbank, the German 
central bank—Christine Lagarde has referred to a role of  the ECB in supporting 
the European Union’s economic strategy, which includes the need to mitigate 
climate change.

Regardless of  the extent to which individual central banks take action in 
these three areas, they can no longer ignore the issue of  climate change. As 
noted in the book “The Green Swan” (Bolton et al, 2020), there is a:

“… growing realization that climate change is a source of  financial (and 
price) instability: it is likely to generate physical risks related to climate damages, 
and transition risks related to potentially disordered mitigation strategies. Climate 
change therefore falls under the remit of  central banks, regulators and supervisors, 
who are responsible for monitoring and maintaining financial stability.”

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20191108a.htm
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/central-banks-go-green-by-willem-buiter-1-2020-01?a_la=english&a_d=5e0de561f3b95e28247c8fd4&a_m=&a_a=click&a_s=&a_p=%2Fcolumnist%2Fwillem-buiter-1&a_li=central-banks-go-green-by-willem-buiter-1-2020-01&a_pa=columnist-commentaries&a_ps=
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp31.pdf
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The book’s title refers to a “green swan” as an adaptation of  the concept of  
“black swan”, popularized in finance after Taleb (2007). Black swan events are 
rare and unexpected events, with low probability but heavy impacts, which are 
fully understandable only after they happen. By their very nature, they do not 
fit into the normal and known framework. “Climate change can lead to ‘green 
swan’ events and be the cause of  the next systemic financial crisis”, note Bolton 
et al (2020).
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20. Development through Gender Equality5

Brazilian conditional cash transfers are small amounts of  money the 
government distributes directly to very poor households on condition that their 
children attend school and are vaccinated. The money goes to the women of  the 
household, because research undertaken in the 1990s—and later confirmed in 
other countries—showed an increase in babies’ height and weight when women 
have more control over household income. Greater control over household 
resources by women can strengthen an economy where poverty dominates, 
as spending patterns tend to be shaped in ways that benefit children. There is 
also strong evidence that improvements in women’s education and health are 
associated with better outcomes for their children.

Women earn some 22% less in salary than their male counterparts in Brazil, 
and their access to credit is limited. In Africa, for instance, women receive 1% 
of  total credit going to agriculture though they represent a majority of  workers 
in the sector. In addition, the risk women face of  dying from maternal causes 
in developing countries is 13 times higher than in industrialized nations (World 
Bank, 2012).

Reducing gender inequality can boost economic growth in surprising ways. 
Most analyses of  infrastructure investment focus on the ways it can lift growth 
by reducing the time and resources wasted in production and transportation. 
However, its gender-asymmetric effects in poor countries are less well-known. 
More and better access to rural roads, water and power grids reduce the time 
mothers allocate to household chores and raise the time allocated to work 
outside the home, human capital accumulation, and/or child-rearing. More time 
given to child-rearingThe latter leads to improved health in both childhood and 
adulthood. Crucially, the increase in time devoted to human capital accumulation 
raises women’s bargaining power, which translates into a stronger family 
preference for girls’ education and children’s health, an increase in the average 
share of  family income spent on children, and a weaker preference for current 
consumption.

There is also the productivity effect of  reducing gender inequality of  
opportunities. In 2012, the World Bank (2012) estimated that labor productivity 
could rise by up to 25% in some developing countries if  barriers to women 
working in certain sectors or occupations were scrapped. It pointed out that 
maize yields would rise by almost one-sixth in Malawi and Ghana if  women 
farmers were given the same access as men to fertilizers and other inputs.

5  This chapter is based on Agenor and Canuto (2013), Canuto (2018), and Tavares and Canuto (2019).
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World Bank (2012) also cited an example from India. Giving power to 
women at the local level led to increases in the provision of  public goods, such 
as water and sanitation, which mattered more to women.

Some aspects of  gender inequality in developing economies—like educational 
enrolment and labor force participation—have diminished during the last few 
decades. Formal rights and constitutional guarantees for women have advanced 
in some countries. However, there is still much scope to boost economic growth 
through policies orientated to reducing inequality.

20.1. Why Investing in Women Matters
No country or economy can achieve its potential while critical gaps persist 

between men and women. As half  the world’s population, women have an 
equal role in driving economic growth and sustainable development. However, 
their contribution remains far below its potential, thwarted by gender-specific 
constraints.

Women’s full participation in the labor force and earning potential is limited 
by formal and informal gender-specific barriers in nearly every country. This 
includes legal barriers to employment and earning opportunities affecting 
over 2.7 billion women globally, as Women, Business and the Law data and 
research shows (Figure 20.1). According to a 2018 IMF staff  study, despite 
progress, female labor-force participation remains lower than that of  men’s, with 
no advanced or middle-income economy having reduced the gender gap below 
7 percentage points (Ostry et al, 2018). ILO (2018) showed that women are less 
likely to participate in the labor market and are more likely to be unemployed 
in most parts of  the world, with significant potential GDP growth increases 
across the world if  participation rates were closed by a mere 25% (Figure 20.2). 
In addition, gender wage gaps are high, and women are overrepresented in the 
informal sector and among the poor.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29498/9781464812521.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29498/9781464812521.pdf
https://www.imf.org/~/media/Files/Publications/SDN/2018/SDN1806.ashx
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/---publ/documents/publication/wcms_619577.pdf
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Figure 20.1: Gender Equality in Labor Law is Associated with 
More Women Working and Earning More Relative to Men.

Source: World Bank (2018). 

As a result of  gender-specific barriers, World Bank estimates show that 
women account for less than 40% of  global human capital wealth, with global 
losses amounting to $160 trillion in wealth because of  differences in lifetime 
earnings between men and women. The uneven playing field between women 
and men comes at a significant economic cost as it hampers productivity and 
weighs on growth (Lagarde and Ostry, 2018).

Figure 20.2: Potential GDP Growth Increase if Women’s 
Participation Rates Were Increased by 25%.

Source: ILO (2018).

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29865
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29865
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/multimedia/maps-and-charts/enhanced/WCMS_556526/lang--en/index.htm
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Research by McKinsey (2016) additionally shows that the share of  women’s 
care work that goes uncompensated amounts to an estimated value of  $10 trillion, 
or 13% of  global GDP. Evidence from McKinsey (2018) further documents that 
the lack of  parity for women in the workforce, including in wages, career growth 
opportunities and in leadership positions, also hurts business and economic 
growth.

There is ample evidence that when women are able to develop their full 
labor-market potential, there can be significant macroeconomic gains (Elborgh-
Woytek et al, 2013). The employment of  women on an equal basis would allow 
companies to make better use of  the available talent pool, with potential growth 
implications. Closing gaps to women’s economic participation by reducing 
barriers to women in the workplace would significantly boost welfare and growth 
(Figure 20.3), while equal access to inputs would raise the productivity of  female-
owned companies. Agénor et al (2014) and Agénor and Canuto (2015) detailed 
several channels through which gender equality affects macroeconomic growth.

Agénor and Canuto (2015) illustrated the impact of  lowering gender 
inequality on raising Brazil’s economic growth. Suppose a government 
successfully implements anti-discrimination laws that lead to the elimination of  
gender bias against women in the workplace. Using Brazil’s data, the model-
based calculations of  Agénor and Canuto (2015) suggested an ‘equal work, equal 
pay’ policy could add up to 0.2 percentage points to a country’s annual GDP 
growth rate. This is just the direct effect of  increases in women’s take-home pay, 
not considering other effects on the allocation of  talent and the production of  
human capital.

Using their model, Agénor and Canuto (2015) simulated the effects of  a 
budget-neutral increase in government spending on infrastructure. Calculations 
suggest that an increase of  one percentage point of  GDP could add between 0.5 
and 0.9 percentage points to Brazil’s annual rate of  output growth, once direct 
and indirect effects—most notably through changes in women’s time allocation 
and their bargaining power over family resources—are accounted for.

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/gender-equality/miles-to-go-stepping-up-progress-toward-gender-equality
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business Functions/Organization/Our Insights/Delivering through diversity/Delivering-through-diversity_full-report.ashx
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0954349X14000319
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0164070414001189
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Figure 20.3: Economic Gains. Reducing Barriers to Women in 
the Workplace Significantly Boosts Welfare and Growth (%)

Source: Ostry et al (2018).

In designing macroeconomic policy for promoting growth, gender-specific 
constraints should be taken into account, as policy goals can be thwarted if  
gender effects are not taken into consideration (Seguino, 2019). This could 
further enhance the potential impact of  policy in boosting economic activity 
through increasing women’s economic participation.

20.2. Equality of Opportunity is Key to Women’s Economic 
Participation

Ensuring equal opportunity in access to jobs and entrepreneurship and 
enabling improvements in the productivity of  their work is key to boosting 
women’s economic participation. This includes removing gender-discriminatory 
laws and creating a regulatory framework that enables women’s labor-force 
participation and business ownership.

Access to opportunities is a major source of  gender inequality (Klasen 1999). 
In addition, restrictions on women’s rights to inheritance and property, as well 
as legal impediments to undertaking economic activities, are strongly associated 
with larger gender gaps in labor-force participation.

https://doi.org/10.1080/13545701.2019.1609691
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According to World Bank (2018), women in many parts of  the world still face 
discriminatory laws and regulations at every point in their economically active 
life. Globally, over 2.7 billion women are legally restricted from having the same 
choice of  jobs as men, and in 59 economies no laws exist on sexual harassment 
at work, leaving more than 500 million women unprotected. Additionally, in 
75 economies, women’s property rights are constrained; and in five countries 
women are not allowed to register a business in the same way as a man. Women’s 
financial inclusion is also impacted by legal barriers. In 62% of  countries, no 
laws exist to prohibit gender-based discrimination in financial services. And 
still today, the World Bank (2018) research  shows that women are accorded 
only three-quarters of  the legal rights that men enjoy globally, constraining their 
ability to get jobs or start businesses and make choices that are best for them, 
their families, and their communities.

On the other hand, where women have equal opportunities to access jobs, 
more women work and earn relative to men, and where they have access to 
property, they can leverage finance to start and grow businesses. Over the last ten 
years, considerable progress has been made in improving laws and regulations to 
promote women’s economic inclusion. This includes, for example, 35 countries 
that implemented legal protections against sexual harassment at work, protecting 
nearly two billion more women than a decade ago; 22 economies that removed 
restrictions on women’s work, reducing the likelihood that women are kept out 
of  working in certain sectors of  the economy; and 13 economies that introduced 
laws mandating equal remuneration for work of  equal value.

But much faster progress is needed if  gender equality is to be achieved in 
the next ten years. According to the World Economic Forum (2018), at current 
rates of  progress, it may take another 202 years to close the economic gender 
gap globally.

Ultimately, it is clear from the evidence that inequality, both in terms of  
income and gender, impede growth (Hakura et al, 2016). Given that barriers to 
women’s economic participation are somewhat mitigated in countries that have 
achieved higher levels of  gender equality, issues remain regarding those that are 
potential candidates for falling into the income traps described in chapter 16. 

Gender inequality is a strong deterrent to prosperity. Agenor and Canuto 
(2015)’s numerical experiments with gender equality and economic growth in 
Brazil corroborate that.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/31327/WBL2019.pdf?sequence=4&isAllowed=y
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-gender-gap-report-2018
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21. Brazil: Healing from a Double Disease
Brazil’s economy has endured difficult years: after a deep recession in 2015-

2016, GDP grew by just over 1% annually in 2017-2019. The slowest recovery on 
record was then hit by the 2020 coronavirus pandemic. COVID-19 significantly 
hit Brazil’s economy, leading to a strong Gross Domestic Product (GDP) decline 
in 2020. The country’s post-pandemic GDP trajectory will be at levels lower 
than expected prior to COVID-19. 

This chapter focuses on structural issues underlying Brazil’s dismal economic 
performance since the global financial crisis. The Brazilian economy has been 
suffering from a combination of  ‘productivity anemia’ and ‘public sector obesity’. 
On the one hand, the mediocre performance of  productivity in Brazil in recent 
decades has limited its GDP growth potential. On the other, the expansion of  
public spending has become increasingly incompatible with such limits on the 
potential expansion of  GDP, particularly since the growing public spending 
has not achieved commensurate socioeconomic results. The 2015-2016 deep 
recession, followed by slow recovery in recent years, reflected the advanced stage 
of  evolution of  the disease, preceded by an incubation period during which its 
symptoms were disguised (Canuto, 2016).

Infrastructure investments, improving the business environment, and trade 
opening are highlighted as ways to cope with the ‘productivity anemia’. The 
chapter then approaches the phenomenon of  ‘public sector obesity’ and how the 
coronavirus pandemic crisis has led the country to macroeconomic crossroads.  

21.1. Productivity Anemia6 
Let us start with the anemic increases in productivity, that is, of  goods and 

services that the Brazilian economy can produce with what it has available in 
terms of  material and human resources. More than half  of  per-capita income 
growth over the past two decades has been brought about by increases in the 
share of  the economically active population, a source of  expansion that will 
decline with the ongoing aging of  the population.

From the mid-1990s onwards, Brazilian production per employee has 
increased at a snail’s pace rate of  only 0.7% a year, partly because the level of  
physical investment has remained low, but mainly because the overall efficiency 
in the use of  human and material resources has remained stagnant (Figure 21.1, 
left panel).

6  This section is based on Canuto (2016), Canuto (2018d), Canuto (2019), and Canuto (2020a).
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Figure 21.1: Productivity Anemia

Source: World Bank, “Promoting sustainable productivity growth”, (Brazil) Public Policy 
Notes - Towards a fair adjustment and inclusive growth, August 23, 2018.

There are factors that limit competition in domestic markets—lack of  
logistics infrastructure, differentiated state tax regimes, subsidies to specific 
firms, etc.—that make the rate of  survival and resource retention in less-efficient 
companies higher than in other countries, with a price paid in terms of  lower 
average productivity (Canuto, 2018a). Such retention of  resources in inefficient 
uses is illustrated in the right panel of  Figure 21.1, which shows the distribution 
of  firms’ managerial quality in Brazil compared to the United States. Policies 
to support the private sector need to shift from compensation for high internal 
costs to strengthening the adoption and diffusion of  technologies (Canuto, 
2018b).

A major factor behind productivity is the quality of  education and the 
formation of  human capital. In Brazil’s case, these could benefit from less rigid 
allocation of  public resources and the dissemination of  successful experiences 
from states and municipalities (World Bank, 2017). 

Let us see how insufficient infrastructure investments, features of  the 
country’s business environment, and trade restrictions have also harmed Brazil’s 
productivity performance.
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21.2. Brazil is in Dire Need of More and Better 
Infrastructure Investment7

The lack of  investment in infrastructure and its declining quality in the 
recent past is a drag on Brazilian productivity (Figure 21.2).

Figure 21.2: Infrastructure investment

Source: World Bank, “Overcoming the challenge of  improving and expanding infrastructure 
services”, (Brazil) Public Policy Notes – Towards a fair adjustment and inclusive growth, 
August 23, 2018.

There has been a lack of  infrastructure investment in Brazil since the 1980s. 
While Brazil’s GDP doubled in real terms between 1990 and 2016, the stock 
of  infrastructure capacity grew by just 27%. Figure 21.3 shows the decline of  
Brazil’s infrastructure capital stock as a share of  GDP (Frischtak, 2019). 

7  This section is based on Canuto (2020c).
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Figure 21.3: Brazilian Infrastructure Capital Stock 1973-2017 
(% of GDP)

Source: Frischtak (2019).

Raiser et al (2017) pointed to infrastructure investments averaging over 5% 
of  GDP between the 1920s and 1980s, a period in which per-capita income grew 
at an annual rate average of  4% and urbanization reached levels of  60% in 1980. 
In the last two decades, however, the pace of  investment has fallen to less than 
2.5% of  GDP, even below its maintenance needs (Figure 21.4, left panel).

Figure 21.4: Brazilian Infrastructure Investment

Source: Clarissa Lins & Guilherme Ferreira, Logistics infrastructure in the Southeast region: 
an analysis of  possible pathways for a partnership between Brazil and China, CEBRI, Rio de 
Janeiro, June 2019.
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Brazil’s current inventory of  physical infrastructure, relative to GDP, is 
smaller than most countries with comparable income levels. Although access to 
electricity and telecommunications has improved since the 1990s, basic sanitation 
and transportation networks are falling short of  those of  their peers—even 
when one considers the country’s relatively high territorial dispersion and low 
population density. 

This lack of  infrastructure investment has a cost in terms of  poor productivity 
performance and slower growth rates. Substantial negative effects in terms of  
wasted resources—lost work time, misallocation of  resources, product losses etc.—
derive from poor infrastructure and poor energy supply and connectivity conditions 
in areas such as transportation, logistics, and information and communication 
technology. Lack of  public investment has hurt potential GDP growth both directly 
and indirectly by discouraging private investment. Low coverage in sanitation has 
also unfavorable implications for poor people (Figure 21.5).

Figure 21.5: Brazil, Share of Population with Access to 
Infrastructure Services (percent), 2004 and 2015

Source : Raiser, M. et al. Back to Planning: How to Close Brazil’s Infrastructure Gap in Times 
of  Austerity, World Bank, July 12, 2017.   

Public infrastructure spending was squeezed as current public spending 
grew by 2% above GDP and primary government spending as a proportion 
of  GDP rose from 22% in 1991 to 36% in 2014. Although public spending 
has stabilized since 2015 as a proportion of  GDP—and since 2017 is subject 
to a constitutionally established absolute ceiling in real terms—the continued 
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expansion of  mandatory current spending has led the fiscal space available for 
public infrastructure investments to continue to shrink. Brazil’s ‘public sector 
obesity’ has aggravated its “productivity anemia” (Canuto, 2019).

The fall in public investment has not been sufficiently offset by private 
investment in infrastructure—unlike in other countries in the region, such as Chile 
and Colombia, as noted in Raiser et al (2017). In addition, the public sector has 
remained the source of  more than 70% of  this financing, depending, therefore, on 
prevailing fiscal conditions in the country (Figure 21.4, right panel, on transport).

The inevitable continuation of  fiscal austerity in the future reinforces 
the need for it to be accompanied by new pillars of  long-term financing, 
while reconfiguring the regulatory and operational framework to increase the 
participation of  private investment in infrastructure (Canuto and Cavallari, 
2017). In addition to the decline in real interest rates achieved in the recent 
period, it will be necessary to maintain the pace of  structural reforms that have 
gradually improved the business environment and reduced the costs of  financial 
intermediation. On the other hand, as much as the presence of  the private sector 
is required to expand, investment and private management in infrastructure will 
remain complementary to—not perfect substitutes for—the public sector.

In addition to the difficulties in terms of  amounts of  public infrastructure 
spending, in a context of  downward rigidity of  other expenditure items, there is 
the qualitative problem of  its inefficiency (Raiser et al, 2017). It is important to 
improve the results from the part that will continue to be the responsibility of  
the public sector, because the whole will depend on it.

Take, for example, the deficiencies in resource allocation and operation 
in the transport and water and sanitation sectors, which we have already 
highlighted as particular victims of  under-investment. In transport, Raiser et al 
(2017) estimated that the combination of  a multimodal system that favors road 
transport, and operating inefficiencies in the federal highway system, entails 
economic and environmental costs equivalent to 1.4% of  GDP, or 2.2 times 
the current annual investment in the sector. In turn, operating inefficiencies in 
water supply have been around 0.7% of  GDP, or more than three times current 
annual investment in sanitation. The approval by Congress of  a new regulatory 
framework for sanitation in 2020 has brought good news for the sector.

There has been a notable level of  project-level inefficiencies, as well as 
irregularities in the different stages of  the project cycle. There is need to reinforce 
upstream planning capacity, raise standards for basic engineering projects, improve 
risk identification and mitigation processes in the preparatory phase of  projects—
to avoid disruptions during implementation—strengthen economic and financial 
viability requirements and, not least, increase the effectiveness of  bids.
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But the biggest challenge may lay in some political roots of  deficiencies 
in infrastructure investments. The way in which political coalitions have 
traditionally been built and campaigns funded in Brazil’s recent past has led 
to the fragmentation of  budget allocations for capital investment, and the 
frequent selection of  poorly designed projects. In the same vein, the use of  
capital transfers and assignments to maintain fragile political coalitions within a 
framework of  party fragmentation has undermined project planning, evaluation, 
selection, supervision, and assurance.

Brazilian prosperity will depend on more and better investment in 
infrastructure, in a context of  fiscal austerity. To this end, it is essential to improve 
the quality of  public intervention and to deliver on the structural reform agenda.

21.3. Doing Business in Brazil Must Get Easier8

The World Bank’s annual Doing Business report compares the times and 
costs that a typical company in each country is forced to deal with throughout 
its life cycle. In the case of  Brazil, recent reforms—for example in the kind of  
information that is made available to creditors and in the bankruptcies law—
have improved the country’s position in the rankings. 

But there is much more to be done: Brazil needs further reform if  it is to shake 
off  its reputation as one of  Latin America’s most frustrating business climates. 
The quality of  the business environment in a country is among the determinants 
of  economic growth, as an unfavorable business environment negatively affects 
productivity and external competitiveness. Despite improvement, Brazil’s 
absolute distance from the ‘efficiency frontier’—a baseline level indicating best 
practices in several categories—remains large. 

Among the components of  Brazil’s business environment, the complexity 
and imbalance of  the tax system should be a priority item for reform, as its 
complexity makes fulfilling even basic obligations a challenge (Brockmeyer, 
2018). Here, Brazil ranks among the worst cases in the World Bank Doing 
Business report. 

Financial intermediation in the country does not provide financing on 
terms appropriate for investment (World Bank, 2018a). Brazil has taken steps to 
improve its credit market, but here too there is a chance for more progress. In 
addition to the electronic receivables registry approved in 2019, Congressional 
approval of  a ‘positive credit registry’, like a consumer credit rating system, will 
have a positive effect on risk assessment and bank spreads. A new bankruptcy 

8  This section is based on Canuto (2018c) and Canuto (2020a). 
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bill has also been approved in 2019, which will complement the truncated reform 
that was approved in 2005.

Widening the space for greater competition in credit options for consumers, 
including via fintech, will also help improve access to finance (Canuto, 2020d). 
Facilitating such access on a sustainable basis and not depending on public 
sector favors would not only improve the business environment, but also create 
stronger foundations for higher economic growth.

Biljanovska and Sandri (2018) examined the types of  structural reforms that 
would have a positive effect on productivity and overall Brazilian economic growth. 
Their results point to reforms in the banking sector as those with maximum 
potential, in addition to having the greatest likelihood of  popular support. 

Much has already been done, such as shrinking state intervention in credit 
allocation and the presence of  large public banks. There is still room to reduce 
costs and risks in financial operations between private agents (Canuto and 
Cavallari, 2017).

The World Bank’s Doing Business report has indicated, year after year, how 
typical Brazilian companies are forced to spend human and material resources on 
activities that do not generate value. This subtracts from the use of  productive 
resources in the economy as a whole. But there has been significant progress 
in some areas. In addition to reforms on credit information, registration and 
online licensing for companies has reduced the costs of  starting a business in 
São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Digital origin certificates have made the process of  
importing goods faster, and investments in smart electricity grids have improved 
reliability in São Paulo. 

Indeed, Brazil’s rise in the Doing Business rankings could have been even 
faster, if  not for other countries’ own improvements in reducing inefficiencies. 
Of  course, improving the business environment should be a goal in itself: 
ranking positions are a consequence of  a country’s relative situation with respect 
to indicators monitored by the Doing Business report, while the absolute level 
of  inefficiency is what affects a country’s productivity. 

Continued commitment to a reform agenda would further improve Brazil’s 
business environment. Regardless of  its rankings in Doing Business reports, 
productivity and economic growth in Brazil would be the greatest beneficiaries.
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21.4. Benefits and Costs of Opening-up Brazil’s Foreign Trade9

Reducing Brazil’s high barriers to trade with foreign countries would also 
help increase productivity and growth. Productivity levels below what would 
be possible are precisely one of  the consequences of  the exacerbated closure 
in Brazilian foreign trade, which imposes higher barriers to foreign inputs and 
technologies than in comparable countries (Canuto et al, 2015).

The Brazilian economy pays a price in terms of  productivity foregone 
because of  its lack of  trade openness. A trade opening process would bring 
an adjustment impact that could nonetheless be mitigated with public policies 
that facilitate labor mobility and job migration. Benefits from trade opening 
would also hinge on policy improvements in complementary areas, such as 
infrastructure investments, the business environment, and others.

The Brazilian economy is commercially closed. Consider, for example, 
tariffs on imports. Weighted by import shares, the average was 8.3% in 2015, 
the highest among comparable emerging and advanced economies (Dutz, 2018). 
Such tariff  protection in Brazil is accompanied by the use of  non-tariff  barriers 
and local content rules that are also/even more intense than in those comparable 
countries (Figure 21.6). The number and depth of  free trade agreements to 
which Brazil is a signatory are also limited.

Figure 21.6: Brazilian Non-trade Restrictions are Above 
Average

Source: Dutz, M. (2018). “Jobs and Growth: Brazil’s Productivity Agenda”, World Bank.

9  This section is based on Canuto (2018a).

http://Dutz, 2018
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Not surprisingly, Brazil maintains a degree of  density in its domestic 
industrial production chains above what one should expect from its level of  
income and development (Canuto, 2014). Before assuming that this is inherently 
benign, note that by abdicating more advanced and externally available inputs, 
equipment, and technologies, such integrated chains operate at lower levels of  
productivity and quality than would be the case if  they had access to more 
inputs. Leaner and outward-integrated producer chains would have greater 
capacity to export and to provide domestically better and cheaper products, 
while their expansion could outweigh the lower domestic density.

It is also not by chance that, while in Norway there is one exporting company 
for every 250 Norwegians, in Brazil the proportion is one for every 10,000 
Brazilians (Canuto et al, 2015). Restrictions on imports function as export taxes, 
preventing the accrual of  economies of  scale in foreign markets.

Embraer, Petrobras (before being subjected to heavy commitments of  local 
content after the discovery of  pre-salt layers of  deep-sea oil), and agriculture are 
examples of  Brazilian successes that constitute exceptions to the rule. The fear 
of  loss of  local production segments with high technological content must be 
countered by the fact that their domestic survival due to protection steroids does 
not necessarily mean local technological dominance and must not be done while 
imposing a burden on others (Canuto et al, 2013). A cheapening of  the basket of  
goods may well mean lower wages and intermediary costs for those areas where 
the country can develop local capacity for value added generation (Canuto, 2015).

Therefore, the Brazilian economy suffers from high costs because of  its trade 
closure. What the country produces could be done with greater productivity and 
competitiveness, even if  it stopped doing internally what it would import, if  it 
could have access to the best and most advanced equipment and technology. 
Incidentally, recent historical experience shows that countries that are not at the 
technological frontier and those that are equally achieve better results in terms of  
local technological innovation when they can access external sources of  knowledge, 
including via imports of  goods and services—as we discussed in chapter 11.

However, in the context of  the less trade-friendly global environment that 
we detailed in chapter 14, wouldn’t it be more convenient to have a closed 
economy? It should be emphasized that the burden of  lost productivity and 
quality falls on the Brazilian economy itself. In addition to direct import and 
export channels, trade closure contributes to the low intensity of  competition 
in many domestic markets, which in turn helps to explain why the survival of  
less-efficient firms is proportionally more likely in Brazil than in comparable 
economies (remember Figure 21.1, right panel).

http://cfi.co/finance/2015/10/otaviano-canuto-imf-trade-opening-could-be-a-source-of-growth-for-brazil/
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In most sectors, Brazil presents high degrees of  heterogeneity in the 
productivity of  companies (Dutz, 2018). Goods and services available in the 
country are more expensive and of  lower quality than they could be, as avenues 
for innovation and productivity increases remain narrow. Average productivity is 
lower than what would prevail if  market slices and resources could be absorbed by 
the most-efficient companies. Brazilian commercial closure thus has a deleterious 
effect by reducing the strength of  competition between firms and hence allowing 
capital and human resources to remain in inefficient firms. Average productivity 
would be greater if  these resources were reallocated to better companies. 

While acknowledging potential benefits from opening-up Brazil’s trade, one 
cannot neglect the frictions and shocks that would accompany any such process. 
The strengthening of  beneficiary activities and jobs would take place in tandem 
with direct negative impacts of  such an opening on the vulnerable. Total gains 
would not be evenly distributed across regions and income strata, making it 
imperative to adopt complementary policies to facilitate labor mobility, retraining 
and the generation of  new jobs. However, with compensation and minimization 
of  the adjustment burden, gains greater than losses could offset the shock caused 
by the opening, because the alternative would be to maintain the status quo.

There are domestic reasons for lack of  competition and poor productivity 
performance that go beyond external trade closure. These include low investment 
in infrastructure; an unfriendly business environment; distortions in long-term 
financing; quality of  public spending on education; etc. Changes in these areas 
would be a precondition for benefits of  greater trade integration to be fully 
realized—but these improvements are already necessary by themselves (Canuto, 
2016). Instead of  supportive corporate policies to compensate for competitive 
disadvantages resulting from the burden of  those aspects and other goals—policies 
whose fiscal cost was estimated at 4.5% of  GDP and nine times the expenditure 
on conditional cash transfers in 2015 (Dutz, 2018)—it would be necessary to adopt 
policies aimed at raising productivity and smoothing worker relocation processes.

In addition to the agenda of  overcoming those domestic impediments to 
greater competition and increased productivity, much can be done in trade policy 
even without a global scenario favorable to unilateral gestures. Even without 
full elimination of  import tariffs, with early announcement and gradualism, the 
current Brazilian tariff  structure can be simplified by reducing the number of  
tariff  levels and the costs of  importing intermediate goods and capital, which 
would result in lower peaks in effective protection rates. Existing local content 
requirements may be revisited. The tax burden on exports—including tax 
credits due—can be mitigated. Restrictions and high taxes imposed on imports 
of  financial and professional services that serve as key inputs to production and 
export can be alleviated.

http://cfi.co/finance/2016/11/otaviano-canuto-world-bank-whats-ailing-the-brazilian-economy/
http://cfi.co/finance/2016/11/otaviano-canuto-world-bank-whats-ailing-the-brazilian-economy/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/29808?locale-attribute=en
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It should be noted that, without conflicting with the rules prevailing in 
Mercosur, there is room currently available for that—which does not, of  course, 
exclude additional initiatives to reduce non-tariff  barriers between members and 
the joint tariff  barriers faced by third countries. In addition to the agreement 
between Mercosur and the European Union that still has to be approved by 
parliaments, other potential bilateral partners—Pacific Alliance, Canada and 
others—can be sought.

Simulations by Dutz (2018) suggest that, in the event of  alignment of  non-
tariff  barriers with Mercosur member countries and a 50% drop in tariffs relative 
to countries outside the regional bloc, almost 6 million Brazilians could exceed 
the poverty line of  $5.50 per day. As pointed out, total gains would not be evenly 
distributed across regions and income strata, making it imperative to adopt 
complementary policies to facilitate labor mobility, retraining and the generation of  
new jobs. Either way, it is always easier to offset losses and distribute earnings when 
there are gains. After all, one must consider that extending the status quo will mean 
the extension of  the costs currently embedded in the country’s trade closure.

21.5. Public Sector Obesity10

While productivity and GDP growth potential have maintained their ‘anemic’ 
increases, annual current public spending has risen sharply in real terms over the 
past decades: 68% between 2006 and 2017, remaining below the spending cap 
(except for emergency expenditures during the 2020 coronavirus crisis period). 
As a proportion of  GDP, public expenditures rose from less than 30% in the 
1980s to about 40% in 2017. Meanwhile, public investment declined, partly 
explaining the precariousness of  infrastructure we discussed earlier. This looks 
like a symptom of  how rising public spending has not been healthy from an 
economic growth standpoint.

The World Bank released a set of  public policy notes laying down three 
reform paths via which Brazil could rediscover a trajectory of  shared prosperity 
(World Bank, 2018b). Not surprisingly, in addition to proposals to improve 
productivity performance, the notes suggested reforms in the governance model 
of  the Brazilian public sector, accompanied by a review of  public spending, as 
the main elements of  a necessary adjustment in public accounts.

With tax revenues reflecting the decline in GDP in 2015-16 and the subsequent 
fragile macroeconomic recovery, a deterioration of  the primary balance by more 
than 4 percentage points of  GDP sent public debt on an explosive trajectory, 
rising from 54% to 74% of  GDP between 2012 and 2017. Not surprisingly, fiscal 

10  This section is based on Canuto (2016), Canuto (2018d), and Canuto (2020a).
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adjustment was one of  the paths suggested by the World Bank, noting that a path 
of  gradual improvement in the primary balance equivalent to that contained in 
the constitutional amendment establishing a spending ceiling—0.5% of  GDP 
per year—could allow a return to a fiscal and sustainable debt trajectory in ten 
years. That was before the extraordinary public spending hike in 2020 during the 
coronavirus crisis.

Given the levels achieved by public spending and the automatic expansion 
mechanisms in place, as well as the potential pace of  GDP growth, the World 
Bank’s macroeconomic projections gave no hope for recovery of  primary 
balances by pure and simple tax collection accompanying some return to 
economic growth. Attempts to revitalize the economy via increases in public 
spending not backed by some credible fiscal adjustment plan would not be able 
to convince private players that growth might be sustainable.

Expenditures on social security, the public sector payroll, and subsidies and 
tax exemptions were areas where the World Bank highlighted opportunities to 
reduce current public expenditures, while minimizing impacts on the bottom 
layers of  the income pyramid and creating space for other types of  public 
expenditure. The right side of  Figure 21.6 shows how a substantive pension 
reform such as that approved by Congress in 2019 was necessary to make the 
spending cap feasible.

The third path outlined by the World Bank was state reform. The mismatch 
between the limited growth potential that results from the ‘productivity anemia’ 
and, on the other hand, growing public spending, reflecting a desire for state 
responsibility in multiple social functions, is aggravated by clear inefficiency in 
the provision of  several services, comprising a phenomenon of  ‘public sector 
obesity’. As to the sources of  such inefficiency, the World Bank points to an 
excessive number of  rules and budget rigidity; fragmentation of  service delivery; 
poor planning, monitoring and evaluation of  projects and policies; human 
resource management without positive performance incentives; judicialization 
of  policy decisions; and growing risk aversion in the bureaucracy. Figure 21.7 
illustrates these points by displaying the evolution of  earmarked revenues (left 
panel) and results achieved by public spending (right panel).
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Figure 21.7: Public Sector Obesity

Source: World Bank, “Reforming the state”, (Brazil) Public Policy Notes - Towards a fair 
adjustment and inclusive growth, August 23, 2018.

 

This is the case for health, education, combating violence, infrastructure, 
transportation and logistics, and water resources management (World Bank, 
2018b). In each of  these areas, greater consistency between planning and execution, 
emphasis on evaluation, and greater fine-tuning between public and private sectors 
would lead to better socioeconomic results per unit of  public expenditure.

The application of  a gradual but steady treatment, while protecting the poor 
and the young, is the best procedure to cure the public-sector obesity that has 
afflicted the Brazilian economy. And the 2020 coronavirus crisis has brought 
new issues. 

21.6. Brazil’s Post Pandemic Macroeconomic Crossroads11

Brazil has been one of  the most severely hit countries as far as the COVID-19 
pandemic is concerned. Apart from the dramatic health implications, COVID-19 
will also leave scars on the Brazilian economy, including a jump in its already 
high public-sector debt-to-GDP ratio in 2020. Moving forward—or not—with 
structural reforms aiming at lifting private investment will define whether a 
sustainable or unsustainable trajectory of  growth-cum-debt will prevail in the 
following decade. 

11  This section is based on Canuto (2020b) and Canuto and Nakane (2020).  
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COVID-19 significantly hit Brazil’s economy, leading to a strong GDP 
decline in 2020. The country’s post-pandemic GDP trajectory during the next 
decade will be at levels lower than what was expected prior to COVID-19.

Figure 21.8 shows the GDP forecasts presented by the Independent Fiscal 
Institution of  the Brazilian Senate in its report of  November 2020 (IFI, 2020). 
As a baseline forecast, GDP is expected to fall by 5.0% in 2020, only partially 
recovered with a 2.8% growth rate in 2021. GDP is predicted to return to the 
pre-COVID-19 level only in 2022.

Depending on the final length of  the pandemic and its impact on the 
economy, as well as on the effectiveness of  the policies implemented to flatten 
the recession curve, optimistic and pessimistic GDP growth scenarios are also 
offered: -4.2% and 3.7% for 2020 and 2021, respectively, in the optimistic 
scenario, and -5.5% and 1.8% for 2020 and 2021, respectively, in the pessimistic 
scenario.

In the baseline scenario, the annual potential GDP growth rate for 2023-
30 is estimated by IFI as 2.3%, with the inflation rate and basic real interest 
rates assumed to converge to 3.5% per year and to 3.0% per year, respectively. 
Such figures are lifted (downgraded) in the optimistic (pessimistic) scenarios, 
depending on how favorably (unfavorably) the country-risk premium affects 
exchange rates, inflation, and real interest rates (Figure 21.8).

In the optimistic scenario, the annual potential GDP growth rate for 2023-30 
is raised to 3.5%, with the inflation rate and basic real interest rates predicted to 
converge to the lower levels (compared to the baseline) of  3.2% per year and to 
2.4% per year, respectively. By contrast, the pessimistic scenario takes the view 
that the annual potential GDP growth rate for 2023-30 should be downgraded 
to 1.3%, with inflation rate and basic real interest rates supposed to rise to the 
higher values (compared to the baseline) of  4.5% per year and to 5.1% per year, 
respectively.

https://www2.senado.leg.br/bdsf/bitstream/handle/id/579879/RAF46_NOV2020.pdf
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Figure 21.8: Brazilian GDP (2019=100)
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Thus, the different scenarios for GDP growth depicted in Figure 21.8 
encompass not only contrasting views about the short-term trajectory of  
the Brazilian economy (2020-22) but also distinct perspectives related to the 
country’s potential GDP growth over the medium and long terms (2023-2030).

The extent and length of  the various waves of  the COVID-19 shock, the 
public policy responses (monetary and fiscal measures), the social isolation 
actions undertaken by the authorities, the population’s compliance with such 
actions, the resumption of  economic activity, are all important factors for the 
short-term resolution for the GDP path undertaken by the country.

Over the medium to long term, on the other hand, some more structural 
matters come to the forefront. The fragile fiscal situation, the resumption of  
much needed investment, a more favorable business climate, structural reforms, 
and attraction of  foreign direct investment flows are the main challenges that 
will shape the performance of  the country’s growth potential over the next years.

The evolution of  the country-risk premium and, therefore, of  the public 
debt-to-GDP ratio will be key to the definition of  which trajectory will be taken 
by Brazil’s GDP. As in most countries, anti-catastrophe public policies taken to 
flatten the recession curve, together with a fall in tax revenues, will—temporarily 

https://www2.senado.leg.br/bdsf/bitstream/handle/id/579879/RAF46_NOV2020.pdf
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but intensively—raise the public sector nominal deficit. The combination of  a 
GDP drop and a high public deficit significantly lifted the level of  public debt as 
a proportion of  GDP at the end of  2020. As a result, even assuming a return to 
the pre-COVID-19 fiscal framework—including the constitutionally mandated 
federal government spending cap—Brazil came to face a fiscal adjustment 
challenge steeper than the one prevailing before the pandemic.

The IFI report also offered three scenarios for the nominal public deficit in 
2020 and, correspondingly, the increase in the General Government Public Debt 
(GGPD) to GDP ratio at the end of  2020. Furthermore, taking the assumptions 
regarding country-risk premium, exchange rates, and real interest rates used in the 
GDP projections, three paths for the GGDP-GDP ratio are displayed in Figure 21.9.

Figure 21.9: General Government Public Debt as % of GDP
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The jump in the public debt-to-GDP ratio in 2020 would be a staggering 
17.27 percentage points of  GDP according to the IIF baseline scenario. The 
fiscal measures related to the pandemic reaches 7 percentage points of  the GDP 
in the baseline case. The fiscal primary deficit rises to 10.9% of  GDP in 2020, 
a record-breaking level. Prior to that, the highest recorded value for the fiscal 
primary deficit was 2.5% of  GDP in 2016.

https://www2.senado.leg.br/bdsf/bitstream/handle/id/579879/RAF46_NOV2020.pdf
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In the IIF baseline scenario, the public debt-to-GDP ratio would stabilize 
3-4 years after 2030. The landmark value of  100% of  GDP would be reached in 
2024 and the public debt-to-GDP ratio keeps rising, reaching 112.4% of  GDP 
in 2030. In the optimistic scenario, the public debt-to-GDP ratio would reach a 
peak at 93.9% by 2022, declining to 82% by 2030. The pessimistic scenario, in 
turn, points to an insolvency route for the public debt-to-GDP ratio. 

In the baseline case, Brazil is expected to register fiscal primary deficits 
until 2030 following an improving path from 2.9% of  GDP in 2021 to 0.8% 
of  GDP in 2030. Only the optimistic scenario contemplates paths with fiscal 
primary surpluses starting in 2026. In that year, Brazil would produce a primary 
surplus of  0.18% of  GDP, which keeps increasing up to 1.92% of  GDP in 2030, 
according to the IIF optimistic case.

Figures 21.8 and 21.9 illustrate the post-pandemic fiscal crossroads at which 
Brazil will find itself, particularly as the public debt evolution and corresponding 
risk premia will establish feedback loops with GDP throughout the decade. 
Either stagnation and insolvency, or a gradual fiscal adjustment and better 
growth prospects, lay ahead as possible paths for the country.

The uncertainty related to the fiscal stance for the coming years can be gauged 
by the behavior of  long-term interest rates in Brazil. Figure 21.10 depicts the 
interest rate for public bonds at different maturities (in years) for two moments: 
prior to COVID-19 (March 02, 2020) and the curve as at December 04, 2020.

The monetary policy easing, which saw the basic interest rate (Selic) fall 
from 4.25% per year in early March 2020 to 2% per year since then, has shifted 
downward the interest rate curve at short maturities. However, the steeper 
slope brought about by spikes in the longer maturities reflects the uncertainties 
surrounding the sustainability of  the fiscal policies in the coming years. The 
interest rate on 10-year public bonds showed an increase of  0.85 percentage 
points when compared to the pre-COVID-19 situation.
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Figure 21.10: Term Structure of Interest Rates in Brazil  
(% per year)
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The COVID-19 pandemic worsened the already fragile fiscal position faced by 
Brazil. The escalating public debt-to-GDP ratio makes the country’s public debt 
trajectory quite sensitive to the underlying conditions related to the paths of  interest 
rates, fiscal primary surplus, and GDP growth. The public debt-to-GDP ratio will 
look balanced on a razor’s edge over the next years. Any slight change in the paths 
for interest rates, fiscal primary surplus or GDP growth might have dramatic effects 
on public debt-to-GDP movements, causing it to oscillate between more sustainable 
and unsustainable routes. More uncertain times lie ahead on the fiscal front.

Besides returning to a credible fiscal adjustment path, structural reforms 
aiming at boosting private investment will also matter for the growth-cum-debt 
trajectory. The multi-year horizon of  infrastructure investment decisions, i.e. 
going beyond short-term dire economic prospects, makes the participation 
of  the private sector in investment an opportunity to circumvent the lack of  
fiscal space in the decade ahead. Higher infrastructure and other long-term 
investment would bring about improvements on both the aggregate demand and 
productivity sides. For that to happen, though, the structural reform agenda—
tax, business environment, sector regulation fine tuning—must return to the 
fore. Healing the Brazilian economy will require treating both its ‘productivity 
anemia’ and its ‘public sector and fiscal obesity’.

http://www.b3.com.br/pt_br/market-data-e-indices/servicos-de-dados/market-data/consultas/mercado-de-derivativos/precos-referenciais/taxas-referenciais-bm-fbovespa/
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22.  Natural Wealth and Economic Growth in 
Sub-Saharan Africa12

In this chapter, we lean on Izvorsky et al (2018) and Lange et al (2018) to illustrate 
the conceptual framework of  natural resource-focused national wealth, with cases 
drawn from sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). This covers at least 250 million inhabitants in 
resource-rich African countries, where natural assets are responsible for more than 
80% of  exports and 50% of  government revenues (Collier and Venables, 2009). 
The high concentration of  resource-rich countries in the area allows for direct 
comparisons with their resource-poor counterfactual regional neighbors. 

Resource-rich SSA countries have exhibited high rates of  economic 
growth since 2000, restarting on the path to convergence with higher-income 
economies. The region’s growth has been predominantly resource-driven: 
growth was boosted by new natural asset discoveries and accompanying 
expectations of  commodity-price booms. As such, a substantial proportion of  
this development is owed to the subcontinent’s resource abundance: resource-
rich SSA countries have demonstrated higher growth rates compared to their 
resource-poor neighbors since 2000, and even 0.25% more than their resource-
rich counterparts elsewhere. Angola and Nigeria have spearheaded this growth 
burst, albeit lagging during the commodity bust of  2015-16 (Figure 22.1). 

Figure 22.1: Growth Rates of GDP Per Capita in SSA

Source: Izvorsky et al (2018). Note: The values in these figures are unweighted averages of  
per-capita growth. Other resource-rich countries include the top 30 countries in terms of  
natural capital per capita, excluding the four African countries in the top 30 (Angola, the 
Republic of  Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon).

12  This chapter strongly relies on Canuto and Daoulas (2019).

https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/natural-wealth-and-economic-growth-case-sub-saharan-africa
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The benefits of  growth for resource-rich SSA countries, compared to their 
resource-poor SSA counterparts, have been seen in access to education and years 
of  schooling, while life expectancy has increased significantly as well. On the 
other hand, resource-rich SSA countries have not been as successful in inducing 
rapid poverty-reduction rates; poverty in resource-abundant countries fell only 
by 9% compared to a 15% decline experienced in the resource-poor countries 
in the 2000s (Figure 22.2).

Figure 22.2: Poverty Comparison Between Resource-rich and 
–poor SSA Countries (percent of population living with 3.2 
and 1,9 dollars a day)

Source: Lange et al (2018).

Although quality of  life has improved overall, challenges in increasing the 
pace of  growth remain. National wealth in resource-abundant SSA is comparable 
to the South Asia Region (SAR), but behind other developing regions. Human 
capital in SSA is just 25% of  its Middle East and North African (MENA) 
equivalent. Although education spending in SSA surpasses 4% of  GDP, average 
years of  schooling, learning outcomes and health spending-to-GDP ratios are 
still low in resource-rich SSA countries compared to the resource-poor, with 
predictably detrimental effects on the development of  labor skills. Total Factor 
Productivity (TFP) in SSA, although accounting for half  of  economic growth 
rates in the early 2000s because of  improved resource exploration and extraction 
methods, later became more modest in resource rich SSA. In addition, SSA 
physical infrastructure is the least developed in the developing world. 
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In terms of  natural wealth, the natural asset growth gap has widened between 
SSA countries and their income-level counterparts in MENA, SAR, East Asia 
and the Pacific (EAP), Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), and the advanced 
economies in Europe (Figure 22.3). Despite being regarded as having—mostly 
undiscovered—resource abundance, with resource-rich countries in the region 
accounting for 70% of  the subcontinent’s GDP and produced capital, 60% 
of  its natural capital and approximately 40% of  its population, contemporary 
subsoil discoveries have been moderate, whereas agricultural yields fared even 
less well than expectations and global averages, with a decline of  10% in value 
added. This result is particularly disturbing, especially considering that with 200 
million hectares, SSA is endowed with nearly half  of  the world’s uncultivated 
land that has yet to be put into production. Consequently, the aggregate value 
of  SSA’s resource wealth has remained unchanged for more than two decades, 
with per-capita natural income levels just over those of  SAR, but nevertheless 
still lagging all other developing regions’ equivalents.

Figure 22.3: Increase of Wealth by Asset Type and 
Geographical Region, 1995-2014

Source: Lange et al (2018). 

What could account for the discrepancy? As previously discussed, natural 
wealth growth either piggybacks on international appreciation, or reflects 
exploration activities supplemented by development of  relevant extraction 
procedures and other uses of  resources. The latter, being a domestic and 
country-specific factor, may only fall into place after inciting considerable foreign 
fixed investment interest in domestic natural endowments; thus, it matters that 
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institutions ensure de-risking macroeconomic policies, political stability, and an 
attractive business and investment environment for extractive companies. 

However, despite the salience of  exploration and extraction for development, 
the institutional picture is not so promising in the case of  SSA. In resource-rich 
SSA countries, the quality of  institutions is lower than in their counterparts in 
other regions and even resource-poor neighbors in the same region, especially 
in terms of  property rights and rules-based governance (Figure 22.4). With low 
additional levels of  productive wealth, low institutional quality obstructs the 
delivery of  public services, as well as the development of  an investment and 
business climate conducive of  natural wealth growth. According to World Bank 
governance indicators, resource-abundant SSA countries face serious problems 
in all institutional dimensions, especially in the most prominent growth areas: 
government effectiveness, rule of  law, and regulatory quality. These institutional 
restrictions must be dealt with in order to increase the value of  natural 
endowments through the discovery and development of  additional resources.

Figure 22.4: Governance Indicators Compared, 2014

Source: World Governance Indicators (World Bank), Lange et al (2018).
Note: Governance Indicators rank from -2.5 (weak) to 2.5 (strong) 

The challenge for political leaders and economic policymakers is evidently 
to implement policies that lead to substantial asset building on two levels: 
national level, boosting human, production, and institutional capital; and cross-
border level, advancing regional commercial integration. If  the low availability 
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of  these fundamental national wealth tangible and intangible components is not 
addressed, SSA’s current capital and institutional endowments will be inadequate 
to achieve sustainable growth rates necessary for more significant socioeconomic 
development. As such, on the national level, resource-abundant SSA countries 
must base their income transitions on concurrent intangible and physical capital 
accumulation, in order to maximize the value of  their existing discovered and 
undiscovered natural assets. 

A major remaining challenge is to establish good management of  natural-
resource rents through counter-cyclical fiscal policy. Reliance on commodity rents 
has been linked to a worsening of  fiscal balances: despite flexible fiscal stimuli 
introduced during the 2008-09 crisis, and at the end of  the 2014 commodity 
boom, fiscal policy has been pro-cyclical, subjecting the subcontinental 
economy to commodity-price volatility, over-borrowing, and uncontrolled 
government spending, particularly in Angola and Nigeria. Poor fiscal policies 
have also directed resource rents into productive wealth inefficiently, pushing 
adjusted net saving (ANS) rate values below zero, although still much higher 
than the negative 10% mark reached in 1997. Just by raising the latter to 
resource-abundant OECD country averages of  8%, a $77 billion surplus might 
be accrued by SSA economies. Accordingly, sound macroeconomic stabilization 
policies and counter-cyclical fiscal policies are of  extreme importance in order 
to ensure robust and efficient government spending, by offering a fiscal buffer 
during commodity price busts. 

Figure 22.5 plots the relationship between average ANS from 1990 to 2014 
and the wealth variation for a sample of  SSA countries covered by Lange et al 
(2018). Although many—but not all—countries increased wealth per capita over 
time, the performance of  the region lagged other parts of  the developing world, 
as we have already remarked. Some of  the countries with negative ANS still 
scored gains in wealth. Even if  negative ANS does not necessarily imply losses 
in wealth per capita over time, these countries could probably have achieved even 
greater gains in wealth with more sustained investments. ANS measurement 
complements figures on Wealth evolution.
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Figure 22.5: Adjusted Net Saving and Change in Wealth

Source: Lange et al (2018).
Note: change in wealth = wealth per capita in 2014 divided by wealth per capita in 1995.  
GNI = Gross National Income.

Several large resource-rich middle-income SSA countries (Angola, Botswana, 
Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and Nigeria) have introduced Natural Resource or 
Sovereign Wealth Funds (NRF) for this purpose, along with complementary fiscal 
and savings rules. Although promising, the results have so far been disappointing. 
In Angola the lack of  guidance on fiscal rules and limits to government 
withdrawal reduced the fund efficiency, while institutional arrangements in 
Nigeria did not prevent pro-cyclical fiscal policy during the recent boom. By 
contrast, well-managed NRFs, such as in Chile in Latin America, may be very 
potent: during the pre-2008 crisis boom, a high percentage of  the windfall was 
saved in the country’s NRF (up to 12% of  GDP by the end of  2008), allowing 
Chile to increase countercyclical spending even amidst financial reconstruction 
necessitated by a destructive earthquake (Brahmbhatt et al, 2010; Izvorski et 
al, 2018). This shows that institutional building on economic governance is of  
prime importance to maximize government capacity, by increasing efficiency 
and effectiveness in government spending and public investment management, 
hence defending against resource-price volatility.

On the production side, the contribution of  labor in resource-rich countries 
is considerably lower compared to resource-poor countries (Figure 22.6). 
TFP, which reflects human capital and other intangible assets, has expanded 
also considerably more slowly than in resource-poor neighbors. Building of  
idiosyncratic knowledge, infrastructure, and an institutional environment 
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conducive to risky and opportunistic entrepreneurship need to be boosted in 
order to raise local technological learning and productivity. 

Infrastructure improvements, principally in the energy sector, would also 
enable farmers to increase the productivity of  the agricultural sector. Domestic 
production capability building would finally result from the combination of  a 
business and investment climate that fosters innovation and enhances domestic 
revenue mobilization. This combined effect would lead to a decline in investment 
rate volatility, supporting sustainable public and private investment. Foreign direct 
investment levels in Africa—currently reaching only 2% of  global flows—would 
eventually increase substantially and sustainably, promoting economic growth. 

Figure 22.6: Contributions of Productivity to Growth 
between Resource-rich and Resource-Poor SSA Countries

Source: Izvorsky et al (2018).
Note: Calculations used simple growth accounting (Solow model), δ=6%, α=40%.  
Unweighted averages of  GDP growth rates are presented in these figures.

On the cross-border level, regional commercial integration is a missing 
element of  the intangible institutional capital that needs to be strengthened 
for SSA countries to overcome low economic density, thick borders, and long 
distances to world and regional markets. Despite access to international markets 
through commodity trade and plentiful integration agreements in place, resource-
rich SSA economies do not generate bidirectional economic spillovers to and 
from neighboring countries. Empowering such linkages—especially between the 
largest rich middle-income countries, namely Angola, Nigeria and South Africa—
would increase the regional business appeal to domestic and international 
investors, hence increasing demand and concentrating value chains in regional 
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economic hubs, by triggering distribution and demonstration domino effects. 
Possible paths would include reaping the advantages of  low labor costs and 
reducing slack in domestic labor markets, akin to SAR’s experiences; appealing 
to foreign investors for the development of  more advanced infrastructure and 
access to export routes; signing regional or international integration agreements, 
such as the framework agreement establishing the African Continental Free 
Trade Area (AfCFTA) that may deepen regional integration.

Combining these elements of  development would gradually but steadily 
strengthen institutional and production capabilities necessary for more robust 
growth. The path towards poverty eradication and improvement of  living 
standards should be paved with improvements in levels and use of  natural 
wealth, which is to be obtained by increased accumulation of  non-resource types 
of  capital, for both resource-poor and especially resource-rich SSA countries.

Concluding Remarks
Resource-abundant developing countries, although endowed with a unique 

mechanism to sustain high growth levels and sustain convergence toward higher 
income levels, are faced with a dilemma: succumbing to fateful inner political 
workings that tend to lead to a natural resource curse, or transforming natural 
endowments into the pillar of  a diversified investment portfolio, by achieving 
the right balance between the different national wealth components necessary 
for maximizing the blessing from the natural resource buck: intangible capital, 
produced capital and natural capital. The catalyst of  the development process is 
intangible capital with a high quality of  governance at its center, which enables 
expenditures on institutions, domestic capability, and human-capital building to 
maximize local development of  public and private-sector capacities. A business 
and investment environment conducive to local technological learning will 
facilitate the transition up the income ladder. 

While the switch from low- to middle-income strongly depends on the 
accumulation of  produced capital, income evolution from middle- to higher-
income countries places intangible wealth in the spotlight, through better-
educated labor, governance institutional building and increased TFP through 
technological learning, as the pace of  growth of  produced capital stabilizes. 
Finally, as the importance of  natural capital progressively diminishes—
substituted by skilled human capital employed in more complex services and 
goods—production should diversify towards non-resource tradables and 
non-tradables, as opposed to being limited solely to commodities, endorsing 
productivity and wage increases, especially in SSA economies. 
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In resource-rich Africa, strengthening fiscal policy to ensure counter-
cyclicality is an essential ingredient for curtailing the complications of  resource-
price volatility for government spending and Dutch-Disease effects. Depending 
on the level of  the resource-abundant countries’ institutional development 
and capacity, emphasis should be increasingly placed on proper budgetary 
frameworks linked to prioritizing public investments into growing productive 
wealth and sound public finance management. Fiscal rules and NRFs are viable 
options when deployed efficiently, having served in many countries around the 
world as anchors for policy, expectations, and discussions within the government 
and within society. It ultimately becomes apparent that in resource-abundant 
economies, a healthy and environmentally friendly relationship between 
resource extraction, institutions and spending prioritization will pave the way for 
a brighter future, the meritocratic nature of  which will be efficiently scrutinized 
by the citizens themselves.
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23.  The Impact of Coronavirus on the Global 
Economy

COVID-19 brought the global economy to a sudden stop, causing shocks 
to supply and demand. Starting in January 2020, country after country suffered 
outbreaks of  the new coronavirus, with each facing epidemiological shocks that 
led to economic and financial shocks consequently.

How quickly and to what extent will national economies recover after the 
pandemic has passed? This will depend on success in containing the coronavirus 
and on exit strategies, as well as on the effectiveness of  policies designed to deal 
with the negative economic effects of  the coronavirus.

The impact of  coronavirus on the global economy will extend beyond 2020. 
According to forecasts from the International Monetary Fund and World Bank, 
GDP per capita at the end of  2021 is still expected to be lower than December 
2019 in most countries.

Emerging markets and other developing countries, in addition to facing 
difficulties in dealing with their own coronavirus outbreaks, have suffered additional 
shocks from abroad. In their cases, the new coronavirus brought a perfect storm.

One can foresee a post-coronavirus global economy marked by higher levels of  
public and private debt, acceleration in digitization processes, and less globalization.

23.1. Crisis and Recovery in the Economies Impacted by 
Coronavirus

Why and how to flatten the coronavirus curves

The coronavirus crisis has been primarily a public health issue, demanding 
containment policies that have inevitably caused shocks to economic activity. 
A major reason for containment was the widespread perception that, given the 
epidemiological dynamics of  infection exhibited by coronavirus in most places 
where it landed—and corresponding numbers of  people in need of  clinical 
care—existing local clinical care capacities tended to be swamped and death 
tolls would be higher in a ‘do-nothing’ scenario. Therefore, policies to flatten the 
pandemic curve and gain time were crucial, regardless of  whether they reduced 
absolute numbers of  infections. Figure 23.1 from Gourrinchas (2020) illustrates 
the point. Even if  it is assumed that the overall numbers of  infections are the 
same with or without public health containment policies, lives are saved if  the 
curve is flattened.

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2020-03-26/flatten-curve-infection-and-curve-recession-same-time
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Figure 23.1 - Flattening the Pandemic Curve

Source: Gourrinchas (2020).

Two major types of  policies to contain or slow the spread of  coronavirus 
have been applied. One is to identify and quarantine infected people, which was 
the approach in Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea. There are two prerequisites 
for such an approach to be successfully implemented: there must be government 
capability to use technology and information to track and monitor individuals, as 
well as the ability to carry out widespread coronavirus testing of  the population. 
That is not the case in most countries. 

The other type of  containment policy was to adopt social distancing, with 
various degrees of  distance and government enforcement, i.e. minimizing person-
to-person contact by banning travel, temporarily closing factories and schools, 
and official recommendations or orders for people to stay home. This horizontal 
approach includes some demarcation of  ‘essential activities’ spared from those 
physical mobility restrictions. Social distancing can be used in combination with 
the selective focus wherever there is capacity to implement the latter.

The pandemic curve generates a recession curve that 
also needs to be flattened

The coronavirus pandemic has led to both negative demand and supply 
shocks to the economy. While demand and supply would of  course be negatively 
impacted in a ‘do-nothing’ scenario, the impact tends to be exacerbated by 
social-distancing policies.

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2020-03-26/flatten-curve-infection-and-curve-recession-same-time
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The coronavirus recession has a disruptive nature that may leave scars, 
impeding a return to where the economy was prior to the shock. Solvent but 
suddenly illiquid firms may be bankrupted, unemployment is rising at a fast pace, 
and demand and revenues for small businesses have hastily vanished.  

That is why an extraordinary role for the state as a catastrophe insurer 
came to the fore, providing fiscal support—additional resources to healthcare 
systems, income transfers to crisis-affected people, tax relief—and credit 
available at favorable conditions to vulnerable firms. These emergency and 
temporary measures were geared to minimizing the disruptive consequences of  
the temporary but impactful sudden stop to the economy. Figure 23.2 illustrates 
such a flattening of  the recession curve, to happen in tandem with the flattening 
the of  pandemic curve.

Figure 23.2 - Flattening the Recession Curve

Source: Gourrinchas (2020).

Is there a trade-off  between saving lives through containment policies and output 
losses as a consequence of  those policies? Using the historical experience of  the 1918 
influenza pandemic, Correia et al (2020) found that cities where non-pharmaceutical 
interventions took place earlier and more aggressively did not perform economically 
worse than other cities, and, if  anything, grew faster after the pandemic was over. 
According to Correia et al (2020), “non-pharmaceutical interventions not only lower 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2020-03-26/flatten-curve-infection-and-curve-recession-same-time
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3561560
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mortality, but also mitigate the adverse economic consequences of  a pandemic”. 
The havoc wreaked by the pandemic dynamics in a do-nothing scenario cannot be 
assumed as economically stronger than the one with containment policies.

23.2. The Economic Recovery from Coronavirus Has Been 
Partial and With Growing Economic Divergence

Data on 2020 GDP performance of  major economies showed how significant 
the impact of  COVID-19 was on economic activity and jobs, with large contractions 
across the board. The 2020 global recession is poised to be worse than the Great 
Recession after the 2008-09 global financial crisis, especially from the standpoint 
of  emerging-market and developing economies. The depth and speed of  the GDP 
decline will rival that of  the Great Depression of  the 1930s.

Figure 23.3 shows the differentiated pace of  economic recovery from the 
coronavirus crisis between groups of  countries, as well as how the IMF’s GDP 
forecasts changed between January and October of  2020. A post-crisis recovery 
began in the second half  of  2020 , at least in those countries where the coronavirus 
outbreak might be considered to have passed and policies to flatten the pandemic 
curve could be relaxed (Canuto, 2020c). New virus outbreaks dimmed the economic 
recovery and a race to vaccinate populations started in the end of  2020. The shocks 
caused by COVID-19 were profound while they last but will invariably be temporary.

Figure 23.3 – The Coronavirus Shock on Global GDP:  
Partial Recovery and Growing Divergence

Source: IMF (2020) and IMF Staff  calculations
Notes: AEs: Advanced Economies; EMDEs ex CHN: Emerging Market  
and Developing Economies excluding China; CHN: China.
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Besides remaining far from giving back the GDP lost, in all countries, the 
recovery faced doubts about its strength. There has been a similar sequence in 
each country, but there were differences due to the rhythms of  the pandemic 
and the effectiveness, magnitude, and time length of  the policies to flatten out 
the recession curve. The pace of  the pandemic mattered not only because of  
the possibility of  returning restrictions on mobility but also because it affected 
the behavior of  consumers. It is not by chance that the signs of  recovery were 
stronger in the manufacturing industry and much weaker in the service segments 
that involve agglomeration of  people.

What has been the shape of  the economic recovery curve in the different 
cases? Did any country have a “V”, that is, the return of  the economy in a 
short time to the previous trajectory after suffering a strong blow during the 
pandemic? Or “U”? Perhaps a “W” as new outbreaks of  Covid-19 appeared, and 
new rounds of  mobility restrictions were established?

The (inverted) square root sign illustrates the most common scenario, with some 
recovery of  the lost GDP but not a return to the previous trajectory (as depicted in 
Figure 23.3) (Canuto, 2020d). The surge in demand previously pent-up and released 
with the relaxation of  mobility restrictions was momentary and exhaustible. It was 
not possible to compensate for dinners in restaurants or trips that did not occur 
during restrictions. Additionally, as already observed in all countries, the fear of  
physical proximity (very much grounded on reality) and restrictions on the occupancy 
of  supply capacity kept limits on the recovery of  services.

The global pandemic will leave scars even in the case of  China (the “first in, 
first out”). It was the only large economy to show growth at the end of  2020, but 
well below what its pre-Covid trajectory pointed out (Figure 23.3). Furthermore, 
lower global GDP levels will also take a toll on China’s economic performance 
through lower exports in the years after the coronavirus crisis.

The period of  collapse in economic activity will leave scars in terms of  
closed firms and jobs that will not return. Fiscal restriction walls impose limits 
on the time length of  policies of  flattening the recession curve. It is not by 
chance that almost all economic projections suggest national GDPs at the end 
of  next year still below last year’s levels – likely except for China and India.

Success in crossing the coronavirus crisis will be measured by the proximity 
- but not return - to the previous GDP trajectory. Thereafter, the task will be to 
deal with structural unemployment created by changing consumption patterns, 
increased levels of  poverty in much of  the world, the concentration of  income, the 
challenges posed by digitalization and the tendency towards relative deglobalization. 
One should add the need to move toward a “green recovery”. The calculation of  the 
square root will depend on the policies applied in each country.

https://www.policycenter.ma/publications/impact-coronavirus-global-economy
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Return to the pre-coronavirus GDP trajectory was made difficult as some 
previous investment plans were shelved. Previously healthy companies may have 
gone bankrupt because of  the abrupt and sudden deterioration in their operating 
conditions during the crisis. Changes in consumption patterns can ultimately lead 
to the permanent elimination of  jobs without unemployed workers finding jobs 
quickly elsewhere. Production processes can be changed to less-efficient ways to 
avoid risks previously not considered relevant. The net worth of  many families, 
firms, and governments also suffered significant deterioration during the epidemic.

Public debt rose worldwide, something naturally expected because of  the 
state’s role as the ultimate catastrophe insurer in all countries of  the world. 
Emergency and temporary measures, financed by the public sector, were generally 
adopted, aiming to minimize the disastrous consequences of  the—temporary but 
potentially lethal—sudden stop caused by the coronavirus. Not by chance, around 
the world, governments announced dramatic income transfer policies for informal 
workers, boosts to unemployment insurance, special lines of  credit for business 
segments—sometimes tied to job preservation—tax relief  measures and so on.

Strictly speaking, the shape of  the recovery will depend on the quality—in 
terms of  cost-effectiveness—of  those public policies. On the one hand, there 
is the burden of  public debt. On the other hand, the greater the smoothing of  
household income streams—especially the most vulnerable and those without 
accumulated savings—and the lower the wave of  bankruptcy of  businesses that 
would be healthy under normal conditions, the closer the country will be to a U 
shape, rather than the L.

The shape of  GDP evolution will also depend on whether previous financial/
fiscal fragilities and vulnerabilities were aggravated by the coronavirus-related crisis. 

23.3. The Coronavirus Perfect Storm in Developing Countries
The global footprint of  coronavirus was clear. But in developing countries, in 

addition to the challenges of  dealing with their domestic COVID-19 outbreaks, 
negative shocks preceded the arrival of  the virus in their territories. The perfect 
storm can be noticed by the wider gap exhibited by GDP in EMDEs ex-China 
between January and October as compared to the other countries (Figure 23.3).

Flattening coronavirus curves tended to be more difficult 
in developing countries

Flattening the curves of  pandemic and coronavirus recession tends to be 
more difficult in developing countries. While rich countries have an average of  
more than four hospital beds for every thousand inhabitants, the number drops 
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to 0.6 in low-income countries. The ability to treat critically ill patients with 
COVID-19 is further reduced.

Social detachment policies are also more difficult to implement when a 
substantial part of  the population lives in slums. In turn, selective forms of  
isolation are difficult to implement, in the absence of  technology and the public 
capacity to implement them, as in Singapore, South Korea, or Germany.

Measures to contain the pandemic via social/physical distancing have 
particularly affected the parts of  the population whose income depends on their 
physical mobility, making it also essential to flatten the curve of  the recession 
that accompanies the curve of  the pandemic. One difficulty arises from the 
informality of  work in developing countries, as levels of  informal occupation 
vary from 50% to 90% of  the total. Informal workers do not have benefits such 
as unemployment insurance, health insurance, or paid holidays. The informality 
of  work implies that relief  and recovery policies aimed at formal work, including 
raising unemployment insurance, reducing payroll taxes, and extending paid 
medical leave, are of  limited scope.

Developing countries in general also do not have much fiscal space to offset 
the big negative shock. Their debts are more subject to exchange rate and maturity 
mismatches, their credit ratings are lower, and their financial markets are less 
deep. In addition, the ‘flight to quality’ in the financial markets that happened in 
February and March made it more difficult to borrow to cover public deficits.

Channels of transmission of the coronavirus crisis 
abroad to developing economies

Even before the new coronavirus landed on its new front—Latin America, Africa, 
and other regions —its economic impact had already been felt through external 
shocks (Canuto, 2020a). In addition to supply shocks derived from unavailable 
imports that are key to local value chains, oil prices, tourism, and remittances were 
negatively impacted (Canuto, 2020b). Furthermore, the third dimension of  the 
coronavirus crisis—financial shocks—also hit developing countries.

External financial shock

The pandemic and its economic consequences triggered a shock to financial 
markets in advanced countries. Deteriorated earnings prospects and heightened 
uncertainty led in March 2020 to a broad portfolio switch from risky assets to 
the safe haven of  U.S. short-term Treasuries. Given the high levels of  financial 
leverage in previous years—including among non-banking financial institutions 
that had become major market makers—successive margin calls sparked massive 
asset fire-sales and exacerbated their dropping prices. 

https://www.policycenter.ma/opinion/how-coronavirus-poses-new-risks-latin-americas-sputtering-economies
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The Federal Reserve opened an extended and wide toolbox, establishing 
new channels or reinforcing existing channels to make sure that liquidity would 
be conveyed to all corners of  the financial system. Rather than resuscitating 
asset prices, the aim seemed to be to avoid bankruptcies and to short-circuit all 
the negative feedback loops and channels of  contagion that otherwise would hit 
the real economy. Later in the year, spillovers from financial markets in advanced 
economies on emerging market economies became positive and capital flows 
were partially recovered (Canuto, 2020e).

The search for safety sparked by uncertainty and fear led to a strong wave of  
capital outflows from emerging markets and of  depreciations of  their currencies. 
According to the Institute of  International Finance, foreign investors took $83 
billion out of  emerging markets at the beginning of  the crisis, the largest capital 
outflow ever recorded. Concerns about debt repayment capacity and the dollar 
liquidity needs of  some emerging markets increased, making it more likely that 
the coronavirus sudden stop in advanced economies might cause a sudden stop 
in capital flows to emerging economies.

Poorer developing countries, in turn, have built up high and unsustainable 
amounts of  foreign debt in the recent past (Kose et al, 2019). Servicing that debt 
at a time of  drought in sources of  refinance became harder as commodity prices 
and tourism slumped. All this happened at a time when those countries also 
faced the task of  flattening domestic pandemic and recession curves. 

The poorest developing countries have accumulated high and unsustainable 
amounts of  foreign debt in the recent past. The sustainability of  this debt in times 
of  drought in terms of  the sources of  refinancing became more questionable as 
commodity prices and tourism fell, as we shall see.

The countries that make up the G20 agreed with the suggestion made by the 
IMF and the World Bank to suspend debt service of  the poorest countries to 
official bilateral creditors, at least until the end of  the year. They also suggested 
to private creditors that they take similar initiatives. More than ever, foreign aid 
became essential so that these countries can, notwithstanding the difficulties, 
attempt the task of  flattening their domestic pandemic and recession curves.

In addition to financial shocks, there were declines in remittances, tourism 
revenues, and commodity prices (Canuto, 2020b). The combination of  these 
shocks with the difficulties related to the flattening of  domestic infection curves 
has configured what we call the ‘perfect storm’ for developing countries, brought 
by COVID-19 (Canuto, 2020b).

https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/publication/waves-of-debt
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Remittances, foreign capital, and aid

The World Bank (2020a) estimated that in 2019 there were 272 million 
international migrants—including 26 million refugees. Foreign workers are often 
the first to lose their jobs in times of  crisis, and remittance flows around the world 
sent by migrants to their home countries are forecast to shrink by more than 
US$100 billion in 2020. The global economic lockdown, which provoked steep job 
losses across the world, was expected to lead to a 20% decline in remittance flows 
to low- and middle-income nations. That would equal a fall from a record $554 
billion in 2019 to US$445 billion in 2020. On the other hand, policies of  flattening 
the recession curve in advanced economies mitigated the shock on remittances as 
recipients of  transfers were able to remit to countries of  origin.

Last year, remittances amounted to about 8.9% of  GDP in poorer countries. 
For the first time, they overtook foreign direct investment (FDI) as a source 
of  money inflows to low- and middle-income countries (Figure 23.4). FDI is 
expected to decline by even more than remittances, reflecting local recessions and 
the disruption of  international trade. World Bank (2020a) estimated that FDI into 
low- and middle-income countries could fall by more than 35%. Private portfolio 
flows through stock and bond markets could shrink by over 80%, while official 
development assistance (ODA) would maintain its steady evolution.

Chart 23.4 - Remittances, Foreign Capital, and Aid Flows

Source: World Bank (2020a).
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Among remittance-dependent countries, vulnerable to the decline, there 
are fragile states including Somalia, Haiti, and South Sudan, as well as small 
island nations such as Tonga, with remittances accounting for more than a third 
of  GDP in some countries. Larger countries including India, Pakistan, Egypt, 
Nigeria, Mexico, and the Philippines, were also hit because remittances have 
become a major source of  their external financing.

Migrant remittances are a fundamental source of  income for poor households 
in many countries and the drop in flows in 2020 increased poverty. Remittances 
to Europe and central Asia were expected to fall most, crashing about 28% this 
year, while remittances to sub-Saharan Africa were forecast to diminish 23.1%. 
But all regions would face declines.

In the case of  FDI, UNCTAD (2020) showed a dire picture, with the 
COVID-19 crisis expected to have caused a deep fall. Global FDI flows were 
forecast to shrink by up to 40% in 2020, from their 2019 value of  $1.54 trillion. 
FDI was expected to go below US$1 trillion for the first time since 2005, with 
an additional decline of  a further 5% to 10% in 2021. A reversal to the pre-
pandemic trend is expected, in an optimistic scenario, only in 2022.

International tourism receipts

On March 26, the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 
2020) announced estimates of  a decline of  20% to 30% in 2020 of  international 
tourist arrivals, compared to 2019 figures. This would translate into a loss of  
international tourism receipts of  between $300 billion to $450 billion, almost 
one third of  the $1.5 trillion generated in 2019 (Figure 23.5). According to World 
Bank (2020b), low- and middle-income countries recorded over $420 billion in 
international tourism receipts as exports in 2019, and was heavily affected by the 
decline in 2020.

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2020_en.pdf?utm_source=World+Investment+Network+%28WIN%29&utm_campaign=19bb58a644-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_05_18_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_646aa30cd0-19bb58a644-70001141
https://www.unwto.org/news/international-tourism-arrivals-could-fall-in-2020
https://www.unwto.org/news/international-tourism-arrivals-could-fall-in-2020
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.RCPT.CD?locations=XO
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ST.INT.RCPT.CD?locations=XO
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Chart 23.5 - International Tourism Receipts,  
World (Real Change, %)

Source: UNWTO (e) estimate.

Oil prices

The global economic shock of  the pandemic drove oil prices down (Figure 23.9). 
Because of  the halt in economic activities, the world’s oil market remained downbeat 
for most of  the year. Oil-dependent emerging market and developing economies 
were be among the most vulnerable to the economic impacts of  the pandemic.

Figure 23.9 - Commodity Prices

Source: IMF.
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Crude oil prices were forecast to average $35 a barrel in 2020, reflecting 
the unprecedented collapse in oil demand associated to mobility restrictions. By 
April 2020, brent crude oil prices had declined 70% from their January peak, with 
a partial recovery thereafter (Figure 23.9). The large production cut by OPEC 
and other oil producers failed to lift prices. Natural rubber and platinum are also 
heavily used by the transportation industry, and their prices also tumbled.

Given the magnitude of  the multiple negative shocks that COVID-19 
brought to developing countries—including domestic coronavirus infections and 
their recession curves, as well as external financial shocks, emigrant remittances, 
tourism and oil prices—the number of  people in the world living below the 
extreme poverty line ($1.90 per day) rose, a reversal of  the evolution of  recent 
times. The World Bank projects an increase of  at least 49 million people below 
that line this year, eliminating gains made since 2017.

23.4. Higher Debt and Deeper Digitization Will be 
Coronavirus Legacies

Three features of  the post-pandemic global economy can already be 
anticipated: the worldwide rise in public and private debt levels, accelerated 
digitization, and a partial reversal of  globalization. The first arises from the 
public sector’s role as the ultimate insurer against catastrophes, government 
policies to smooth pandemic curves, and the coronavirus recession. These will 
leave a legacy of  massive public-sector debt worldwide. Lower tax revenues 
and higher social and health expenditures reflect the choice of  trying to avoid 
widespread destruction of  people’s productive and livelihood capacity during 
the pandemic. On the private-sector side, indebtedness will be the way to survive 
the sudden stop, if  the result is not to be bankruptcy or closure.

The burden of  meeting higher levels of  public debt will be mitigated by the 
expected continuation of  low basic interest rates in most advanced countries. 
However, even governments with better credit risk ratings will face debt accumulation. 
And sovereign debt stress is likely to increase in many other cases (Canuto, 2020b)

Spending cuts to contain fiscal deficits will be very costly in terms of  political 
capital, especially after a crisis that will leave behind higher degrees of  income 
inequality, and which is occurring after a recent period of  spending restraint in 
many countries. Among advanced economies, the trend in recent decades has 
been to reduce corporate and personal income taxes. Reversing these reductions 
is an obvious option to fill the fiscal gap caused by the coronavirus.

Ongoing demographic trends already pointed to the need to find new ways 
to cover growing public spending. The coronavirus crisis will accelerate this 
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search. However, to prevent fiscal wars between countries undermining that 
strategy, pluri-national consistency through tacit or explicit cooperation will be 
a necessary condition.

Take, for example, fiscal challenges in the Eurozone, which have been 
compounded by the coronavirus crisis. Highly impacted countries—including 
Italy and Spain—were already showing fiscal vulnerability before the virus 
outbreak, despite years of  fiscal restrictions. The divide between countries 
over mutualization of  debt at the Eurozone level, and the country-specific 
tax structures required by some—Germany—will require resolution. The 
announcement by the European Central Bank that it will buy another €600 billion 
in bonds, together with the proposal announced on May 27 by the European 
Commission to create a new European Union recovery fund of  €750 billion to 
help the countries most affected by the pandemic, pushed the problem forward.

Greater intensity and frequency of  stresses in the public and foreign debts of  
the poorest countries will also be present. The external debt of  poor countries 
had already increased substantially since the 2008-09 global financial crisis. The 
G20’s postponement of  the payment of  its official bilateral debt this year eased 
the service burden in the short term, but the debt will continue to accumulate, 
and the underlying debt trajectories will still need to be dealt with after the 
pandemic. A key component in this regard will be China’s role as a creditor. 
Its financial exposure to developing countries through credit lines and loan 
agreements—often linked to commercial projects at market rates and backed by 
guarantees—has increased in recent history.

The second result from coronavirus will be acceleration of  digitization in 
production processes and in the provision of  public services

Digitization processes taking place during the pandemic and the 
confinements tend to remain, to a great extent, definitively extending in areas 
such as education. To some extent, things like telework happening during the 
crisis will not reverse entirely. There will be destruction of  ‘analogue’ jobs, while 
jobs and opportunities for entrepreneurship that require digital training will be 
created. Adapting the workforce to this new reality will be among the challenges 
highlighted by COVID-19.

Globalization Reshaped

A third post-coronavirus characteristic is likely to be a partial setback of  
productive integration across borders, which marked globalization in the 
decades before the global financial crisis and which has been under pressure to 
reverse ever since – approached in Chapters 12 and 14. In some cases, including 
medical equipment and medicines, in addition to high technology, the primacy 
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of  efficiency and cost minimization will give way to security against the risks of  
shocks that disrupt the availability of  imports. It remains to be seen how far the 
demarcation lines of  what will be considered ‘strategic’ by different countries 
will extend, in terms of  the activities they need to re-shore. A key part of  this 
issue is expected to be the intensification of  the technological dispute between 
the United States and China (Canuto, 2019).

The COVID-19 crisis brought an additional series of—temporary or not—
trade restrictions (Figure 23.10). Many countries reacted in the early phase of  
the pandemic by tightening trade restrictions on exports of  some medical and 
food products. By mid-April 2020, more than 80 countries had imposed export 
bans on medical devices and personal protective equipment used to curb the 
spread of  COVID-19. 

Figure 23.10 - Non-COVID-19-related import-restrictive 
measures continue to rise

Source: WTO (2020).

It is true that Figure 23.10 also shows some progress has been made 
in trade-facilitating measures easing restraints on international trade, as 
governments perceive the advantages of  relying on foreign supply and demand 
as a complement, rather than counting on self-reliance. There was also the trade 
pact agreed in November between members of  the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP)—China, Japan, Korea, Australia, the ASEAN 
countries, and New Zealand. RCEP reduces tariffs on goods, expands market 
access for some services, and unifies rules of  origin within the bloc. However, 
some of  the distortionary barriers to trade introduced around the world over the 
past two years are still in place. 

https://www.policycenter.ma/opinion/us-china-trade-war-accelerating-china%E2%80%99s-rebalancing
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So, how might disruptions and shortages for some essential products affect 
the views of  GVC managers and governments? There has been a revival of  
discussions about unforeseen, or underestimated, potential costs and risks of  the 
international fragmentation of  production. On the one hand, there are claims that 
trade dependency should be diminished, including by repatriating production, as 
a potential way of  reducing risk. On the other, such retrenchment of  trade would 
also create substantial efficiency costs, if  it goes beyond what we described as 
structural factors underlying the evolution of  global trade prior to the pandemic.  

Supply Chain Tradeoffs: the GVC Perspective

As happened in the tsunami-related events earlier in the 2010s, severe supply 
disruptions during the pandemic for everything from auto parts and consumer 
electronics to protective equipment have highlighted the existence of  risks from 
concentrating too much production and sourcing in a small number of  distant 
low-cost locations, and from overreliance on just-in-time inventory management. 
Rising tariffs, restrictions on market access, and other manifestations of  geopolitical 
frictions may also lead some companies to revisit their supply chains.

In some cases, it might be decided that it pays to adopt more regional, 
‘multilocal’ sourcing and manufacturing footprints, while keeping larger ‘safety 
stocks’ in inventory—even if  these options entail somewhat higher costs. 

The types of  change will vary by industrial sector, as firms will have to 
consider tradeoffs between resilience and efficiency/costs. There is the 
previous trend that we alluded to in some segments toward locating production 
closer to customers, especially when the adoption of  advanced Industry 
4.0 manufacturing systems offsets higher labor costs. Medical equipment, 
biopharmaceutical products, semiconductors, and consumer electronics, for 
instance, are likely candidates to also be subject to geopolitical and government 
pressures. Ultimately the consequence of  COVID-19 will be a greater weight 
given to those considerations.

Government Policies and Geopolitical Frictions

Governments are also likely to put greater emphasis on domestic production, 
particularly of  medical supplies and equipment, to reduce the risk of  future 
supply shocks. Germany has expressed interest in localizing more supply chains, 
for example, and South Korea is exploring measures to encourage reshoring of  
manufacturing. This will not necessarily translate into full neglect of  the broader 
gains from globalization, but it will selectively reinforce a search for greater 
self-reliance. The pandemic is prompting some governments to place further 
controls on trade in medical and agricultural goods.
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Given the revealed costs—failures—of  unilateral trade policies in the style 
followed by President Trump in the U.S., they are not likely to return when 
President-elect Biden takes office. But there may be plurilateral efforts to 
broaden the agenda of  trade restrictions as a quid-pro-quo in negotiations about 
rules and standards. 

On the technology front, a potential decoupling of  the U.S. and Chinese 
sectors—which could make devices and IT systems in both markets no longer 
interoperable—might have further repercussions. China has signaled that it is 
searching for more self-reliance by talking about ‘dual circulation’ and ensuring 
greater diversity of  sources of  commodity imports. Again, the COVID-19 crisis 
did not create these frictions, but it has emphasized and reinforced them.   

The Climate Change Agenda

The future of  trade is also being redefined in other ways. The pandemic has 
had a positive spillover effect on the climate change agenda. ‘Green recovery’ 
is the catchphrase. For example, as part of  its European Green Deal strategy 
to slash greenhouse gas emissions, the European Commission is considering 
imposing a carbon tax on imports. This tax could redefine global competitiveness 
in a range of  industries, particularly if  the U.S. follows suit.

By intensifying geopolitical and economic forces already at work, the 
pandemic’s disruptive impact on international trade will leave a lasting mark. 
The pandemic is accelerating history, i.e. some recent trends are being sped up. 
The pandemic will not reverse globalization, but it will reshape it.

The coronavirus pandemic could also accentuate the ‘moving contradiction’ 
between a reinforcement of  reorientation within countries and the need for 
policy coordination between countries in many areas. Dealing with challenges, 
including future pandemics, climate change, cyber security, terrorism, and 
migration, will require more multilateralism or pluri-lateralism and much 
less nationalism. This will mean that the lessons of  coronavirus, which has 
encouraged national solutions, will have to be learned carefully.

https://www.policycenter.ma/opinion/trump-tariffs-have-hurt-us-manufacturing-jobs#.X8xGuGhKgsE
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